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300V SYNTHETIC 
MOTOR OIL

•Double Ester Technology’s two 
types of esters provide excellent 
lubricity, better engine response 
and maximum engine RPM

•For use in all high performance 
4-stroke engines

•For road racing, motocross and bikes with 
or without a catalytic converter

•Above existing standards
•Passes JASO T904 wet clutch compatibility test
•0% shear loss on Bosch ASTM D6278 test
•Liter bottle, 12 per case; 4-liter bottle, 4 per case; sold each
SIZE WEIGHT PART # SUG. RETAIL
Liter 5W30 3601-0068 $17.50
Liter 5W40 3601-0069 17.50
4 liter 5W40 3601-0070 62.95
Liter 10W40 3601-0071 17.50
 

SIZE WEIGHT PART # SUG. RETAIL
4 liter 10W40 3601-0072 $62.95
Liter 15W50 3601-0073 17.50
4 liter 15W50 3601-0074 62.95
 

7100 SYNTHETIC 
ESTER MOTOR OIL

•Meets the following standards: 
API SL/SH/SG and JASO MA

•Recommended for all 4-stroke 
motorcycles with 
catalytic converters

•Ester Technology improves engine response
•Proprietary Extreme pressure formula to 

protect the gearbox
•Low sulfur and phosphorus formula for bike fitted 

with catalytic converters
•Liter bottle, 12 per case; 4-liter bottle, 4 per case; 

gallon bottle, 4 per case; sold each
SIZE WEIGHT PART # SUG. RETAIL
Liter 10W40 3601-0064 $12.50
4 liter 10W40 3601-0065 47.95
Liter 20W50 3601-0066 12.75
Gallon 20W50 3601-0067 49.95
 

5100 SYNTHETIC 
BLEND MOTOR OIL

•Newest API rating of SL for catalytic converters
•Meets the following standards: API SL/SH/SG 

and JASO MA
•Recommended for all 4-stroke engines
•Ester Technology to improve engine response
•Proprietary Extreme pressure formula to protect 

the gearbox
•Low sulfur and phosphorus formula for bike fitted 

with catalytic converters
•Liter bottle, 12 per case; 4-liter bottle, 4 per case; gallon bottle, 

4 per case; sold each
SIZE WEIGHT PART # SUG. RETAIL
Liter 10W30 3601-0059 $9.95
Gallon 10W40 3601-0060 39.95
Liter 10W50 3601-0061 10.75
4 liter 10W50 3601-0062 37.95
Gallon 15W50 3601-0063 37.95
 

WEIGHT PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W40 MOT46 $10.75
15W50 MOT48 10.75
 

5100 4T 
SYNTHETIC BLEND 

MOTOR OIL
•Uses new ester synthetic 

base stock
•Bonds electro-chemically 

with metals
•Handles higher loads and 

running temperatures
•Provides better pumpability in cold 

cranking conditions
•Produces positive clutch response and 

extended gear life
•Quart bottles, 12 per case; sold each

GEAR 300 
GEARBOX OIL

•Hypoid synthetic oil for 
separate gearboxes without a 
wet clutch (for all shaft drives)

•A 100% ether-based, virtually 
unshearable oil whose stability 
at high temperatures makes 
it ideal for extreme conditions

•Liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
MOT54 $20.25
 

SIZE WEIGHT PART # SUG. RETAIL
Quart 10W40 MOT30 $7.95
Gallon 10W40 MOT39 31.75
 

SIZE WEIGHT PART # SUG. RETAIL
Quart 20W50 MOT31 $7.95
Gallon 20W50 MOT40 31.75
 

3000 4T
•Multigrade oil developed for 4-stroke air- and liquid-cooled engines, 

with or without wet clutches
•Ultra-refined, premium-quality paraffin-based
•Advanced polymers blended with special additives for unmatched 

protection, longevity and flow
•High-temperature/extreme-pressure agents made of the finest zinc, 

phosphorus and sulfur compounds to withstand high-performance 
riding and racing

•Quart bottles, 12 per case; gallon bottles, 4 per case; sold each

WEIGHT PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W40 MOT53 $12.95
 

E-TECH 100
•A combination of esters and polyalphaolefin 

synthetic base stocks
•Offers the best of two worlds: high performance 

and city-type stop-and-go
•Designed to work with engines, clutches, 

gearboxes, internal chains, high lift cams 
and heavy loads

•Quart bottles, 12 per case; sold each

TWIN SYN 20W50 
SYNTHETIC-BLEND MOTOR OIL

•Designed specifically for twins for maximum 
protection, reduced wear and smoother operation

•Tough enough to be used in large and small EVO® 
engine primary cases

•Handles the rigorous pressures of both wet 
clutch/gearbox combo and chain/wet clutch 
combo designs

•Also performs well in applications where a single oil 
lubricates engine, clutch and gearbox compartments

•Quart bottles, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
MOT50 $10.75
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TRANSOIL
•Multi-grade 10W30 oil for gearboxes 

of 2-stroke motorcycles
•Liter bottles, 12 per case; 

sold each

1074

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MOT8 $8.75
 

MO COOL RADIATOR 
ADDITIVE

•Run up to 30°F cooler
•Approved for street, 

off-road and racing
•Improves heat transfer
•Increases performance
•Reduces corrosion
•Compatible with coolants
•Concentrated formula; mix at 5%
•500 ml bottle, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0047 $13.95
 

800 2T ROAD
•Premix racing 

2-stroke engines
•100% synthetic/ester 

API TC standard
•Prevents carburetor 

throttle from sticking and provides perfect 
lubrication under wet conditions

•Suitable with standard and unleaded 
gasolines up to 124 octane

•Red colored – can be easily detected in fuel
•Liter bottle, 4 per case, sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3602-0034 $18.95
 

DOT 5.1 
BRAKE FLUID

•Synthetic fluid for hydraulic 
braking systems

•Complies with DOT 5.1 
for street use

•High boiling point; 
very stable over time

•1/2-liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
MOT10 $9.25
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MOT57 $19.50
 

RBF600 RACING 
BRAKE FLUID

•100% synthetic brake fluid for 
brake and clutch systems

•Retains initial properties 
longer than DOT 3 or 4 fluids

•Boiling point of 594°F
•Compatible with all SAE J1703, 

DOT 3 and 4 fluids
•500 ml bottles, 12 per case; sold each

WEIGHT PART # SUG. RETAIL
5W (light) 3609-0005 $10.75
10W (medium) 3609-0006 10.75
15W (medium/heavy) 3609-0007 10.75
20W (heavy) 3609-0008 10.75
 

EXPERT FORK OIL
•Contains a unique anti-friction additive that 

protects, seals and makes sliding smoother 
and easier

•Elastomer and oil compatible
•For standard forks, upside down forks and 

forks with cartridge
•Liter bottle, 12 per case; sold each

MOTOWASH
•Cleaning agent for engines, chrome, fairings and rims
•Gives a glossy look to paints and protects against corrosion
•Liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
MOT11 $12.25
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3605-0008 $10.25
 

FACTORY 
CHAIN LUBE

•Specially developed to lubricate 
road-racing and endurance-
racing motorcycle chains

•BORON TECH® formulation 
limits the rolling resistance for 
greater power

•13.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; 
sold each
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PART # SUG. RETAIL
MOT43 $9.75
 

CHAIN LUBE
•Oil to lubricate and 

protect chains
•Will not damage seals
•13.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
MOT44 $7.50
 

SHINE & GO
•Clear-coat spray that restores the 

beautiful luster of painted and 
plastic surfaces

•Lays down a dry film of protection 
that prevents dust and dirt from 
sticking on sprayed surfaces

•Minimizes cleaning effort and leaves 
a beautiful shine

•13.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each

ENGINE CLEAN
•Cleans the engine before an 

oil change
•Can be used in all types of 4-stroke 

engines with injection or 
carburetors, with or without catalytic 
converters, using all kinds of fuel

•Keeps oil clean longer and 
restores engine compression

•6.7 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0006 $13.75
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0005 $7.95
 

CHAIN CLEAN
•Super degreaser for chains
•Formulated without chlorine
•13.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0008 $8.50
 

WASH AND WAX
•Dry cleaner cleans, protects 

and makes your bike shine down 
to the chrome without the use 
of water

•Leaves behind a long-lasting 
protective wax finish

•13.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

3609-0005

3609-0006

3609-0007
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SUPER M 2-CYCLE INJECTOR OIL
•Blended for use in injector systems
•Low-ash, smokeless, ester-fortified synthetic blend exceeds BIA/TCW, JASO-FC 

and ISO-E-GD specifications
•Liter bottles, 12 per case or 1 gal. bottles, 4 per case; sold each

MAXUM 4 EXTRA 
100% ESTER-BASED 

SYNTHETIC OIL
•Ester-based high-

performance API SG/CC 
JASO-MA rated 4-cycle oil

•Advanced additive system delivers 
the ultimate in performance with reduced 
friction and engine temperatures

•Extends drain intervals; improves transmission 
shifting and engine performance

•Liter bottles 12 per case, gallon bottles 
four per case; sold each

MAXUM 4 ULTRA OIL
0W10/0W30/5W40/5W50

•100% ester-based synthetic oil specially formulated 
for very high-performance 4-cycle racing engines

•Race proven to increase horsepower by reducing 
fluid drag

•Special additives increase load capacity, 
reduce friction and lower engine temperatures

•Ideal for roadracing, drag racing  
and 4-cycle kart racing

•Exceeds OEM requirements, API 
SG/CC and JASO-MA 4T

•Liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
0W10 liter 13901 $16.25
0W30 liter 37901 15.75
5W40 liter 17901 15.50
5W50 liter 36901 15.50
 

MAXUM 4 
SYNTHETIC BLEND OIL

•Synthetic/petroleum blend contains more than 
50% base stocks and advanced additives for high-
performance 4-cycle engines

•Technically advanced formula extends drain intervals and improves 
engine and 
transmission performance

•API SG/CC JASO-MA rated oil
•Liter bottles 12 per case, gallon 

bottles four per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W40 liter 34901B $9.95
10W40 gal. 349128B 34.95
20W50 liter 35901B 9.95
20W50 gal. 359128B 34.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
15W50 liter 32901 $14.95
15W50 gal. 329128 52.95
10W40 liter 16901X 14.95
10W40 gal. 169128 52.95
 

MAXUM 4 
PREMIUM OIL

5W30/10W40/20W50
•Highly stable, long-life 

multigrade motorcycle oil 
with additives that greatly 
reduce wear and friction

•Viscosity-stable formula 
and high-temperature additives provide 
protection in extreme conditions

•API SG/CC JASO-MA rated oil
•Liter bottles 12 per case, gallon bottles four 

per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
5W30 liter 39901 $7.75
5W30 gal. 399128 26.50
10W40 liter 34901 7.75
10W40 gal. 349128 26.50
20W50 liter 35901 7.75
20W50 gal. 359128 26.50
 

MAXUM 4 
CLASSIC OIL

50WT, 60WT AND 70WT
•Extreme performance 4-stroke 

oil with OD855 additive which 
significantly increases antiwear 
and load-carrying capabilities

•Very stable, petroleum-based, 
long-life straight-grade motorcycle oil

•Liter bottles, 
12 per case; 
sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
50WT liter 30901 $8.50
60WT liter 31901 8.50
70WT liter 12901 8.50
 

FORMULA K2
•100% ester-based high-

performance premix oil
•Unsurpassed protection for 

critical engine components
•Very clean burning, high 

rpm formula reduces 
powervalve maintenance

•Race proven formula has won titles around 
the world

•16 oz. bottles, 12 per case and 64 oz. 
bottles, 6 
per case; 
sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Liter 21901 $13.75
Gal. 219128 45.95
 

PREMIUM 2 
2-CYCLE OIL

•Ashless, smokeless synthetic 
blend oil for premix or 
injection systems

•Prevents scuffing; exceeds 
NMMA TC-W3 service

•Liter bottles, 12 per case or 
gallon bottles, four per case; sold each

SUPER M OIL
2-STROKE PREMIX

•Low-ash, smokeless, ester-
fortified synthetic blend premix 
oil with high thermal stability, 
better load-carrying capacity and excellent 
rust and corrosion protection

•High-tech additive reduces carbon deposits
•Exceeds NMMA TC-W3, JASO-FC and ISO-E-

GD specifications
•Available in 16 oz. bottles, 12 per case; liter 

bottles, 12 per case; 64 oz. 
bottles, 6 per 
case; and 5 
gal. pail; 
sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
16 oz. 20916 $7.75
Liter 20901 14.25
64 oz. 20964 24.75
5 gal. 20505 229.50
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
16 oz. 3602-0022 $10.25
64 oz. 3602-0024 35.50
 

530RR 4T 100% 
ESTER-BASED 
SYNTHETIC 
RACING OIL

•Ester-based full race grade API 
SG/CC JASO-MA rated 4T oil

•Used and endorsed by Factory Kawasaki 
Roadrace and other top factory teams

•Advanced additives deliver the ultimate in 
performance with reduced friction and 
engine temperatures

•Increases horsepower and torque
•High temperature detergents keep engine 

running clean
•Ultra-shear stable polymer system maintains 

constant viscosity
•Liter bottles, 12 per 

case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3601-0114 $17.50
 

CASTOR 927
RACING 2-CYCLE OIL

•Unique blend of highly refined castor oil, a specially prepared synthetic and an 
additive system that reduces carbon and gum formation and is biodegradable

•Provides excellent rust and corrosion protection
•Also contains an exclusive additive that keeps power valves cleaner and working properly
•Provides extra protection at the highest temperatures 

on cylinder walls, bearing journals and other critical areas
•Available in 16 oz. bottles, 12 per case; 64 oz. bottles, 6 

per case; liter bottles, 12 per case; and 5 gal. pail; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
16 oz. 23916 $9.95
1 liter 23901 18.25
64 oz. 23964 33.95
5 gal. pail 23505 322.75
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Liter 28901 $14.25
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Gal. 209128 $47.75
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RACING FORK FLUID
•Zero-drag fluid with special rust and corrosion 

inhibitors, as well as an antifoam agent and 
oxidation stabilizers

•Available in liter bottles, 12 per case and 5 gal. pail; 
sold each

1076

SCOOTER 4T OIL
10W40

•Petroleum-based API SG, JASO-MA rated scooter oil
•Formulated for modern free-revving scooters and mopeds
•Blend of high-performance anti-wear additives and 

advanced detergent system keep engine 
running smooth and trouble-free

•Available in 1 liter 
bottles, 12 per case

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3601-0115 $7.25
 

DOT-3/550 RACING
BRAKE FLUID

•High-temperature, anti-vapor lock properties for 
all racing applications

•Compatible with DOT-3 and DOT-4 brake fluids
•8 oz. bottles, 24 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
87908 $7.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
86908 $6.95
 

DOT-4 
BRAKE FLUID

•A universal brake/
clutch fluid for all 
systems requiring a 
DOT-4 fluid

•8 oz. bottles, 24 per 
case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
81908 $12.75
 

DOT-5 
SILICONE 

BRAKE FLUID
•A brake/clutch 

fluid for all systems 
requiring a 
DOT-5 fluid

•8 oz. bottles, 12 
per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
5W liter 59901-5 $12.95
5W 5 gal. 3609-0026 164.95
7W liter 59901-7 12.95
10W liter 59901-10 12.95
15W liter 59901-15 12.95
 

FORK OIL
•Maintains consistent 

viscosity over a 
wide-temperature 
range

•Reduces friction and 
prevents foaming

•Lubricinol additive 
prevents rust and 
corrosion, seal 
hardening and oxidation

•Available in 16 oz. or liter bottles, 
12 per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
5W 16 oz. 54916-5 $5.95
5W liter 3609-0001 8.95
10W 16 oz. 55916-10 5.95
10W liter 3609-0002 8.95
15W 16 oz. 56916-15 5.95
15W liter 3609-0003 8.95
20W 16 oz. 57916-20 5.95
20W liter 3609-0004 8.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Light liter 58901L $14.50
Light 5 gal. 3608-0003 228.95
Medium liter 58901M 14.50
Heavy liter 3608-0001 14.50
 

RACING
SHOCK FLUID

LIGHT, MEDIUM AND HEAVY
•High-viscosity indexes, 

low pour points
•For steel- or aluminum-

bodied shocks
•Available in liter bottles, 12 per case 

and 5 gal. pail; sold each

100% SYNTHETIC 
CHAIN GUARD

•Clean, clear synthetic based formula 
contains the latest in antiwear, 
extreme-pressure 
and friction-reducing additives

•Rust and corrosion protection, 
extended chain and sprocket life, 
won’t fling-off

•Safe for all O-ring chains
•Contains no CFCs
•8 oz. cans, 6.5 oz. net weight, 20 per case or 

20 oz. cans, 15 oz. net weight, 12 per case; 
sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
8 oz. (6.5 oz. net wt.) 77908 $6.75
20 oz. (15 oz. net wt.) 77920 9.95
 

CHAIN WAX
•Revolutionary Parafilm™ 

formula; spray it on and let it dry
•Doesn’t fling off
•Sprays on wet, dries to 

waxy film and seals the 
lubricant to your chain

•Non-gooey finish keeps dirt, sand 
and grit from sticking to freshly 
lubed chains

•Translates into longer chain life and 
reduced sprocket wear

•8 oz. cans, 5.5 oz. net weight, 20 per case, 
20 oz. cans, 13.5 oz. net weight, 12 per 
case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
8 oz. (5.5 oz. net wt.) 74908 $6.70
20 oz. (13.5 oz. net wt.) 74920 9.95
 

FAB-1 SPRAY-ON 
FILTER TREATMENT

•Dustproof and waterproof synthetic-
based formula for all oil-type fabric 
and foam air filter elements

•Super-tacky polymer and co-polymer 
additives hold onto dust particles

•20 oz. cans, 13.5 oz. net weight, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
61920 $8.50
 

FFT
FOAM FILTER TREATMENT

•Dust/waterproof synthetic/
petroleum blend for foam-type air 
filter elements

•4-12% increased airflow over 
competitive products

•16 oz. and liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
16 oz. 60916 $7.50
Liter 60901 10.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
MTL-XL (75W) 42901 $8.75
MTL-R (80W) 41901 8.75
MTL-E (85W) 40901 8.75
 

MTL 2- AND 4-CYCLE TRANSMISSION FLUID
75W, 80W, 85W

•Antifoam formula provides outstanding antiwear protection and l
ubrication to the transmission

•Three viscosities for all air- and water-cooled 2- and 4-cycle transmissions 
with wet-clutch systems and all types of competition: MTL-XL (75W), 
extra-light; MTL-R (80W), racing; 
MTL-E (85W), endurance

•Liter bottles, 
12 per case; sold each
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CITRUS-SCENTED 
CONTACT CLEANER

•Nonflammable, extra-heavy 
propellant charge gives more 
spray pressure

•Quickly removes grease and oil 
from carb and brake parts

•13 oz. cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

SHAFT DRIVE GEAR OIL
75W90/80W90

•Provides extreme antiwear protection
•Superior adhesive strength to keep oil film 

on gear surfaces
•80W90 is petroleum based
•75W90 is ester-based 100% synthetic; for 

shaft drive, transmission and 
hypoid gear service

•Liter bottles, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
80916 $8.95
 

MULTI-PURPOSE 
WATERPROOF GREASE

•Excellent mechanical stability, with extreme 
pressure additives for high load carrying and extra 
shock protection

•High-temperature grease for use up to 302°F
•14 oz. tub, 12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
72920 $7.50
 

PRIMARY LUBE
•100% synthetic primary 

case lube
•Advanced additives reduce 

clutch and fluid drag
•Superior film strength 

provides unsurpassed 
protection on internal components

•PAO synthetics provide decreased 
operating temperatures

•Liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
46901 $12.50
 

MULTI-PURPOSE 
PENETRANT 

LUBE/FOGGING OIL
•All-purpose penetrating lube also 

displaces water and provides rust 
and corrosion protection

•Forms a protective film on metal 
and will not harm plastic 
or painted surfaces

•Excellent fogging oil or starting 
fluid for 2-cycle or 4-cycle engines

•20 oz. cans, 15.5 oz. net weight, 12 per 
case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
73920 $8.75
 

SUSPENSION CLEAN
•Professional fast-drying formula
•Quickly removes suspension fluid 

and grease; leaves no residue
•Displaces moisture; won’t harm 

O-rings or seals
•13 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each

CLEANUP
•Heavy-duty, stable-emulsion multi-use 

spray cleaner (excellent for cleaning 
foam filters)

•Spray on, let sit for a few minutes and 
hose off with a hard stream of water

•Won’t corrode like many 
petroleum cleaners

•20 oz. aerosol cans, 16.5 oz. net 
weight, 12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
75920 $8.95
 

COOLANOL
•Ready-to-use 50/50 blend 

of premium-quality antifreeze 
and deionized water

•Optimum rust and corrosion 
protection for aluminum or 
magnesium liquid- cooled engines

•Protects from -34° F to 265° F with a 15-lb. 
radiator cap

•64 oz. bottles, 6 per 
case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
82964 $15.25
 FUEL STABILIZER

•No need to drain fuel over the 
off-season

•Keeps fuel fresh in storage and 
protects the engine and fuel system 
from varnish and gum deposits

•Absorbs moisture
•Works well with oxygenated, reformulated 

or regular engine fuels
•8 oz. bottles, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
89908 $4.25
 

HI TEST OCTANE BOOSTER
•Concentrated octane booster 

increases pump gas octane rating
•Eliminates pre-detonation
•Mix either with straight gas or with 

alcohol and nitrous mixtures
•For 2- or 4-stroke engines; cleans 

fuel delivery systems
•Legal for all racing applications
•Won’t harm or discolor plastic gas tanks
•Each ounce of octane booster per gallon 

of gas raises octane rating by four points
•16 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
83916 $7.25
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
75W90 44901 $19.25
80W90 43901 10.25
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0064 $8.25
 

COOL-AIDE
HIGH-PERFORMANCE COOLANT
•Formulated to reduce 

operating temperatures 
in 2- and 4-cycle 
liquid-cooled engines

•Approved for all types 
of racing on paved surfaces

•Protects aluminum and exotic metals from 
rust, scale and corrosion; does not offer 
freeze protection

•Available in a powerful 16 oz. concentrate, 
12 bottles per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3705-0001 $8.75
 

5-GALLON 
PAIL PUMP

•Dispenses oil from 
5-gallon pails with ease

•Connects quickly 
and easily

PART # SUG. RETAIL
10105 $36.50
 

SPRAY & SHINE
•All-purpose detailing spray
•Adds shine to all hard surfaces 

and machines
•Includes waxes and cleaners 

to cut through grime quickly 
and leave a lasting shine

•20 oz. aerosol cans, 15.5 oz. net 
weight, 12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
76920 $10.95
 

SC1 SILICONE 
DETAILER

•Restore the factory shine with 
a superior detailer specifically 
formulated for the 
powersports industry

•Cleans, polishes and conditions 
plastic, fiberglass and 
painted surfaces

•Also effective as a light lubricant 
for cables and levers

•20 oz. cans, 12 oz. net weight, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
78920 $8.95
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EXR RACING 
MOTOR OIL

•Specifically formulated to 
provide advanced racing engines 
with maximum protection

•High-grade base oils and Bel-Ray’s exclusive 
Molbuamin® additive give ultra high film 
strength and extreme pressure properties

•Liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each

1078

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
SAE 20W-50 937017016 $12.25
 

EXP EXTRA 
PREMIUM

4-CYCLE MOTOR OIL
•Premium-quality synthetic 

and mineral base oils are 
combined to provide exceptional 
performance and protection

•Resists viscosity loss, protects highly-loaded 
transmissions and improves clutch life and 
performance

•API services SF/CC-rated
•1-liter bottles, 12 per case, or 4-liter 

bottles, four per case; sold each
SAE GRADE SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W40 Liter MC14-1640 $11.50
10W40 4-liter MC14-1040G 42.25
20W50 Liter MC14-1650 11.50
20W50 4-liter MC14-2050G 42.25
60W Liter MC14-1660 11.50
 

THUMPER 4-STROKE 
SEMI-SYNTHETIC 

RACING OIL
•High VI-base 10W40 and 20W50 oil 

provides reduced friction loss resulting 
in maximum engine power

•Superior antiwear additives protect the valve 
train and gears subject to constant shock 
loads and boundary lubrication

•Flows freely in cold temperatures and 
maintains exceptional film strength at high 
temperatures for improved ring sealing 
and compression

•Unique antioxidants act as thermal 
stabilizers to reduce sludge for better 
engine cooling

•Sold in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case 
and 4 liter bottles, 4 per case; sold each

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
20W50
1 liter 962617016 $11.75
4 liter 962617216 43.95
10W40
1 liter 3601-0075 11.75
4 liter 3601-0076 43.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W40, 1 liter 934017016 $8.50
10W40, 4 liter 934017216 30.25
20W50, 1 liter 934217016 8.50
20W50, 4 liter 934217216 30.25
 

EXL 
MOTORCYCLE OIL

•Features the highest quality 
base oils and exclusive Bel-Ray 
additive chemistry

•Excellent wear protection for 
all engines, transmissions and 
clutch components

•Reduces engine deposits and 
improves efficiency

•Meets Service Classification API SG
•Available in two weights
•1-liter bottles, 12 per case, or 4-liter 

bottles, four per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W40, 1 liter 608317016 $18.95
10W40, 4 liter 608317216 72.25
10W50, 1 liter 926817016 18.95
10W50, 4 liter 926817216 72.25
 

EXS SYNTHETIC 
SUPERBIKE 
MOTOR OIL

•Unsurpassed performance and 
protection for all motorcycle engines

•High-polarity synthetic base oils 
and exclusive antiwear chemistry 
combine to protect engine,
transmission and clutch components under 
the most severe stresses and temperatures

•Developed in world championship 
superbike competition

•Meets service classifications API, SG, 
CCMC G5

•Liter bottles, 12 per case, or 4-liter bottles, 
four per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
S2 $9.25
 

S2 2-STROKE OIL
•High-quality petroleum-based 

2-stroke lubricant developed for 
use in small motorcycles, mopeds 
and motor scooters

•Provides a high level of wear 
protection with less smoke 
and fewer deposits

•Recommended for injector autolube systems 
and premix ratios up to 50:1

•1-liter bottle, 12 per case; sold each

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
.379 liter MC-1 $8.75
4 liter MC-1G 91.50
 

MC-1 2-CYCLE
SYNTHETIC RACING OIL

•Ultra-high film strength 
for maximum protection 
of racing engines

•Unique dispersion 
system is combined 
with exclusive synthetic 
base oils to keep 
engines clean

•Ability to perform at 
higher dilution ratios increases power

•.379-liter bottles, 24 per case or 4-liter 
bottles, four per case; sold each

SI-7 SYNTHETIC 
INJECTOR

2-CYCLE ENGINE OIL
•Synthetic formula eliminates 

smoking and reduces 
carbon build-up

•Provides highest level of performance 
for all 2-stroke engines

•Developed specifically for injector systems
•One-liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
MC-7 $15.95
 

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
.379 liter 916517510 $9.25
1 liter 916517016 21.25
 

H1R SYNTHETIC 
2-STROKE 

RACING OIL
•Delivers unsurpassed 

performance for all 
racing engines

•.379-liter bottles, 24 per case or 1-liter 
bottles, 12 per case; sold each

SUPER DOT 4 
BRAKE FLUID

•Exceeds DOT 4 specs, plus 
SAE J-1703

•High boiling point, resists 
vapor lock

•Maintains constant lever feel during hard 
brake use

•.355-liter (12 oz.) bottles, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
977217422 $8.25
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MC-25 $14.60
 

DOT 5 SILICONE 
BRAKE FLUID

•Exceeds DOT’s rating
•Will not absorb water or harm 

paint or plastic
•12.5-oz. bottles, 12 per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
5W 947017016 $15.95
7W 947317016 15.25
10W 947517016 15.25
15W 948017016 15.25
20W 948517016 15.25
30W 949017016 15.25
 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
FORK OIL

•Unsurpassed performance
•For all standard and 

cartridge-type forks
•Liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
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MC-38 FIBER 
FILTER OIL

•Superior trapping element provides 
maximum efficiency

•Traps and holds unwanted 
contaminants and will not gum 
or clog filters

•Will not run off; red color makes total 
coating easier

•16-oz. aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each

SUPER-CLEAN CHAIN LUBE
•Hear the difference; Bel-Ray Super-Clean 

chain lube not only lubricates, it provides 
a cushion between rollers, links 
and sprockets

•Innovative formula forms a visible outer 
coating that repels dirt, sand, water and 
whatever else a chain might be exposed to

•Tremendous film strength means 
long-lasting wear protection that won’t fling off

•For standard roller, O-ring and X-ring chains
•6-oz. and 13.5-oz. 

aerosol cans; 24 per 
case; sold each

MC-11 
WATERPROOF 

GREASE
WHEEL BEARING AND 

CHASSIS LUBE
•Aluminum-complex formula, 

won’t melt or run out
•Impervious to fresh and salt water
•Use in wheel bearings, bushings and chassis 

lubrication points
•May be used in all conventional grease guns
•14-oz. cartridges and 16-oz. tub, 12 per 

case; sold each

HVI RACING 
SUSPENSION FLUID

•Meets the demands of modern 
racing suspension systems

•High viscosity index for 
consistent damping control in 
all conditions and temperatures

•Liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
SAE GRADE PART # SUG. RETAIL
3W 977417016 $21.50
5W 977517016 21.50
10W 977617016 21.50
15W 977717016 21.50
 

MC-2 CHAIN LUBE
MAXIMUM STRENGTH

•Exclusive Molyphos® additive 
provides superior wear protection 
for all standard and O-ring chains

•Anticorrosion ingredients and 
O-ring conditioners

•Waterproof, won’t fling off and is 
environmentally safe

•6.5-oz. and 16-oz. bottles, 12 per case; 
sold each

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
6.5 oz. MC-28 $9.25
16 oz. MC-2-16 14.50
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MC-38 $10.25
 

FOAM FILTER OIL
•Superior viscosity traps 

dust, dirt; even water
•Won’t wash out, gum 

up or clog
•Dark blue color ensures 

total coverage
•Liter bottles, 12 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
939017016 $14.95
 

MC-4 GEAR OIL
“THE GEAR SAVER”

•Specially formulated to meet 
the needs of 2-stroke 
motorcycle transmissions

•Tests show improved 
performance over 
ordinary oils

•1-liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
SAE GRADE PART # SUG. RETAIL
75W MC4XLV $10.75
80W MC-4-LV 10.75
85W MC480 10.75
 

MC-4 HYPOID 
GEAR OIL

•Features special base oils and 
Bel-Ray’s exclusive extreme 
pressure chemistry

•Gives unsurpassed 
protection for heavily-loaded 
transmissions

•Exceeds API specifications GL-4 and GL-5
•1-liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
80W90 MC4-8090 $11.25
85W140 MC4-140 11.25
90W MC4-90 11.25
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
14 oz. cartridge MC-11-C $6.50
16 oz. tub MC-11 6.50
 

BRAKE & PARTS CLEANER
•Removes grease, oil and other brake build-up
•Also removes build-up and grease from spark plugs, power valves, carburetors 

and other engine parts without leaving residue
•Dries quickly, displaces moisture and comes in a convenient aerosol spray can
•Free of ozone-depleting CFCs, and formulated using the newest low VOC technology; 

helping to protect the environment
•Meets all California regulatory requirements
•14.5-oz. aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0001 $11.25
 

MC-21 DEGREASER AND ENGINE CLEANER
•Removes oil, grease and dirt
•Ideal for motorcycle, lawn mower, and tractor engines as well as outboard motors 

and industrial equipment
•Just apply to warm engine surface, allow to stand for a short time and simply rinse 

clean with a forceful stream of water
•Safe on most paint, rubber and plastic
•14.5-oz. aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MC-21 $10.25
 

6-IN-1 
MULTIPURPOSE 

LUBE
•Contains the revolutionary 

additive Molbuamin® that 
provides high film strength 
and cleans as it lubricates

•Displaces water, reduces 
friction and won’t harm 
electrical contacts

•16-oz. aerosol cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MC-22 $12.25
 

ASSEMBLY LUBE
•Stable, nonmelting, multipurpose

lubricant with a phenomenal 
capacity to prevent seizing and 
galling at extremely high temperatures

•Use it whenever tension or torque 
is applied

•Clings to all metal parts; use on threads, 
engine components, suspension 
linkage, etc.

•10-oz. brush-cap bottles, 
12 per case; 
sold each

PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
MC-8-10 $16.25
 

SIZE PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
6 oz. 924502710 $9.95
13.5 oz. 924503110 15.50
 

MC-11-C

MC-11
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2-CYCLE SUPER 
TECHNIPLATE 
RACING OIL

•Pure synthetic bases are blended with 
20% BeNOL® Racing Castor Oil

•Provides engines the Clean Burn™ quality 
of Klotz synthetic lubricants along with the 
exceptional film strength of castor oil

•Blends with methanol alcohol and gasoline
•Quart bottles, 10 per 

case, or 1 gal. bottles, 
4 per case; sold each

1080

TECHNIPLATE 
SYNTHETIC 

2-STROKE OIL
•Fully synthetic lubricant 

specifically designed to improve 
throttle response and overall performance 
of 2-stroke motorcycle engines

•Exceeds BIA/TC-W2 service ratings
•Quart poly bottle, 

10 per case, or gallon 
poly bottle, four per 
case; sold each

SIZE PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
Quart KL-300 $12.00
Gallon KL301 45.99
 

4-STROKE TECHNIPLATE 
SYNTHETIC OIL

•Pure synthetic lubricant provides 
load carrying capacity and film strength 
greater than petroleum and petroleum/
synthetic- blend lubricants

•Shear-stable synthetic polymers give 
superior clutch/transmission protection 
and operation

•Quart bottles, 
10 per case; 
sold each

SAE GRADE PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W30 KL-830 $14.95
10W40 KL-840 14.25
20W50 KL-850 14.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
Quart KL-100 $14.50
Gallon KL101 60.00
 

NITRO® 
POWER ADDITIVE

•An oxygenating power additive developed 
for gasoline and methanol alcohol fuels

•Designed to extract the maximum level of 
horsepower from stock and modified engines

•Contains 50% nitropropane 
and 50% Koolinal™ 

•16 oz. cans; sold to dealer 
10 per case; sold to 
consumer as each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
KL-600-CS $18.95 (ea.)
 

BENOL® 2-CYCLE 
RACING CASTOR

•The ultimate in 2-stroke 
lubricants when it comes 
to both protection and 
performance; the choice of serious racers

•Blends with methanol alcohol and gasoline
•Available in 16 oz. poly bottles, 10 per case, 

32 oz. poly bottles, 10 per case, 
or 1 gal. poly 
bottles, 4 per 
case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
16 oz. BC-175 $9.75
32 oz. 3602-0037 16.50
Gallon BC171 64.00
 

OCTANE BOOSTER
•A concentrated tetraethyl lead substitute 

formulated to increase the octane rating 
of gasoline up to 10 numbers or more

•Helps eliminate engine damaging 
detonation, spark knock, pre-ignition, 
and pinging from low-octane gasoline

•Stabilizes oxygenated gasoline to prevent 
lean-out conditions - Not alcohol compatible

•16 oz. cans; sold to dealer 10 per case; 
sold to consumer 
as each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
KL-602-CS $12.95 (ea.)
 

MX4 TECHNIPLATE 
SYNTHETIC OIL

•Designed specifically for the new 
generation of 4-stroke performance 
motorcycle and ATV engines

•Special synthetic formula provides thermal 
stability and reduces friction

•API and JASO certified
•Quart bottles, 10 per 

case; sold each

SAE
GRADE PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

10W40 3601-0034 $13.50
15W50 3601-0035 14.75
 

FOAM FILTER OIL
•For all street, off-road, and racing 

foam air filter applications
•Easy to apply and improves air flow
•Super-viscous formula forms an oil 

barrier to trap micron-sized particles 
that would normally find their way 
through air filters

•151/4 oz. aerosol cans; 
10 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
KL606 $9.50
 

CLEAR KLR® CLEAN CHAIN LUBE
•Sprays on smoothly and dries quickly

to create a protective barrier that will not fling off
•Specially formulated for conventional and O-ring type 

roller chains to provide the maximum level 
of lubrication and wear protection

•16 oz. aerosol spray cans, 
10 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3605-0010 $9.75
 

AEROSOL FABRIC 
FILTER OIL

•For all street, off-road, 
and racing fabric air 
filter applications

•Easy to apply and improves air flow
•Available in 16 oz. spray 

container, 10 per 
case; sold each

PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
KL607 $9.50
 

CHAIN LUBE
•Contains ExtraTac™ Anti-Wear 

System for all street, off-road, 
and racing applications

•Specially formulated for 
conventional and O-ring type roller 
chains to provide the maximum level 
of lubrication and rust protection

•Penetrates deeply to displace moisture 
and dirt and allow for maximum 
corrosion protection

•Available in 151/2 oz. shop-size aerosol 
spray, 10 per 
case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
KL605 $15.25
 

FLEX DRIVE™ 30 
SYNTHETIC GEAR 

LUBRICANT
•A low-viscosity, extreme-

pressure 75W/80 lubricant 
for use in motorcycle and ATV 
transmissions with a wet clutch

•Engineered for enhanced 
thermally stability and to 
withstand the constant shearing 
stress in racing applications

•Quart size poly bottles, 
10 per case; 
sold each

2-CYCLE 
TECHNIPLATE TC-W3

•Pure synthetic lubricant, with 
an extremely high load carrying 
capacity for reduced engine wear

•Clean Burn™ No-Smoke Technology 
eliminates carbon and residue build-up

•Exceeds JASO FD, ISO-EGD, TC-W3, TC-W2, 
TC-W and API TC low ash specifications

•Not alcohol compatible.
•32 oz. poly bottles, 

10 per case; sold each

R-50™ SYNTHETIC 
RACING TECHNIPLATE

•The ultimate in 100% 
synthetic lubrication

•Peak film strength and anti-scuff protection
•Clean Burn™ technology reduces carbon 

residue and buildup
•Anti-oxidizers prevent rust and corrosion
•Recommended for use with premix only
•Not alcohol compatible
•16 oz. bottles, 10 per case 

or one gallon 
bottles, four per 
case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
16 oz. KL-102 $10.00
Gallon KL-105 65.75
 

FILTER 
CLEANER
•Cleans foam 

and fabric 
K&N-type 
filters

•Removes dust, 
dirt, oil and grease

•Rinses clean 
with water

•16 oz. aerosol 
spray cans, 
10 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG.  RETAIL
KL608 $9.25
 

PLUG AND 
CONTACT CLEANER

•Quickly cleans and degreases 
all metal and aluminum 
surfaces, fouled spark plugs, 
carburetors and other small parts

•Nonconductor formula for use on 
electrical systems, electric 
switches, connections, motors, 
starters, and alternators

•Will not damage engine parts, 
carburetors, brake parts, ignition 
parts, spark plugs or engine sensors

•20 oz. aerosol spray, 
10 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG.  RETAIL
KL609 $10.95
 

PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
KL506 $15.25
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
KL302 $15.00
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ACT EVO X-TRA
•4-stroke oil features advanced 

synthetic protection for 
reduced temperatures, better 
shifting and added protection

•TriZone Technology™ allows 
the use of one oil to protect the engine, 
clutch and gearbox

•Greatly extends time between oil changes 
and remains active even when the engine 
is turned off

•Exceeds all known 
manufacturer requirements

•1 liter bottle, 12 per case; 4 liter bottle, 
4 per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W30; 1 liter 3601-0124 $6.25
10W40; 1 liter 3601-0125 6.25
20W40; 1 liter 3601-0127 6.25
20W50; 1 liters 3601-0128 6.25
10W40; 4 liters 3601-0126 24.75
20W50; 4 liters 3601-0129 24.75
 

GTLMA 
BRAKE FLUID

•Exceeds DOT 3/4 specifications
•Improves handling at high braking 

temperatures
•Reduces brake fade
•12 oz., 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
12502 $3.95
 

COMPETITION 
PREMIX A747 
2-CYCLE OIL

•High-viscosity, low-ash, 
part-synthetic lubricant

•Special additive to prevent 
throttle slide sticking in all weather

•Provides maximum protection against piston 
seizure at high engine speeds and tight 
cylinder-bore clearances

•Specially formulated for use in liquid-cooled 
2-stroke engines during severe 
operating conditions

•1 liter
•12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
24585 $24.25
 

ACT EVO 2T 
PREMIX OIL

•Premium-quality, synthetic-
based 2-stroke engine oil

•Minimizes harmful carbon 
deposits generated 
during combustion

•Protects vital engine 
and exhaust components

•Extends spark plug life
•Low exhaust smoke negates carbon build-up 

in the exhaust ports
•Suitable for all types of 2-stroke ATVs 

running on either unleaded or leaded fuel
•1/2 liter
•12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
00362 $5.95
 

SRF BRAKE FLUID
•Ultra high performance
•Specifically formulated to satisfy the 

increasing stress of racing
•Unique silicon ester technology absorbs less 

water than conventional glycol ether fluids 
and prevents the fluid’s high temperature 
performance from deteriorating

•Able to withstand temperatures in 
excess of 300°

•Available in 1 liter bottle, case of 12; 
sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
SRF brake fluid 3703-0015 $103.95
 

POWER RS TTS
2-STROKE OIL

•Maximum racing performance 
lubricant

•Advanced synthetic protection
•Takes care of the engine, 

clutch and gearbox
•1 liter bottle, 12 per case; 

4 liter bottle, 4 per case; 
sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
2-stroke; 1 liter 3602-0047 $8.50
2-stroke; 4 liters 3602-0048 49.50
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
5W40; 1 liter 3601-0117 $12.50
5W40; 4 liters 3601-0118 44.50
10W50; 1 liter 3601-0119 12.50
10W50; 4 liters 3601-0120 44.50
 

POWER RS R4
•Max power and the 

best protection
•TriZone Technology™ 

allows use of one oil 
for engine, clutch and 
gearbox performance

•RS Formulation improves 
clutch power transfer

•1 liter bottle, 12 per case; 
4 liter bottle, 4 per case; sold each

POWER RS GPS
•Greatly reduces engine 

temperatures and quiets 
the engine while improving 
shifting and clutch action

•Synthetic modules seek out 
high heat metal parts and 
reduce hot spots

•Max Power and protection
•TriZone Technology™ – one 

oil for engine, clutch and gearbox
•RS Formulation improves clutch 

power transfer
•Available in 1 liter bottles, case of 12; 

sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W30; 1 liter 3601-0121 $8.25
10W40; 1 liter 3601-0122 8.25
20W50; 1 liter 3601-0123 8.25
 

CHAIN WAX
•Higher lube retention results 

in greatly reduced chain and 
sprocket wear

•Increased free spinning
•Ideal for O-ring, competition 

and standard chains
•.4 liter, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
00367 $9.50
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
00377 $8.25
 

METAL 
PARTS CLEANER

•Premium high-performance 
metal parts cleaner

•Suitable for use on late-model 
ignitions, computers, V- and 
R-rated racing spark plugs 
and 2-stroke power valves

•High pressure for use 
in hard-to-clean places

•Safe for plastics
•17 oz., 12 per case; sold each
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4T PRO-4 PLUS
•100% ester synthetic 5W40 and 

10W50 4-stroke racing engine oil
•Provides exceptional film strength 

and outstanding surface protection
•Long-term performance and 

stay-in-grade characteristics are 
ensured under the toughest 
racing conditions

•5W40 is recommended for power-increasing 
fast road use

•Available in one liter bottles, 10 per case or 
four liter bottles, 4 per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
5W40
1-liter 3601-0089 $21.25
4-liter 3601-0090 78.50
10W50
1-liter 3601-0095 21.25
4-liter 3601-0096 78.50
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W40
4-liter 3601-0097 $58.25
Liter 3601-0100 14.95
15W50
4-liter 3601-0098 58.25
Liter 3601-0099 14.95
 

PRO-4
•Ester-based fully synthetic 

10W40 and 15W50 4-stroke 
racing engine oil

•During a cold start, Pro-4 
protects pistons, cams and bearings

•Stay-in-grade performance 
is provided by thermal and 
shear stability

•Reduced transmission and friction wear comes 
from high-film strength

•Available in liter bottles, 10 per case or 4-liter 
bottles, 4 per case; sold each

R40S CASTORENE
•Castor and ester synthetic blend 

40 wt. racing oil
•Reduces oil thickening and 

build-up while enhancing the 
high film-strength of the castor

•Can be premixed with 
methanol fuels

•Available in 1-liter bottles, 
10 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3601-0101 $18.95
 

4T MOTORCYCLE OIL
•Mineral-based 4-stroke 

10W40 and 20W50 multi-grade 
engine oil

•Protection and cleanliness 
is provided by a performance additive

•Internal protection comes from anti-wear 
and low-friction properties

•Available in quart bottles, 12 per case or 
gallon bottles, 6 per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W40
Gallon 3601-0081 $25.95
Quart 3601-0087 6.75
20W50
Gallon 3601-0082 25.95
Quart 3601-0088 6.75
 

OW-20 ADVANCED 
DEVELOPMENT 

PROJECT RACING 
ENGINE OIL

•A new concept in 4-stroke racing technology
•Highly stressed components are able to 

maintain low-wear film with OW-20
•Long-term performance retention and extra 

power are provided
•Internal protection comes from anti-wear 

and low-friction properties
•Available in 5-liter bottles, 4 per case; 

sold each
NOTE: Not recommended for highway or city use.

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
5-liter 3601-0091 $97.95
 

COMP-4 
ENGINE OIL

•High performance semi-synthetic 
10W40 and 20W50 engine oil

•Stay-in-grade formulation protects 
your transmission

•Ester synthetic technology combats 
wear and tear on critical load surfaces at high 
temperatures and cold starts

•Available in quart bottles, 12 per case or 
gallon bottles, 6 per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W40
Gallon 3601-0078 $35.75
Quart 3601-0085 9.75
20W50
Gallon 3601-0079 35.75
Quart 3601-0086 9.75
 

COMP-2 INJECTOR
•Clean and reliable semi-

synthetic 2-stroke 15W30 high-
performance engine oil

•Advanced low-smoke lubricant 
reduces wear and plug fouling

•Low-ash formula minimizes pre-
ignition and carbon build-up

•Available in 1-liter bottles, 10 per case; 
sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1-liter 3602-0045 $12.95
 

SUPER-2 
INJECTOR OIL

•2-stroke 20W20 synthetic fortified 
engine oil

•Designed with clean-burning mineral oil
•Long engine life and cleanliness comes from 

the low ash formula
•Helps prevent plug-fouling and resists ring-

sticking and piston seizures
•Available in 1-liter bottles, 10 per case; 

sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1-liter 3602-0043 $9.50
 

SCOOT-2 SCOOTER OIL
•2-stroke 20W30 synthetic fortified 

scooter engine oil
•Designed with clean-burning mineral oil
•Long engine life and cleanliness comes from the 

low ash formula
•Helps prevent plug-fouling and resists 

ring-sticking and piston seizures
•Can be used with premixes or auto-lube 

injector systems
•Available in 1-liter bottles, 10 per case; 

sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1-liter 3602-0044 $9.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1-liter 3602-0046 $20.25
 

PRO-SCOOT
•Clean-burning, 2-stroke 

10W30 100% ester synthetic 
sport scooter engine oil

•Provides maximum 
performance retention

•Can be used with premixes or auto-lube 
injector systems

•Available in 1-liter bottles, 10 per case; 
sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1-liter 3606-0006 $22.95
 

PRO-SRG 75
•100% ester synthetic gear oil 

for racing bikes
•Designed for small, 

high-speed transmissions
•Created for high viscosity index 

and shear strength
•Reduced gear wear is provided by the 

anti-seize properties
•Will work with all wet and dry clutch systems
•Available in 1-liter bottles, 10 per case; sold each

COMP-GEAR OIL
•2-stroke semi-synthetic ester 

technology based gear oil
•Designed for competition transmissions
•For use with steel or aluminum 

clutch plates
•Improves clutch and gear operation 

and eliminates clutch drag
•Available in 1-liter bottles, 10 per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1-liter 3606-0005 $14.95
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GEAR OIL
•Extreme pressure, high-

performance shaft drive gear oil
•Recommended for use with hypoid 

and spiral bevel gears
•High shock loads are resisted 

by antiwear properties
•Available in a 1/2 liter bottle with a unique 

cap spout that allows pouring without the 
use of a funnel

•1 liter bottles, 10 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3606-0007 $7.50
 

LIGHT AND 
MEDIUM GEAR OIL

•2-stroke synthetic-fortified 
blended gear oils

•Designed for competition transmissions
•Even under the harshest conditions, light 

and medium gear oils provide outstanding 
anti-wear protection

•Will work in wet clutch systems
•Available in quart bottles, 12 per case; 

sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Light 3606-0003 $8.75
Medium 3606-0004 8.75
 

PRO-RSF 
SUSPENSION FLUID

•Synthetic technology, high-viscosity 
suspension fluid

•Low-friction synthetics and wear-resistant 
additives have been integrated 
to make Pro-RSF

•Provides an amazing performance 
in air- gas- and nitrogen-filled systems 
and is thermally stable

•Available in 21/2, 5, 71/2 and 10 wt. liter 
bottles, 10 per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
21/2 wt. 3608-0005 $18.95
5 wt. 3608-0006 18.95
71/2 wt. 3608-0004 18.95
10 wt. 3608-0007 18.95
 

FORK OIL
•Advanced formula front 

suspension fluid
•Reduced wear and corrosion and 

oxidation resistance comes from 
a special additive

•1 liter bottles, 10 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
5 wt. 3609-0029 $10.75
10 wt. 3609-0030 10.75
15 wt. 3609-0031 10.75
20 wt. 3609-0032 10.75
30 wt. 3609-0033 10.75
 

FORK FLUIDS
•Unique 02 and 05 synthetic racing 

fork fluids
•Designed from race-developed 

foam and water-resistant chemistry
•Provides great performances in front fork 

and suspension systems
•Works best on long-distance trips and 

in severe weather conditions
•Even at high temperatures, the 100% 

synthetic formula combats fluid volatility
•Available in 1-liter bottles, 10 per case; 

sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
02 3609-0028 $21.95
05 3609-0027 21.95
 

PRO-CHAIN LUBE
•Fully synthetic racing lubricant
•Resistance to shock loads is 

provided by combining advanced 
synthetics and micronized 
solid lubricant

•Will not fling off; provides great 
lubrication and corrosion protection

•Works with all chains including O-rings
•6 or 14 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
6 oz. 3605-0016 $7.95
14 oz. 3605-0017 11.95
 

PRO-COOL 
ENGINE COOLANT

•The perfect summer coolant
•Improves heat transfer
•Provides winter protection to -34°C
•Available in 1-liter bottles, 10 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3705-0006 $8.95
 

CHAIN LUBE
•Advanced semi-synthetic 

chain lubricant
•Protects against water and 

other contaminants
•Resists fling-off and shock loading 

with the extra-pressure formula
•Provides corrosion protection and 

film-forming properties
•Works with all chains including O-rings
•16 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
16 oz. 3605-0014 $8.95
 

PRO CCA ULTRA
•Advanced corrosion inhibitor
•Formulated for cooling systems 

of race and competition engines
•Does not produce a slip hazard 

when diluted with water
•One liter bottles, 10 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3705-0007 $34.95
 

FOAM FILTER 
TREATMENT KIT

•Kit includes 16 oz. can of foam filter oil, 
4-liter can of foam filter cleaner, 10-liter 
filter cleaning tub, 5-liter filter oiling tub 
and 6 pairs of reusable protective gloves

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3610-0018 $99.95
 

DOT 4 BRAKE FLUID
•Works with U.S., U.K., European 

and Japanese bikes
•155°C is the wet boiling point and 

the initial boiling point exceeds 230°C
•Available in 500 mil. bottles, 12 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3703-0011 $6.95
 

ALL-IN-ONE
•Penetrating multi-purpose 

lubricant spray
•Electrical systems are protected 

against corrosion and water
•12 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0051 $8.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0052 $8.95
 

CONTACT CLEANER
•Designed not to leave residue
•Use before assembling suspension 

components and engine cylinders
•15 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each

PRO-RG2 GREASE
•High-temperature and waterproof 

racing grease
•Perfect for guarding wheel bearings 

and similar components
•500gm tubs or 6 oz. aerosol cans, 

12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
6 oz. aerosol can 3607-0011 $10.95
500gm tub 3607-0012 12.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3706-0015 $9.95
 

PRO-PREP
•Hard surface conditioner
•Intensifies the finish and color 

of painted and plastic surfaces
•Protects against mud and dirt
•12.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each
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BLUE LABEL CHAIN LUBE
•Blue Label is endorsed by many 

leading chain manufacturers, 
including Diamond

•Keeps O-rings moist and pliable
•Specially formulated to be very tacky 

so it won’t fly off the chain
•Can be used on both standard and 

O-ring chain
•5 oz. cans, 12 per case; 13 oz. cans, 6 per 

case; sold each

BLACK LABEL 
CHAIN LUBE

•Thin-bodied formula penetrates chain 
links, then thickens to produce 
a long-lasting, water-repellent film

•Absorbs pin and bushing shock 
to reduce chain stretching

•Formulated for standard chains 
on street, touring and off-road bikes

•5 oz. aerosol cans, 12 per case; 13 oz. 
aerosol cans, 6 per case; sold each

SILVERFIRE 
4-STROKE 

EXTRA-PREMIUM 
MOTOR OIL

•JASO-approved petro 
formula high-performance 
multiviscosity racing oil

•Runs cooler; extends engine life
•Specifically formulated for motorcycles
•Smoother shifting extends life of 

transmission and clutch
•Liter bottles, 6 per case; sold each
•Gallon bottles, 2 per case; sold each

FOAM AIR 
FILTER TREATMENT

•Super-tacky formulation goes 
on easily and stays on

•Helps protect high-performance 
engines from costly repairs by stopping 
grit and other particles harmful 
to an engine’s internal parts

•Ozone-safe propellant
•20 fl. oz., 13 oz. net 

weight can
•6 per case; sold each
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GOLDFIRE 4-STROKE 
ULTRA SYNTHETIC 
BLEND MOTOR OIL

•4-stroke high-performance 
motor oil offers cooler running 
for reduced engine wear and 
smoother shifting

•Multi-viscosity; extends clutch and 
transmission life and allows very little 
carbon buildup

•Available in two weights
•Liter bottle, 6 per case; sold each
SAE GRADE PART # SUG. RETAIL
10W40 PJ9-32 $10.25
20W50 PJ9-50 10.25
 GRADE SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL

10W40 Liter PJ932-PET $8.50
10W40 Gallon PJ9321G-PET 29.25
20W50 Liter PJ950-PET 8.50
20W50 Gallon PJ9501G-PET 29.25
 

SILVERFIRE 
SMOKELESS PREMIX

•Ideal for all general 
2-stroke applications

•Petroleum/synthetic smokeless blend
•Provides improved piston and ring life
•Eliminates plug fouling
•Half liter and liter bottles, 6 per case; 

sold each
SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
1/2 liter PJ6-16 $7.50
Liter PJ6-32-1L 12.50
 

GOLDFIRE PRO 
2-STROKE 

RACING OIL
•Petroleum/synthetic 

blend for 
maximum lubrication

•Increases engine life
•Extremely clean-burning with 

no carbon buildup
•Stops plug fouling
•Increases rear wheel horsepower
•Half liter, liter and gallon bottles available
•6 per case; sold each
SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
1/2 liter PJ8-16 $10.50
Liter PJ8161L 19.50
Gallon PJ81G 64.75
 

SILVERFIRE 
2-STROKE SMOKELESS 

INJECTOR OIL
•Exceptionally clean; leaves 

no residue or deposits 
in exhaust chambers

•Superb power and engine cleanliness
•Eliminates spark plug fouling
•Improves economy; lengthens engine life
•Liter bottle, 6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ7-32X $13.50
 

OCTANE PLUS 
GAS ENERGIZER

•Safely boosts octane to prevent 
detonation and pre-ignition

•Lubricates valve seals; allows use 
of unleaded gas in older engines

•Contains racing fuel for power 
and stabilizer for safe storage

•Safe for plastic gas tanks and fiber 
reed valves

•.5 liter can, 6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ1316 $8.25
 

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
5 fl. oz. PJ1-06A $7.25
13 fl. oz. PJ1-20 11.95
 

SAE GRADE PART # SUG. RETAIL
2.5W PJ2-25 $7.50
5W PJ2-05 7.50
5W-1L PJ2-05-1L 11.95
7.5W PJ2-75 7.50
7.5W-1L PJ2-75-1L 11.95
10W PJ2-10 7.50
10W-1L PJ2-10-1L 11.95
15W PJ2-15 7.50
15W-1L PJ2-15-1L 11.95
20W PJ2-20 7.50
20W-1L PJ2-20-1L 11.95
30W PJ2-30 7.50
30W-1L PJ2-30-1L 11.95
 

GOLD SERIES 
FORK TUNER 

FORK OIL
•Non-fading, non-

foaming formula 
offers consistent, 
smooth damping 
action for a more predictable 
ride in hot or cold weather

•Allows a rider to fine-tune a bike to his 
or her personal preference

•Contains a preservative that prevents messy 
seal leaks

•Available in several weights; 1/2 and 
1 liter bottles

•6 per case; sold each

GOLD SERIES 
CARTRIDGE PRO 

FORK FLUID
•Improved damping and 

rebound action
•Better traction and handling
•Replaces OEM stock oils
•Controls seal swelling for precise response
•Extreme temperature formula for 

consistent viscosity
•Will not fade or break down
•Liter bottle, 6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ-1032KS $25.50
 

LIQUID FOAM AIR 
FILTER TREATMENT

•Tacky formula prevents pooling
•Prevents dirt, dust and moisture 

from entering intake
•Red color confirms uniform 

application; won’t stain filter
•Pint can, 6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ5-16 $9.25
 

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
5 fl. oz. PJ1-08 $7.25
13 fl. oz. PJ1-22 12.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ-520 $10.75
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AIR FILTER 
OIL FOR GAUZE-

TYPE FILTERS
•Specially formulated for 

gauze-type filters
•Stops dirt, sand and moisture
•Red color confirms uniform 

application; won’t stain filter
•15 oz. can, 6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ4-20 $8.75
 

FOAM 
AIR FILTER 
CARE KIT

•Kit contains both PJ1 
Air Filter Cleaner and 
PJ1 Foam Air Filter 
Oil Treatment

•Air Filter Cleaner cleans 
filter elements; will not 
eat away glue or foam

•Air Filter Oil Treatment 
is a super tacky formula that traps 
more dirt than regular oil while allowing 
maximum air flow

•Air Filter Cleaner – 20 fl. oz., 15 oz. net 
weight can

•Air Filter Oil Treatment – 20 fl. oz., 13 oz. 
net weight can

•3 kits per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0024 $18.75
 

FOAM FILTER 
CLEANER

•The quickest, safest way to renew 
your foam air filter’s performance

•Quickly dissolves dirt and grime 
without harming filter glues

•Simply spray on, hose off 
and re-oil filter

•20 fl. oz., 15 oz. net weight can
•6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ1522 $9.95
 

GOLD 
SERIES 

2-STROKE 
GEAR OIL

FOR 
TRANSMISSIONS

•SAE 75- and 80-weight
•Reduces clutch slip and 

wear; less frequent oil 
changes required

•Extends life of gears and bearings
•1 liter bottle, 6 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
75WT PJ1-175 $9.75
80WT PJ1-132 9.75
 

SILVER 
SERIES 
HYPOID 
EAR OIL

•Quiets gear noise, withstands 
extreme heat and cold 
and is non-foaming

•Works great in Harley® 
4-speed transmissions

•Liter bottle, 6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ1-190 $9.75
 

CABLE LUBE
•PJ1’s specially formulated 

cable lube frees up sticky 
cables, extending cable life

•Easy-to-use formula stays 
around long after other 
lubes are gone

•16 fl. oz., 11 oz. net weight 
cans; 6 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ112 $9.25
 

LPC-3 PENETRANT/
LUBRICANT

•Prevents rust and corrosion
•Great for lubricating all 

moving parts
•Penetrates to unlock frozen 

or corroded parts
•11 oz. spray can, 6 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ-1211 $7.25
 

SPRAY AND WASH 
DEGREASER

•Safe for the entire motorcycle
•Deep-penetrating formula 

removes stubborn grease, oil and 
dirt for sparkling clean surfaces

•Simply spray on and hose off
•Leaves no ugly residue, 

is pleasant-smelling and 
easy to use

•20 fl. oz., 15 oz. net weight can
•12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ1-520 $9.25
 

ENGINE 
ASSEMBLY LUBE

•Protects critical engine parts 
during assembly and start-up

•Reduces friction, easing initial 
start-up and break-in

•Mixes with all motor oils
•16 fl. oz., 11 oz. net weight 

spray can
•6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ-5012 $9.50
 

RENEW AND 
PROTECT

•Super silicone 
moisturizing formula

•Renews and protects 
rubber, plastic, vinyl and 
fine leather

•No damaging plasticizers 
or petroleum distillates

•Available in 8 oz. or 16 oz. bottles
•12 per case; sold each
SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
8 oz. PJ-238 $4.25
16 oz. PJ-2316 6.25
 

PJ-238

PJ-2316

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ3-20 $8.25
 

SUPER CLEANER 
CONTACT CLEANER

•Cleans and degreases; 
displaces moisture

•Cleans carbs, brake rotors, 
plugs, switches, etc.

•Removes moisture from 
ignition system

•19 fl. oz. can, 6 per case; sold each

PROFESSIONAL 
CONTACT CLEANER

•Removes contaminants from 
electrical components

•Evaporates quickly and leaves 
no residue

•Safe on rubber and plastic; not 
for use on painted surfaces

•19.7 oz. can, 6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ-403 $8.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ13-12 $7.25
 

PERFORMANCE 
SERIES INJECTOR 
CARB CLEANER

•Cleans fuel systems quickly
•Increases power and efficiency
•Improves fuel economy
•Lengthens engine life
•Removes varnish buildup
•12 oz. bottle, 6 per case; sold each

PJ1-175

PJ1-132
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PROFESSIONAL CARB 
AND CHOKE CLEANER

•Quickly cleans injectors, carburetors, choke 
linkages, thermostat accelerator linkages and 
other moving parts

•Not harmful to rubber, vinyl or neoprene
•19.7 oz. can, 6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ-401 $8.95
 

SUPER CLEANER
•Multi-application non-residue degreaser
•Powerful solvents melt grease and grime away
•Dries quickly
•Compliant with California regulation
•19.7 fl. oz. can, 6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0036 $8.25
 

PROFESSIONAL 
BRAKE CLEANER

•Cleans and degreases brakes quickly and easily
•Improves performance and evaporates quickly
•Will not harm painted surfaces
•Environmentally friendly
•19.7 oz. can, 6 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ-402 $8.75
 

PJ1 FOG BLOCKER
•Prevents lens fogging on helmet shields, goggles, 

glasses, mirrors, etc.
•4 fl. oz. bottle
•Sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3708-0001 $6.95
 

CLEAR 
FRAME PAINTS

•Solves nick, scratch and ding problems
•16 fl. oz., 11 oz. net weight can
•6 per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
Clear paint 3712-0010 $9.25
Clear lacquer finish 3712-0011 9.75
 

FAST BLACK HIGH-GLOSS 
EPOXY FRAME PAINT

•Porcelain-hard epoxy black paint
•Chip-resistant
•Offers an extremely glossy finish
•16 fl. oz., 11 oz. net weight can
•6 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ16-GLS $9.50
 

GLOSS BLACK BARREL AND ENGINE PAINT
•Engine gloss epoxy is super-tough for painting engines and 

withstands 500°F
•16 fl. oz., 11 oz. net weight 

aerosol can
•6 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ16-ENG $9.50
 

WRINKLE-FINISH BLACK SPRAY PAINT
•Provides a custom look and 

withstands 500°F
•16 fl. oz., 11 oz. net weight can
•6 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ16-WKL $10.95
 

SATIN BLACK CASE PAINT
•Withstands 500°F; matches factory 

engine finish
•16 fl. oz., 11 oz. net weight can
•6 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ16-SAT $9.50
 

HIGH-TEMP BLACK EXHAUST PAINT
•High-temp flat black paint withstands 1500°F
•16 fl. oz., 11 oz. net weight 

aerosol can
•6 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PJ16-HIT $10.95
 

PJ16-WKL

PJ16-SAT

PJ16-HIT
PJ16-ENG

N/A

PJ16-GLS
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FORMULA 4T OIL
10W40/15W50

•Synthetic-blend, high-performance 
4-stroke oil

•Temperature-stable formula provides 
optimum wear protection

•No moly additives
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case, 

and 4 liter bottles, 4 per case; sold each
•25 liter bottle sold individually

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
10W40, 1 liter 3601-0017 $12.95
10W40, 4 liter 3601-0018 47.95
10W40, 25 liter 3601-0025 241.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
15W50, 1 liter 3601-0019 $12.95
15W50, 4 liter 3601-0020 47.95
 

TOP SPEED 4T OIL
10W40/15W50

•Fully synthetic, high-performance 
4-stroke oil

•High friction coefficient
•Decreases oil consumption; protects 

against wear
•No moly additives
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case, 

or 4 liter bottles, 4 per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
10W40, 1 liter 3601-0010 $14.95
10W40, 4 liter 3601-0011 54.50
10W40, 25 liter 3601-0054 294.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
15W50, 1 liter 3601-0012 $14.95
15W50, 4 liter 3601-0013 54.50
15W50, 25 liter 3601-0055 294.95
 

POWER SYNT 4T OIL
5W40/10W50

•Fully synthetic, high-performance 
4-stroke oil

•Protects against engine wear even in 
the most extreme racing conditions

•No slipping of the wet clutch
•Contains no moly additives
•10W50 oil is used in all KTM 

4-stroke motorcycles
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case, and 4 liter bottles, 

4 per case; sold each
•25 liter bottle sold individually

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
5W40, 1 liter 3601-0004 $17.50
5W40, 4 liter 3601-0005 67.50
10W50, 1 liter 3601-0006 17.50
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
10W50, 4 liter 3601-0007 $67.50
10W50, 25 liter 3601-0024 414.95
 

BOXER 4T OIL
10W40

•Synthetic-blend, high-performance 4-stroke oil 
developed for the BMW motorcycle

•Meets requirements of boxer engines with 
air/oil cooling

•Reduces engine friction, fuel and oil consumption
•Avoids corrosion and deposits
•API SG, JASO-MA, ACEA A3 rated oil
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case, and 4 liter bottles, 

4 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1 liter 3601-0105 $15.50
4 liter 3601-0106 56.50
 

POWER SYNT 4T OIL
10W60

•Fully synthetic, high-performance 4-stroke oil
•Protects against engine wear even in the most 

extreme racing conditions
•Maximum friction coefficient
•Contains no esters or moly additives
•Developed over the past seven years while working 

with the Yoshimura Suzuki Racing Team
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case, or 4 liter 

bottles, 4 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1 liter 3601-0008 $17.50
4 liter 3601-0009 67.50
 

ATV/QUAD 4T
10W40

•High-performance, synthetic-blend 4-stroke oil
•State-of-the-art additives protect the engine even 

at high operating temperatures
•Provides great protection against premature 

wear and corrosion
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 

12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3601-0021 $12.95
 

CROSS POWER 4T
•Fully synthetic high-performance oil 

designed for 4-stroke engines
•Protects against engine wear even in the 

most extreme racing conditions
•No slipping of the wet clutch
•Contains no moly additives
•Available in 4 liter bottles, 4 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
5W40 3601-0112 $67.50
10W60 3601-0108 67.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1 liter 3601-0023 $12.50
4 liter 3601-0058 47.95
 

SCOOTER 4T
10W40

•Special high-performance, synthetic-blend 4-stroke 
motor scooter oil

•State-of-the-art additives protect the engine with 
a stable lubricating film

•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case, and 4 liter bottles, 
4 per case; sold each
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FORMULA 2T
•Synthetic-blend 2-stroke oil
•Higher synthetic base proportion
•Premix or injector pump use; 

20wt viscosity
•Clean-burning, low-smoke formula
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case, 

and 4 liter bottles, 4 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1 liter 3602-0009 $14.95
4 liter 3602-0019 54.95
 

MOTO 2T
•Synthetic-blend, general-purpose 

2-stroke oil
•Premix or injector pump use
•Burns clean and residue free
•State-of-the-art additives provide 

superior lubrication
•Available in 100ml tube, 40 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3602-0018 $3.75
 

SCOOTER FORZA 2T
•100% synthetic high-performance 2-stroke motor 

scooter oil
•Premix or injector pump use; 20wt viscosity
•Formulated to racing scooter requirements
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3602-0005 $18.50
 

SCOOTER 2T
•Synthetic-blend, high-performance 

2-stroke motor scooter oil
•Premix or injector pump use; 

20wt viscosity
•Minimum smoke and odor due to 

specially selected additives
•Exceeds all OEM requirements
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per 

case, and 4 liter bottles, 4 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1 liter 3602-0013 $13.95
4 liter 3602-0014 46.95
 

TRANS OIL
10W30

•Synthetic-blend transmission gear fluid
•For all 2-stroke engines with wet clutch
•Can also be used in 4-stroke engines 

with separate transmission 
and wet clutch

•Use wherever 75wt, 80wt or 85wt gear 
oil  for 2-stroke motorcycles 
is recommended

•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case, 
and 4 liter bottles, 4 per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1 liter 3603-0002 $13.50
4 liter 3603-0003 49.95
 

PRISMA ZX GEAR OIL
75W90

•Synthetic-blend hypoid gear oil
•Use wherever 80W90 or GL-4/5 hypoid gear oil 

is recommended
•Greatly improves shifting in separate gearboxes 

of big twin motorcycles
•Not for use in wet clutch applications
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3603-0006 $17.95
 

HYPOID 
GEAR OIL

80W90
•High-pressure, 

paraffin-based 
mineral hypoid gear oil

•Use on separate gearboxes that 
require a GL-5 hypoid gear oil

•Handles extreme loads at 
all temperatures

•Not for use in wet clutch 
applications

•Available in 1 liter bottles, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3603-0005 $13.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3603-0004 $9.95
 

SCOOTER 
GEAR 

OIL ZX
80W90

•Synthetic-performance 
scooter gear oil

•Optimum friction coefficient; 
provides smooth drive

•Not for use in wet 
clutch applications

•Available in 100ml tubes, 
24 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3703-0006 $8.95
 

DOT 4 
BRAKE FLUID

•High-performance brake 
fluid with high boiling point

•Prevents vapor formation
•Provides optimum braking 

and ultra-fine sensitivity
•Available in 250ml can, 

12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3703-0007 $10.50
 

DOT 5.1 
BRAKE FLUID

•High performance brake fluid with 
high boiling point

•Prevents vapor formation
•Provides optimum braking and 

ultra-fine sensitivity
•Compatible with any DOT 3 or DOT 

4 brake fluids
•Available in 250ml can, 12 per 

case; sold each
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RACING FORK OIL
•Special fork oil for optimum 

absorption at all temperatures
•Protects against foaming 

and corrosion
•Includes maintenance pack 

for gaskets
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 

12 per case; sold each and 25 liter 
bottles; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
2.5W, 1 liter 3609-0009 $16.50
2.5W, 25 liter 3609-0011 344.95
5W, 1 liter 3609-0012 16.50
5W, 25 liter 3609-0014 344.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
7.5W, 1 liter 3609-0015 $16.50
10W, 1 liter 3609-0017 16.50
15W, 1 liter 3609-0019 16.50
 

KTM CLUTCH FLUID
•Mineral based
•Designed for hydraulic clutches
•Available in 100ml bottles, 24 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3606-0002 $10.50
 

RACING CHAINLUBE
•Fully synthetic formula protects against chain 

and sprocket wear
•Clear and strengthened with Teflon®

•Resistant to fling-off
•Waterproof and stable in high temperatures
•Small size is refillable
•Available in 56ml aerosol cans, 25 per case, 

nd 500ml aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
56ml 3605-0001 $8.50
500ml 3605-0002 15.95
 

CHAIN CLEAN 611
•Highly effective; works on all drive chains
•Removes caked-on residue
•Safe for X-ring and O-ring chains
•Available in 500ml aerosol can, 12 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3620-0002 $10.50
 

CHAINLUBE 622 STRONG STREET
•Fully synthetic clear chain lube, safe for modern 

X-ring and O-ring chains
•The best chain lube for street and 

touring motorcycles
•Waterproof and resistant to fling-off
•Small size is refillable
•Available in 56ml aerosol cans, 25 per case, 

and 500ml aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
56ml 3605-0005 $8.50
500ml 3605-0006 11.95
 

STREET BIKE 
CHAIN CARE KIT

•Everything you need to maintain your 
motorcycle’s drive chain

•Includes one Chain Clean 611 500ml 
aerosol, one 622 Strong Street chain lube 
500ml aerosol, one refillable 622 Strong 
Street chain lube 56ml aerosol and a 
cleaning cloth

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3605-0012 $29.95
 

POWER BRAKE CLEANER
•Quickly becoming the cleaner of choice among racers, 

mechanics and suspension professionals
•Powerful cleaning spray loosens the toughest dirt 

and grime buildup
•Use on brake discs, pads, engine and metal components, 

couplings, cable connections, etc.
•No added fragrance means no film left behind
•Won’t harm rubber, plastic or painted parts
•Available in 750ml aerosol cans, 

12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0010 $12.95
 

POWER CLEAN
•Cleans and degreases, loosens and removes oil, 

grease, tar, etc.
•Light citrus scent
•Won’t harm rubber, plastic or painted parts
•Not for use on brake discs
•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0011 $11.95
 

CARBURETOR CLEANER
•Cleans air-intake canals, venturi tubes 

and carburetor bowls
•Suitable for use on all carburetor brands and types
•Will not harm catalytic converters
•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 12 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0012 $9.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3605-0013 $32.95
 

OFF-ROAD CLEAN 
AND LUBE KIT

•Convenient kit is an easy 
way to maintain your 
off-road motorcycle

•Kit includes one Chain Clean 
611 500ml aerosol, one Racing 
Chainlube 500ml aerosol, one 
refillable Racing Chainlube 
56ml aerosol and a 
cleaning cloth
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PROTECT & SHINE 645
•Brings new life and luster
•Protects metal and chrome parts from corrosion
•Cleans and protects rubber, plastic and leather
•Ideal long-term winter protection
•Popular among dirt bike riders for shining dull fenders and 

helmets and is even used as a cable lube for nylon-lined 
control cables

•Available in 500m aerosol cans, 
12 per case; sold each

1090

ANTI RUST
•Transparent rust remover with outstanding 

penetration properties
•Quickly removes rust, lubricates, displaces moisture 

and inhibits corrosion
•Easily frees rusted screws, bolts and springs
•Prevents squeaking
•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0013 $10.95
 

OIL SPRAY
•Tried and tested formula
•Works on anything that needs to be lubricated, cleaned, 

conditioned and protected from rust with an oil spray
•Eliminates squeaking from metal-to-metal contact
•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3620-0001 $11.95
 

JOKER 440
•Fully synthetic protective lubricant for light-duty 

lubrication of moving parts
•Migrates beneath fasteners and connectors to 

displace moisture
•Loosens tough dirt and rust
•Protects against corrosion
•Provides dielectric protection
•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0022 $11.95
 

GREASE 2000 SPRAY
•Fully synthetic, colorless grease lubricant
•Silicone-free and impact resistant
•Outstanding adhesion qualities
•Penetrates rapidly; protects against corrosion
•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3607-0003 $11.50
 

LONG TERM GREASE 2000
•Fully synthetic, colorless, multi-purpose, silicone-

free lubricant
•Extremely resistant to shock and pressure
•Excellent adhesion qualities
•Protects against corrosion from rain 

and saltwater spray
•Stable for temperatures from -30°C to +120°C
•Will not gum up; dries quickly
•Available in 400g cartridge, 10 per case and 850g jar, 12 per case; 

sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
400g cartridge 3607-0004 $12.95
850g jar 3607-0006 24.95
 

AIR FILTER OIL SPRAY 655
•Specially developed for foam or fabric air filter elements
•Guaranteed optimal airflow
•Long-lasting protection; keeps out sand, dust and water
•Available in 750ml 

aerosol cans, 12 per 
case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3610-0008 $12.95
 

HIGH PRESSURE GREASE 3000
•Lithium-complex grease with outstanding 

high-pressure properties
•Stable for temperatures from -30°C to +180°C
•Disc-brake bearing grease won’t break down under 

high-heat conditions
•Available in 850g jar, 12 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3607-0007 $24.95
 

UNIVERSAL GREASE 176 GP
•Multi-purpose calcium-complex grease
•Water-resistant
•Offers good adherence qualities
•Resistant to either hot or cold temperature failures
•Stable for temperatures from -30°C to +120°C
•Available in 180g tube, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3607-0008 $9.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Kit w/ pump, 1 liter 3704-0019 $16.95
Refill bottle, 5 liter 3704-0021 66.50
1 liter bottle w/ spray pump 3704-0049 12.95
 

MOTO CLEAN 900
•Quick and easy cleaning and is 

completely biodegradable
•Just spray onto the cold machine, wait a few 

minutes and rinse off
•Spreads evenly and works against corrosion
•Does not affect rubber, plastic or 

painted parts
•Kit includes sprayer, sponge and cloth
•Kits 12 per case; sold each
•5 liter refill, 4 per case; sold each

VISO-CLEAN
•Helmet, shield and goggle 

cleaning cloths
•Quickly and effectively loosens and 

removes dirt, bugs, soot and oil 
residue, while applying an 
anti-fog treatment

•Sold to dealers in cartons of 12 (six wet-cleaning 
and six dry-buffing cloths); 
sold to consumer as each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0015 $7.95 (ea.)
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0009 $10.95
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HELMET CARE SPRAY
•Foaming spray cleans, deodorizes 

and protects helmet linings
•Enzyme formula eats bacteria that 

cause odor
•Protects the helmet’s outer surfaces 

and brightens up the colors
•Leaves a pleasant, clean, fresh 

aroma inside and out
•200ml aerosol cans, 

12 per case; 
sold each

CLEAN & POLISH
•Cleans and seals all metal and 

painted surfaces
•Smudge-resistant, long-lasting 

shine popular with street bike 
riders and road racers alike

•Restores the shine to painted 
surfaces dulled by weather

•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0008 $11.95
 

MOTO POLISH
•Traditional wet-type polish
•Produces a high-gloss finish on 

all metal and painted surfaces
•Freshens up colors and 

provides long-lasting shine and 
protection from the elements

•Available in 200ml cans, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0011 $10.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3706-0003 $9.95
 

SILICONE SPRAY
•A light lubricant that can be used 

as a protective spray on metal, 
rubber and plastic surfaces

•Protects rubber from freezing 
and gives plastic fenders a 
like-new gloss

•Coats the underside of enduro 
and motocross fenders to help 
keep the mud from sticking

•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3706-0004 $10.95
 

COPPER 
ANTI-SEIZE SPRAY

•Multi-purpose copper-based 
anti-seize spray

•Prevents sticking or seizing of parts 
subjected to high temperatures like 
spark plugs, back of disc brake 
pads, heat exchangers and exhaust 
manifold bolts

•Application range: -40°F to +2,190°F
•Available in 300ml aerosol cans, 

12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3701-0003 $16.95
 

COPPER 
ANTI-SEIZE

•Multi-purpose, copper-based 
anti-seize compound

•Prevents sticking or seizing 
of parts subjected to high 
temperatures like spark plugs, back of disc 
brake pads, heat exchangers and exhaust 
manifold bolts

•Application range: -40°F to +2,190°F
•Available in 100g jar with brush, 18 per 

case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3701-0001 $13.95
 

STREET BIKE 
CARE KIT

•Convenient kit is an easy 
way to maintain your 
motorcycle’s appearance

•Kit includes one Clean 
& Polish 500ml aerosol, 
one Protect & Shine 645 
500ml aerosol and 
clean/polish cloths

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0034 $23.95
 

ANTIFREEZE 
CONCENTRATE

•Ethylene glycol base 
concentrate

•Formulated for use in 
modern aluminum ATV 
and motorcycle engines

•Nitrate, phosphate and 
amine-free

•Available in 1 liter bottles, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3705-0002 $15.95
 

ACCU-CONTACT
•Protects electrical connections, 

battery posts and starter cables 
from corrosion

•Prevents contact resistance that 
will cause voltage drops

•Provides a long-lasting, 
wax-like film that protects against 
corrosion from battery acid 
and weather

•Available in 200ml aerosol cans, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0014 $11.50
 

ANTIFREEZE 50/50 BLEND
•Ready-for-use antifreeze for water-cooled 

ATV and motorcycle engines
•Ethylene glycol base concentrate is blended 

50/50 with deionized water
•Protection down to -40°F
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3705-0003 $13.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3705-0005 $17.95
 

G30 
ANTIFREEZE 

CONCENTRATE
•Ethylene glycol 

base concentrate
•Formulated for use in modern aluminum 

motorcycle and ATV engines
•Nitrate-, phosphate-, amine- and 

silicate-free
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case; 

sold each DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Bottom valve 3850-0008 $7.95
Top valve 3850-0009 18.95
 

PAIL 
DISPENSING 

VALVES
•Fit 25 liter pails
•Screw-in bottom valve spigot or screw-on 

top cap valve with vent spigot available

3850-0008
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AEROSOL LUBRICANT
•This unique concentrated formula 

uses micron-sized Teflon® particles 
to create a long-lasting film

•Reduces friction and wear
•Penetrates and lubricates any 

mechanism that has become 
difficult to operate due to wear or corrosion

•Provides protection from dirt and sand
•4 oz. and 6 oz. cans, 12 per case; 

12 oz. cans, 6 per case; sold each
SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
4 oz. TRI-4 $6.95
6 oz. TRI-6 8.95
12 oz. TRI-12 14.95
 

CHAIN LUBE
•100% synthetic lubricant is 

specially designed to penetrate all 
parts of the chain when applied, 
then thicken to give excellent anti-
fling properties while keeping the 
critical areas properly lubricated

•Helps reduce chain noise and increases 
chain and sprocket life

•O-ring safe for all sealed ring 
and standard chains

•Provides excellent corrosion resistance
•4.25 oz. bottle, 20 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
Chain lube, 4.25 oz. 3605-0018 $5.95
 

ULTRA SLICK 
SUSPENSION 

FLUID
•A unique blend of pure synthetic fluids for 

the ultimate in antifriction riding, wear 
resistance and temperature stability

•Fade resistance in high-performance shock 
applications; 400+ viscosity index

•Change intervals are four to five 
times longer

•Light is recommended for KYB cartridge 
forks from 1990 to present, Showa cartridge 
forks, KYB shocks and WP shocks

•Medium is recommended for non-cartridge 
forks, pre-1990 KYB forks, Showa shocks, 
Ohlins shocks and forks and WP forks

•Available in 1-qt. bottles

SUG. RETAIL...............................$29.95
DESCRIPTION PART #
Ultra-light (2.5W) 3609-0034
Light (5W) US1L
Medium (10W) US2M
Heavy (15 W) US3
 

ULTRA SLICK GREASE
•Special compound for minimum friction 

and maximum lubrication
•Perfect for fork seals, bushings and O-rings
•Available in 1 oz. containers

SUG. RETAIL.................................. $5.95
PART # USSG01

SEAL AND O-RING GREASE
•Contains Liquilon®, which lubricates long 

after conventional greases have washed out
•Excellent stability and resistance 

to chemical change
•Smoothes action and reduces friction and 

wear; greatly extends seal and O-ring life
•Water repellent
•Holds up to extremely high temperatures
•1 oz. jar, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PC-03 $9.95
 

ASSEMBLY LUBE
•Protect your rebuilt engine from problems 

caused by unoiled parts
•Assembly lube protects parts until oil 

reaches all necessary areas
•Three times the film strength of 

molybdenum greases
•Clings to all surfaces; prevents rust
•1 oz. jar, 12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PC-04 $9.95
 

FOAM FILTER 
OIL AND FILTER 

CLEANER
•Foam filter oil allows 

maximum airflow while 
keeping dirt and dust particles out

•Filter oil comes in a 16 oz. bottle or 51/2 oz. 
aerosol can

•Cleaner’s powerful agents quickly strip away 
grease and dirt, yet won’t damage air filters

•Spray on, let soak in and rinse off
•Biodegradable; safe to use on all OEM and 

performance air filters

DESCRIPTION SIZE PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
Foam filter oil 16 oz. bottle UFF-16 $6.95
Foam filter oil 51/2 oz. 

  aerosol can UFF-100 6.95
Filter cleaner 16 oz. aerosol can UFC-300 8.95
 

AIR FILTER 
SERVICE KIT

•Everything needed to 
service Uni foam air 
filter elements; 
14.5 oz. aerosol filter cleaner and one 
5.5 oz. aerosol filter oil

•Cleaner’s powerful agents quickly strip away 
grease and dirt, yet won’t damage air filters; 
spray on, let soak in and rinse off

•Filter oil traps dirt particles and will not 
affect airflow when properly applied

PART # SUG. RETAIL
UFM-400 $13.95
 

AIR FILTER CLEANER
•Cleans out the smallest of particles from filters
•Sold each

AIR FILTER OIL
•Spray-on filter treatment for all foam 

and fabric air filter elements
•Stops the passage of dirt, fine dust, water and other 

harmful elements
•Provides superior protection for your engine, spark 

plugs, carburetor and air filter
•Sold each
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PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0037 $9.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3610-0012 $9.95
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THREADLOCKER BLUE
•Eliminates need for stocking expensive 

lock nuts and lock washers
•Locks and seals while preventing 

parts from loosening due to vibration
•Protects threads from corrosion
•Medium strength (60 ft.-lb.) for 

easy disassembly
•6ml and 36ml tubes, 12 per case; 

sold each

FORK OIL
•Formulated for cartridge and damper rod forks
•Excellent lubrication for radically reduced 

friction – essential for forks with large sweep areas
•Ultra-low foaming with a broad temperature range for stable 

viscosity and negligible fading under the hardest use
•Use 5W for cartridge forks, 10W for cartridge or conventional forks
•Available in one liter plastic bottles

ROAD AND TRACK FORK OIL
•High-performance fork oil specially developed for the Road and Track forks
•Stable viscosity and negligible fade, even 

under hard use
•Designed to minimize friction and wear on 

fork internals for longer service intervals
•Available in one liter plastic bottles

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
5W (#4) 3609-0023 $27.95
10W (#5) OH1310-01 28.95
Road and Track fork oil OH01309-01 35.95
 

3609-0023

OH1310-01

OH01309-01

SHOCK OIL
•Öhlins shock absorber 

fluid has a viscosity rating 
of 28cSt (centistoke) at 40°C

•The high cSt rating means Öhlins shock 
fluid won’t thin out as heat increases

•The result is negligible fade – even under 
the most demanding riding conditions

•Available in 1 liter bottles
•Sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Shock oil, 1 liter OH00105-01 $28.95
 

GEL TWIST™ 
THREADLOCKERS

•No drips, runs, spills or leaks
•Patent-pending formula and 

pin-point applicator
•Gel stays where you want it – on the part
•Applies clean and package stays clean
•Great for hard-to-reach places and vertical applications
•Easily portable
•No mess and no waste = time and cost savings
•Available in medium-strength blue and high-strength red
•.35 oz. gel tube
•Sold each

SUG. RETAIL........ $16.50
COLOR PART # SUG. RETAIL
Blue 3711-0001 $16.50
Red 3711-0002 16.50
 

3711-0001

3711-0002

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
6ml 24200 $7.50
36ml 24240 32.25
 

2424024200

THREADLOCKER RED
•High-strength adhesive adds 3400 psi to 

holding power on newer slip- and 
press-fit assemblies

•Replaces set screws and snap rings
•Requires no extra effort or special tools 

for removal
•Fills gaps to .005”
•6ml and 36ml tubes, 12 per 

case; sold each

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
6ml 27100 $7.50
36ml 27140 32.25
 

27100

27140

THREADLOCKER GREEN
•Seals weld and casting porosities and hairline cracks in 

housings, tubing and tanks
•Fills voids to .005”
•Secures set screws and other adjustable assemblies after 

settings are completed
•Use after final parts assembly
•6ml tubes, 12 per case; sold each

GAS TANK REPAIR PATCH
•Permatex’s gas tank repair patch is ideal for hole 

repairs in gas tanks and other containers
•Applies like putty and works on metal or fiber 

that’s wet with gas or water
•.25 oz. patch, use one per repair
•Not recommended for holes 

larger than 1/4” dia.
•Sold each

STRIPPED THREAD REPAIR KIT
•Permatex’s Form-A-Thread makes other thread 

repair tools (inserts, drills and taps) obsolete
•This unique metalizing compound actually 

restores damaged threads and eliminates future 
corrosion, galling, seizing and rusting

•12 per case; sold each
NOTE:  Not intended for critical applications such as internal 

engine parts, suspensions or 
high-pressure fittings.

PART # SUG. RETAIL
29132 $5.25
 

MOTOSEAL® 1 
GASKET MAKER
•Seals in 20 minutes; 

for use on frequently 
disassembled engines

•Effective on uneven 
joint surfaces

•Use to seal cylinder head top 
covers, transmission covers, 
crankcase halves, cam covers, 
exhaust manifolds, timing chain 
cases, cylinder case halves, side 
covers and clutch housings

•2.7 oz. tube
•Sold each

DIELECTRIC GREASE
•Water-repellent grease 

works great for sealing 
electrical connections

•Excellent lubricant for rubber, 
ceramic and plastic, with a 
high-temperature resistance

•Stops corrosion on 
electrical connectors

•Use for lubricating O-rings, 
gaskets and seals

•3 oz. tubes, 12 per case; 
sold each

GASKET 
REMOVER

•Works fast and easy 
on even the worst 
baked-on gaskets

•12 oz. aerosol cans, 12 per 
case; sold each

FAST BREAK
•Permatex Fast Break 

is a super penetrating 
oil that contains 
molybdenum disulfide 
to instantly release nuts 
and bolts from rust, 
corrosion, scale or paint

•12 oz. aerosol cans, 12 per 
case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
12020 $6.50
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
DS-700040 $12.50
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
4MA $5.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
68 $3.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
22058 $11.25
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PART # SUG. RETAIL
29000 $8.25
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STORE-SAFE FUEL 
STABILIZER

•Allows storing without 
draining fuel

•Prevents gum and varnish formation
•Cleans carbs and internal engine parts
•Absorbs moisture in fuel system
•Extends spark plug life by reducing fouling 

and misfiring
•Use 1 oz. per gallon of fuel
•8 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3707-0007 $3.50
 

FUEL INJECTOR 
CLEANER

•Easy-to-use fuel injector cleaner 
that has been formulated to displace 
moisture and fuel system deposits

•Designed to soften and dissolve 
existing carbon deposits

•Will clean the combustion chamber, piston 
rings and valves

•Absorbs water and other harmful contaminants
•Stabilizes and conditions fuel
•8 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Fuel injector cleaner 8 fl. oz. 3704-0059 $9.50
 

DOT 5 SILICONE 
BRAKE FLUID

FROM RUSSELL 
PERFORMANCE

•Developed for severe 
service and long life

•Complies with Federal Motor Vehicle 
Safety Standard #116

•Will not boil at temperatures up to 500° F
•Won’t absorb moisture or damage 

painted surfaces
•12 oz. bottles; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
71440 $11.95
 

SILICONE 
LIQUID GASKET

•Uses silicone rubber as a 
primary component

•Perfect for sealing complex 
three-point surfaces

•100% effective over a wide 
temperature range, -60°C 
to 250°C

•3.5 oz. tubes, six per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
TB-1211 $21.95
 

CASE SEALANT LIQUID GASKET
•Replaces PART #TB-1104
•A synthetic rubber, visco-elastic sealer that is semi-drying
•Applications include sealing transmission case covers, motorcycle 

cases, timing chain cases, side covers, 2-piece cylinders, clutch 
housing bolts and oil filter mounting surfaces

•Excellent resistance to water, oil, 
gasoline and chemicals

•3.5 oz. tubes, 24 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3710-0004 $7.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
TB1501C $6.95
 

GRIPLOCK
•High-strength adhesive 

specifically formulated to keep 
grips in place without damaging 
the rubber

•Puts an end to grips twisting 
or sliding off motorcycles, 
snowmobiles, ATVs 
and watercraft

•1 oz. tube, 12 per case; 
sold each

THREAD LOCK
•Designed for various 

threads, screws, bolts, piping 
joints, gears and pulleys

•10ml bottles, six per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
TB-1303 $6.95
 

HIGH-
TEMPERATURE 
THREAD LOCK

•Incorporates anaerobic 
locking agents, plus a 
heat-resistant element

•Ideal for sealing engine and 
exhaust components

•10ml bottles, six per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
TB-1360 $6.95
 

BEARING 
AND STUD 

THREAD LOCK
•High strength-

retaining properties for 
bearings and studs

•10ml bottles, six per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
TB-1333-B $6.95
 

FREQUENT 
REPAIR 

THREAD LOCK
•Perfect for small screws 

and bolts
•10ml bottles, six per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
TB-1342 $6.95
 

SUPER GLUE
•ThreeBond Super Glue attains practical-use strength in seconds
•Contains no evaporative elements, so there’s never any shrinkage to 

weaken bonding points
•Excellent for nonporous materials
•2g tubes, 36 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
TB-1742-B $2.95
 

PLASTIC REPAIR KIT
•Repairs broken or cracked hard-to-

bond plastic quickly and economically
•Ideal for motorcycle body plastic, 

mounting tabs, brackets, snowmobile 
and watercraft hoods, etc.

•No mixing required
•Kit includes glue, primer, accelerator, 

glue remover, sandpaper, 
fiberglass and application sticks

PART # SUG. RETAIL
TB-1743 $43.95
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SIMICHROME POLISH
METAL POLISHING PASTE

•Simichrome polish from Happich is a 
nontoxic paste that applies easily and will 
not scratch

•Works on aluminum, brass, copper, gold, 
silver and just about any other metal

•1.76 oz. tubes, 24 per case; 
or 8 oz. cans, 
18 per case; 
sold each

CHAIN LIFE
•Chain Life starts 

where regular chain 
oil leaves off

•Clings to chain as it lubricates, 
penetrates and silences

•Repels excess accumulation of dirt, sand, 
mud and grass

•17 oz. aerosol cans; 
12 per case

•Sold each

BLUE SHIELD
PIPE BLUEING 
PROTECTANT

•Coats the interior of new header 
pipes, prevents heat buildup

•Disperses exhaust heat away 
from the pipes, protecting the 
chrome finish

•6 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
KR005 $35.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
KR004 $38.25
 

FUEL TANK LINER AND 
TANK PREP COMBO PAK

•Includes tank liner and tank prep
•One easy part for all your repair needs
•Saves money and simplifies inventory
•12 per case; sold as a kit

FUEL TANK 
LINER

•In a new or old tank, Kreem will 
seal and protect, prevent rust 
and stop leaks from pinholes and 
hairline cracks

•Resistant to alcohol and gasohol; 
withstands most octane boosters

•Most tanks require one pint of Kreem per 
three gallons of capacity

•12 pints per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
KR001 $20.75
 

TANK 
PREP
•Two-part kit dissolves 

rust, etches the metal and 
removes oil and grease

•Treatment time is 
approximately four hours

•Kit includes 1 pint Prep A, 1/2 pint Prep B; 
enough for 21/2-gal. tank

•Six per case; sold as a kit
PART # SUG. RETAIL
KR002 $18.95
 

TANK 
DEGREASER
•For use on new or 

aftermarket tanks
•Quickly removes protective oil 

coating inside new gas tanks
•Can also be used as a general 

purpose cleaner and degreaser
•16 oz. bottle, 6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
KR006 $9.75
 

TANK MASK 
PROTECTANT
•Protects paint and finishes outside your 

fuel tank when prepping the inside
•Water-based liquid mask applies easily 

to painted tanks and dries to a non-
tacky film that won’t damage expensive paint 
and finishes

•Washes off with warm soapy water
•8 oz. bottle, 6 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
KR007 $14.25
 

CABLE LIFE
•Cable Life Minus 

70° lubricant 
is specially 
formulated to stay fluid to -70° F

•Ideal for lubricating cables on 
motorcycles, PWCs, snowmobiles 
and other vehicles

•Lubricates and rustproofs all moving parts 
and is included in Cable Care Kit

•6.25 oz. cans; 24 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PET-015 $5.50
 

PROTECTALL 
CLEANER 

AND POLISH
•The quick way to clean and polish any vinyl, 

rubber, painted, fiberglass or chrome surface
•Detergent-resistant and protects against sun, 

ozone and smog
•Six oz. cans, 13.5 oz. cans and 16 oz. 

pumps, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
6 oz. can 62006 $7.25
13.5 oz. can PET-019 11.50
16 oz. pump 62016 14.25
 

PET-019 6200662016

QUICK AND 
EASY WASH

•Repels dirt, grime 
and grease quickly and safely

•Non-soapy formula is nonabrasive, 
antistatic, and water-repellent

•Less than one cap full will clean your 
motorcycle, watercraft or snowmobile

•No rinsing is required – just wash an area 
and dry with towel or chamois

•Safe for paint, fiberglass, wood, rubber, 
plastic – almost every surface

•16 oz. bottles, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
63016 $10.50
 

CABLE LIFE 
AND 

CABLE 
CARE KIT

•Cable Life Minus 70° is a general 
purpose and cable lubricant

•Also for carbs, ignition locks and 
steering mechanisms

•Lubricates and rustproofs with 
a non-drying film

•Kit includes lubricant and special fitting for 
lubricating cables

•Cable luber tool lets you inject lube directly 
into cables while they’re still in place

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PET-014 $18.95
 

CABLE 
LUBER

•Cable Luber allows 
motorcyclists and snowmobilers to power-
inject Cable Life or any similar product into 
their cables in only five seconds

•Cables need not be removed
•12 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
PET-017 $16.50
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PET-10 $12.50
 

DESCRIPTION SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
Blue Away 2.5 oz. CC-82 $16.95
 

BLUE AWAY
•Blue Away removes heat-induced 

blue discoloration from chrome 
and stainless steel exhaust pipes, 
engine parts welding, etc.

•Leaves chrome looking like new 
without ruining the finish

•2.5 oz. bottles, 36 per case; sold each SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
1.76 oz. CC-80 $8.95
8 oz. CC-81 32.50
 

CC-81

CC-80
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AIR FILTER OIL
•Formulated to work in 

combination with the cotton fabric in K&N 
Filtercharger elements to provide a superior 
air filtration system

•Quickly penetrates the filter pleats; remains 
suspended in the filter pleats

•Available in a 6.5 oz. can,  8 oz. squeeze 
bottle, 12 oz. can, 1-gallon bottle or 
5-gallon pail

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
6.5 oz. can 99-0504 $8.95
8 oz. squeeze bottle 3610-0020 5.95
12 oz. can 99-0516 9.95
1 gallon 3610-0021 33.95
5 gallon 3610-0022 115.95
 

3610-0020 3610-0021
3610-0022 AIR FILTER 

CLEANER
•Formulated to clean K&N Filtercharger air 

filter elements
•Dissolves dirt build-up and old filter oil; 

washes away with water
•Available in 12 oz., 32 oz., 1-gallon bottle or 

5-gallon pail; instructions included
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
12 oz. 99-0606 $8.95
32 oz. 99-0621 13.95
1 gallon 3704-0062 33.95
5 gallon 3704-0063 115.95
 

99-0606

99-0621 3704-0062 3704-0063

FILTER SEALING GREASE
•Seals filter to airbox
•Resists heat, will not run off
•Not for clamp-on filters
•Available in a 1 oz. or 6 oz. tube, 

12 per case
•Sold individually
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1 oz. 3607-0013 $5.95
6 oz. 99-0704 11.95
 

RECHARGER 
FILTER CARE 

SERVICE
•A six-step maintenance system designed to 

recharge any K&N Filtercharger Air Filter
•Completely restores airflow efficiency
•Kit includes filter oil (6.5 oz. spray oil or 8 

oz. squeeze bottle), 12 oz. filter cleaner and 
service decal

•Sold individually; 12 per case
DESC PART # SUG. RETAIL
Squeeze bottle 995050 $14.95
Spray oil 99-5000 14.95
 

995050 99-5000

LIQUID POWER 
FILTER OIL AND 

OILING TUB
•For all types of foam and air filters
•Collects harmful dust while allowing 

maximum breathing
•Oiling tub lets you submerge the air filter in 

the oil for even oiling, then wring out excess 
oil back into tub

•One-liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Filter oil, 1-liter can 22510 $20.95
Oiling tub 22999 10.95
 

22999

22510

LIQUID DIRT 
REMOVER AND 
CLEANING TUB

•Liquid Dirt Remover quickly 
dissolves dirt and grease from 
filters without hardening or 
damaging the air filter as solvents 
and gasoline can

•Resealable cleaning tub for cleaning air 
filters features a filter tray that lets dirt sink 
to the bottom

•Four-liter bottles, four per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Cleaner, 4-liter can 22514 $36.95
Cleaning tub 22998 16.95
 

22514

22998

QUICKSTEEL EPOXY
•Essential pack item
•Permanently bonds most surfaces, including 

steel, aluminum, magnesium and most plastics
•Neat, easy-to-use putty cures steel-hard 

in 15 minutes
•Withstands high engine temperatures

SUG. RETAIL.................................. $4.95
PART # M01060GASGACINCH

•Top-quality gasket sealer and belt dressing
•4-oz. can; sold each

SUG. RETAIL.................................. $9.95
PART # DS-173402

FITCH FUEL 
CATALYST

•Just drop the unit in your tank 
and add 3-5 hp to your throttle

•Not a fuel additive, the catalyst 
is made of an alloy that further 
refines fuel to remove tiny 
impurities that result in delayed 
ignition, carbon buildup and 
excessive smoke

•Less pinging, more torque and a boost in fuel 
mileage you won’t believe

•Not for sale in the state of Oregon

SUG. RETAIL...............................$46.50
PART # F5T

FOGGING OIL
•Protects any engine from corrosion 

during storage
•Fogging oil spray clings to all 

exposed metal parts
•Specially designed spray valve works 

in any position – sprays even if can is held 
upside down 
or sideways

PART # SUG. RETAIL
E3500 $10.95
 

SUG. RETAIL (ea.) ........................$11.95
PART # 3702-0006

BLUE JOB 
METAL POLISH

•Polishes chrome, 
stainless steel, brass 
and copper

•Will not scratch or dull 
chrome; takes off only 
blueing, not the 
finish underneath

•Sold in Point-of-Purchase display case of 12 
only; each container includes .5 oz. of dry 
powder polish and a cloth applicator

SUG. RETAIL (ea.) ........................... $3.95
PART # 3704-0046

PIPE WIPES™
•Super-soft microfiber 

polishing cloth will not 
scratch new chrome

•Works with Blue-Job chrome 
polish to create an extreme shine with no 
swirls or smudges

•Use before starting engine to remove 
residue, oil and fingerprints from new 
exhaust pipes

•Measures 91/2” L x 41/2” W
•Sold in 36-pack retail displays, six per case
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LATEX GLOVES
•Superior puncture-, tear- 

and chemical-resistance 
with excellent dexterity

•Fully textured finish provides excellent grip when 
handling wet tools and equipment

•Polymer coating on the surface keeps hands 
comfortable and cool during extended use

•Powder-free to minimize the risk of developing latex 
protein residue-related allergies

•12” cuff length protects wrists and forearms
•14 mil (fingers and palm) for maximum chemical resistance
•Unique packaging designed with yellow color-coded logo
•50 gloves per container

PLASTIC 
POLISH

•Excellent for 
polishing out 
scratches in 
windshields, helmet shields, goggles and 
other items; significantly reduces haziness

•No. 3 removes heavy scratches, and No. 2 
polishes out lighter imperfections in Lucite® 
and Plexiglas®

•After removing the abrasions with No. 3 or 
No. 2, apply No. 1 to clean and shine plastic

•Three-step system provides a clean, highly 
polished static- and dust-free surface

•8 oz. bottle, 24 per case; sold each
SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
No. 1 PC-10 $4.50
No. 2 PC-20 6.75
No. 3 PC30 7.95
 

PLEXUS® 
PLASTIC CLEANER

•Protects and polishes all clear 
and colored plastics as well 
as most painted surfaces

•Originally developed for 
professional aviation applications 
and now available to the consumer

•Helps make clear plastic virtually transparent, colored plastic 
more vibrant and plastic-based paints gleam like new

•Plexus envelops dirt and dust particles, then lifts them from the 
surface to avoid scratching while wiping the contaminants away

•Protects by actually sealing the pores of the plastic, thus repelling 
dust and protecting against dirt, grime, oil and UV fading

•Removes oil, dirt, bugs, sticker adhesive, exhaust stains and 
grease, plus fuel and track marks

•1/2 oz. bottles sold to dealer 24 per case; sold to consumer as each
•Available in 7 oz. and 13 oz. bottles, case of 12; sold each

PIG SNOT 
TOTAL 

BIKE CLEANER
•Nonabrasive cleaner is 

safe for all bike parts
•Comes in a 32 oz. 

bottle with a sprayer
•Sold to dealer 12 per 

case; sold to consumer 
as each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1/2 oz. (case of 24 only) 20205 $4.25
7 oz. 20207 8.95
13 oz. 20214X 12.95
 

SIZE PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
250g DS-700110 $12.95 (ea.)
 

SIZE PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
24 oz. 0207-4001 $19.95 (ea.)
 

PIG SNOT BIKE WAX
•Blends the finest non-silicone waxes 

with Teflon® hand-glaze materials
•Highest wax content of any retail 

wax; contains no cleaners
•Designed for painted surfaces and chrome
•Available in small (250g) and large (24 fl. oz.) bottles, 

sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer as each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
DS700111 $10.95
 

PIG SNOT DETAILER
•Used to remove dust, light dirt, 

waterspots and fingerprints in 
between waxings

•Comes in a 12 oz. spray bottle; 
sold to dealer 12 per case; 
sold to consumer as each

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # SUG. RETAIL
0207-4002 $17.95 (ea.)
 

PIG SNOT 
SUPER CLOTHS

•Each pack includes twelve 
12” W x 24” L soft polishing 
and buffing cloths

•Sold to dealer 24 per case; 
sold to consumer 
as each

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0006 $6.95
 

METAL POLISH
•Can be used on all 

metal surfaces
•5 oz. tub sold to dealer 

12 per case, sold to 
consumer as each

•Made in the U.S.A.

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
Large 3350-0006 $22.95
X-large 3350-0007 22.95
 

NITRILE GLOVES
•Superior puncture-, tear- 

and chemical-resistance 
with excellent dexterity

•100% latex-free design eliminates potential 
allergic reactions to latex proteins

•Textured surface provides strong grip for both wet 
and dry applications

•5 mil (fingers and palm)
•Unique packaging designed with 

blue color coded logo
•100 gloves per container

NITRILE GLOVES
•Thick, solvent resistant mechanics gloves
•Thick, 5mil material is durable and tear resistant
•Nitrile material is resistant to most moto related chemicals and solvents
•Disposable gloves are safer for you and make cleanup easy
•Powder free
•50 pack

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
Large 3350-0004 $20.95
X-large 3350-0005 20.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3350-0058 $14.95
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PART # SUG. RETAIL
DS700112 $6.50 (ea.)
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LUSTER LACE 
LIQUID METAL 

POLISH
•The same famous metal 

polish in Luster Lace 
Polishing Strips and Pads 
now available in a liquid

•Excellent on aluminum, brass, 
bronze, copper, nickel, magnesium, 
platinum, stainless steel and all other 
bare metals

•Removes oxidation and discoloration
•8 oz. bottle; sold each

SEAT AND 
SADDLEBAG 

CONDITIONER
•Prolongs the life of seat, 

saddlebags and 
other accessories

•Guards against weather 
deterioration and cracking

•Keeps riding gear looking like new
•16 oz. spray bottle; sold each

1098

LEATHER CARE KIT
•Everything riders need to keep seats, saddlebags, apparel and just 

about anything leather looking good and wearing long
•Two 1.5 oz. weatherproof leather dressings, black and neutral, are 

designed for use on smooth leather seats, saddlebags and boots 
•4 oz. leather lotion is great for leather jackets or suits – just wipe it on, 

wait a couple minutes until dry to haze and wipe-off excess; polymer 
coating left on leather will protect for three months

•4 oz. leather gloss is formulated for shiny leather to nourish the coating so that it won’t crack 
and to restore the lost shine

•Also includes cellulose/polyester blend cloth 
and vinyl carrying pouch

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3706-0020 $19.95
 

LEATHER 
CONDITIONER

•Keeps your motorcycle seat 
in perfect condition

•Features a blend of waxes formulated 
to replace the lost oils in leather

•In addition to moisturizing the leather, it will 
help the leather shed water and repel dirt

•Since the conditioner is a dressing and not 
an oil, you cannot over-saturate the leather

•6 oz. container, sold each

PART # DS-700201

SUG. RETAIL.................................. $9.95

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3102 $18.95

SEAT AND SADDLEBAG 
FABRIC CONDITIONER

•Developed to guard against weather 
deterioration and sunlight; keeps riding 
gear looking like new

•Prolongs the life of seat, saddlebags, sissy 
bar bags and other nylon or fabric-based accessories

•16 oz. spray bottle; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3103 $18.95

SEAT AND 
SADDLEBAG WASH
•Developed especially to keep 

leather, Saddlehyde, fabric, 
nylon and vinyl looking 
like new

•Combats grease, oil, dirt 
and stains; leaves no film

•Safe on all 
Saddlemen products

•16 oz. spray bottle; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3101 $18.95

LUSTER LACE METAL POLISH
•This patented polishing pad is designed to 

give you the best polish for the least effort
•Developed specifically for round or tubular 

applications such as spokes, fork legs, 
handlebars, pushrod tubes and wheels

•Polish is in a wraparound pad and works on 
aluminum, chrome, gold, brass, bronze, copper, 
diamond plate, silver and other metals

•Luster Seal is a metal sealant – seals shine in, 
keeps moisture out

•Luster kit combo includes: one Luster Lace 
combo pack, one Luster Pad and one Revitalizer

•12 per case; sold each

PAINT POLISH
•3-in-1 cleaner, polish and protector 

for all vehicle finishes
•Deep shine formula removes minor 

swirl marks, scratches, and blemishes
•Leaves a UV protective coating for 

a deep, glossy shine
•16 oz. bottles; 6 per case, sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0021 $11.50
 

MICROFIBER 
DETAILING CLOTH

•Unlike anything in your cabinets 
at home, this cloth is the softest 
for your precious surfaces

•Super absorbent, lint free, and 
machine washable for convenient reuse

•Measures 16” x 16”; 
12 per case, sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0023 $5.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Combo pack (1/2” x 16”, four pieces; 3/4”x 20”, three pieces; 11/4” x 28”, two pieces) DS-700146 $12.75
Narrow pack (1/2” x 16”, 14 pieces) DS-700147 12.75
Medium pack (3/4” x 20”, nine pieces) DS-700148 12.75
Wide pack (11/4” x 28”, six pieces) DS-700149 12.75
Luster kit combo (includes Luster Lace, Luster Pad and Revitalizer) DS-700150 24.95
Luster Pad (3/4” x 5”, one piece) DS-700151 10.50
Luster Seal, 8 oz. bottle DS-700152 10.95
 

LUSTER 
DETAILER

•Lifts dust, bugs, 
tree sap, road film, 
water spots and 
bird droppings 
from painted 
surfaces, chrome, 
fiberglass, plastic and glass

•No scratch, water-repellent formula
•2 oz. spray, 24 per case; 

sold each
•8 oz. and 22 oz. 

spray, 12 per 
case; sold each

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
2 oz. LC-11021 $2.95
8 oz. LC-00715 7.50
22 oz. LC-11022 11.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
DS-700153 $3.25
 

REVITALIZER
•Extends the life of 

both Luster Lace metal 
polish and Luster Pad

•Makes the shine look 
like new again

•Revitalizer does not contain 
polishing qualities 
of its own and must be used 
with either Luster Lace polish 
or Luster Pad

•Available in 2 oz. bottles, 
12 per case; sold each

BIKE 
WASH

•Ultra-rich 
lather gentle 
on all finishes

•Easily cuts dirt 
and grime

•High-gloss 
formula reduces 
water spotting

•8 oz. bottles, 
sold each

PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0061 $5.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0022 $11.95
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ENGINE BRIGHTENER
•Brings back dull, once-black 

paint, plastic and rubber to a 
factory-new look

•Advanced technology lets Engine 
Brightener bond to a surface as it 
heats up instead of breaking down 
like conventional protectants

•May be applied to black-painted engine 
cylinders and cases, cables, rubber hoses, 
plastic components and virtually any other 
surface that has lost its gloss and 
original color

•4.5 oz. aerosol can, 12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
SM12000C $50.50
 

GIFT PACK
•Gift pack includes 1/2 liter 

of S100 Cleaner, Detail 
+ Wax, Finish Restorer, 
Corrosion Protectant, 
a sponge and a Super Absorbent Towel

•Packaged in a convenient plastic carrying 
case with form-fitting polystyrene insert to 
keep products from shifting

•Four per case; sold each

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Cleaner w/ sprayer, 1 liter SM-12001B $13.50
Cleaner starter, 1/2 liter SM-12500S 7.75
Cleaner refill (w/o sprayer), 1 liter SM-12001R 11.50
Cleaner refill (w/o sprayer), 5 liters SM-12005L 44.75
Remote spray hose (fits 5-liter refill) SM-10005S 5.75
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Special Performance 
  Wheel Cleaner, 500ml SM-15500G $8.95
Corrosion Protectant, 71/2 oz. SM-16300A 9.50
Total Cycle Finish Restorer, 
  3.56 oz. tube SM-17075T 8.25
 

CLEANERS
•Spray-on/hose-off system cuts 

through grease and grime quickly and easily
•Can be used safely on all plastic, plated and painted surfaces, and won’t strip wax
•Special Performance Wheel Cleaner is a spray-on gel formula that effectively removes “brake 

dust” (metal particles), road soils and chain lube
•Corrosion Protectant ends corrosion and rust worries; simply spray on and rub off to prevent 

rust and corrosion due to rain, salt air, etc.
•Finish Restorer brightens aluminum, stainless steel and chrome engine parts and removes 

minor scratches and oxidation from paint work; also recommended for reviving clouded 
plastic windscreens

•All products 12 per case except Finish Restorer, 15 per case, and S100 5-liter refill, 2 per 
case; sold each

POLISH 
DETAIL SET

•Includes 25 flexible 
swabs and an 
ultrasoft dusting and polishing cloth

•Swabs are great for cleaning in tight areas 
like cooling fins, swing arms, etc.; use 
swabs to apply S100 Total Cycle Cleaner or 
S100 Corrosion Protectant, etc.

•Swabs can be bent to a 90° angle to reach 
around corners

•Polishing cloth can be used for removing 
light dust or rubbing on polishes and waxes

•12 sets per 
case; sold each

SUPER ABSORBENT 
TOWEL

•At last, a lint-free, fast, no-streak 
drying towel

•Dries almost anything including 
paintwork, poly, chrome and leather

•With a handy 6” x 3” plastic pouch, the 
14” x 16” towel fits easily into any carrying 
compartment

•Machine-washable, mildew-resistant and 
built to last

•Environmentally friendly, unlike other 
synthetic cloths

•12 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3706-0001 $8.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
SM-18400A $8.75
 

DETAIL + WAX
•Sprays on and cuts through road soil, 

rain film and other contaminants
•Wipe off and it leaves behind a 

brilliant shine
•Combines two natural waxes, beeswax 

and carnauba, for a shine that lasts 
almost as long as a paste wax

•Minimizes your cleaning time and 
waxes your bike at the same time

•10 oz. aerosol can, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0050 $9.95
 

SPECIAL 
SURFACES CLEANER

•Spray-on cleaner designed 
specifically for cleaning 
plastic surfaces

•Ideal for helmets, face shields, 
fairings and windshields

•Spray on and wipe off
•Anti-streak and low-residue properties
•10 oz. spray bottle, 12 per case; sold each

DETAILING SWABS
•Flexible design allows cleaning of hard-to-

reach places
•Pack contains 50 swabs, 12 packs 

per case; 
sold each

POLISHING 
SOAP

•Combines 
soap’s ease of 
application 
with the 
power of polish

•Brightens aluminum and stainless steel 
surfaces

•Removes minor stains from chrome
•Do not use on painted or anodized surfaces
•Biodegradable and non-toxic
•10.6 oz. jar with sponge applicator
•12 per case; 

sold each

AEROSOL CLEANER
•The fastest way to clean a bike 

just got faster
•S100 Total Cycle Cleaner comes 

in an aerosol can for the quickest 
application ever

•Spray on in seconds, rinse off in 
seconds and the job is done

•21 oz. can, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
SM12600A $9.50
 

SHINE-ENHANCING 
CLEANSER

•Prepares surfaces for the ultimate 
shine prior to waxing

•Eliminates water spots, film and 
small blemishes

•Easy on/off with no residue or 
powder left behind

•11.8 oz. bottle, 
12 per case, 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
SM13350 $9.50
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
SM-13700W $15.95
 

CARNAUBA 
PASTE WAX

•Low effort level – 
carnauba-blend wax is as 
easy to use as a liquid

•Leaves no chalky, powdery residue
•Doesn’t stain or streak rubber, plastics or 

black engine parts
•Leaves a great initial shine that lasts; a 

simple wipe-down brings the shine back
•7 oz. container, 12 per case; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
SM-19200A $8.25
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
SM-14800T $9.50
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3706-0006 $9.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0007 $9.95
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ENGINE ICE HI-
PERFORMANCE 

COOLANT
•Ready-to-use premix of 

coolant and de-ionized water protects water 
cooling system from scarring and scaling

•Protects from -27°F to 256°F and reduces 
operating race temperatures by as much 
as 50°

•Biodegradable, phosphate-free and nontoxic
•1/2-gal. bottles, four per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
81081100 $20.95
 

FOAM FILTER CLEANER
•Totally biodegradable 

and non-toxic
•Reusable, acts fast 

and is very safe
•Good for all makes of foam 

filters and treatments
•1 gal. bottle, 

four per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0042 $24.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0038 $7.95
 

BIKE SUDS
•A high-foaming soap that 

suspends and removes dirt, 
grease, and residues away 
from bike’s surfaces

•Safe to use on all surfaces and 
does not remove wax finishes

•Synthetic soap has a neutral pH that will not 
streak and helps eliminate water spotting

•16 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each

PROCLEAN1000 
BIKE CLEANER

•Environmentally 
safe, biodegradable 
cleaner manufactured 
specifically for off-road 
motorcycles and ATVs

•Concentrated cleaner dilutes with water 
and still performs at the top of the class

•No waste
•Removes stubborn dirt, stains (including 

red clay) and grime from off-road vehicles
•No high pressure needed; just wet the 

machine, spray and rinse
•Quart bottle, 12 per case or gallon bottle 

4 per case; sold each
DESC. PART # SUG. RETAIL
ProClean1000, qt. 3704-0040 $10.50
ProClean1000, gal. 3704-0039 24.95
 

RTU/READY-TO-USE
•Designed to remove dirt, 

grease, oil and brake dust from 
machine’s surface

•RTU needs no mixing or diluting 
with water; it is “RTU/Ready-To-
Use” right out of the bottle

•Safe for use on aluminum, 
chrome, paint, plastic and rubber

•Leaves no residue
•Biodegradable, environmentally safe
•16 oz. bottle, 

12 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3706-0012 $7.95
 

SHOWCASE
•Cleans and shines in an easy 

“spray on – wipe off” process
•Quickly removes bugs, smudges, 

grime and fingerprints
•Perfect for cleaning chrome
•Safe for clearcoats and all windscreens
•Leaves a deep high-gloss finish with 

no residue
•16 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0017 $14.95
 

SPEED CLEAN
•A supercharged formula made 

to remove dirt, stains (including 
red clay) and grime from MX, 
ATV and off-road riding

•Nothing cleans faster and easier
•No high pressure needed; just 

wet your bike, spray and rinse
•Do not use on anodized aluminum wheels
•Rinses easily without leaving a residue
•22 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0041 $9.95
 

SPRAYWAX SHINE
•Cleans and shines in an easy 

“spray on – wipe off” process
•Quickly removes bugs, smudges, 

grime and fingerprints
•Perfect for cleaning chrome
•Safe for clearcoats and all windscreens
•Leaves a deep high-gloss 

finish with no residue
•16 oz. bottle, 

12 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0016 $8.95
 

V-SHINE
•Specialized quick chrome polish 

and cleaner
•Completely safe to use, contains 

no abrasives
•Cleans, polishes and protects
•Works quickly and easily
•8 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0015 $12.95
 

LEATHER CLEANER
•Keeps leather looking great
•Cleans and restores leather’s finish
•Safe and gentle for all leather 

surfaces; removes dirt, grease, 
oil and most stains

•Easy spray on and wipe off process
•8 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0043 $5.95
 

PLASTIC POLISH
•A silicone-based aerosol product 

that creates a slick-looking 
bright shine

•Brightens and restores color 
on plastic

•Leaves a non-oily finish
•Will not attract dust
•Inhibits corrosion on metal parts
•20 oz. can, 

12 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0018 $8.95
 

LEATHER DRESSING
•Provides protection from 

moisture, prevents cracking 
and keeps surfaces supple 
while allowing leather to breathe

•To use, simply make sure leather is clean 
and dry

•Rub in well, dry at room temperature, 
remove excess if any

•Buff to a shine if preferred
•Apply regularly to footwear, especially at the 

seams and welts
•2.5 oz. tub, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3706-0013 $10.95
 

HELMET RENEW
•Safely removes the causes of 

foul odors within helmet liner 
and padding

•Leaves a fresh, clean fragrance, 
not a perfumed smell

•Also excellent for exterior shell 
and face shield to remove dirt, 
grime and bugs

•8 oz. can, 
12 per case; 
sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3706-0011 $5.95
 

ALUMINUM POLISH
•Safe for all alloys and magnesium
•Polishes to a high luster
•8 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0014 $12.95
 

LEATHER LOTION
•A specialized leather restoration 

product, formulated especially 
for high-gloss and vinyl 
colored leathers

•Keeps leather soft and supple
•Provides a high gloss finish 

to leather
•8 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3706-0014 $7.95
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MOTO KIT
•Everything you need to keep your 

bike looking like new in an 
easy-to-carry case

•Includes 8 oz. Moto 
Glaze®, 4 oz. Moto 
Black®, 13 oz. Plexi Brite®, 
32 oz. Spray Wash®, chamois and 
100% cotton polishing towel

•Made in the U.S.A.
DESCRIPTION PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

Moto kit DS-700027 $47.25
 

MOTO-MASK™ 
WINDSCREEN RAIN COATING

•Specially formulated for motorcycle windshields
•Improves your vision in rain, drizzle or misting 

conditions by making beads of water disappear
•Perfect for touring bikes
•4 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Moto-Mask™ windscreen rain coating 3706-0017 $8.95
Moto-Mask windscsreen rain coating display case 3706-0019 53.95
 MOTO-MASK™ OFF

•Removes Moto-Mask™ On from 
all surfaces

•Doesn’t leave a residue
•Can be used as a quick detailer 

and can be buffed to a high shine
•Display includes 6 Mask-Off and 6 Mask-On
•16 oz. spray bottle, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Moto-Mask™ Off 3706-0016 $9.95
Moto-Mask On/Off display 3706-0018 119.25
 

BIKE BRITE® BIKE DRY 
JUMBO POLISHING TOWELS
•Great for applying wax coatings, gel coats and polishes; also for 

drying your motorcycle after washing
•100% cotton diaper fabric with ultra-foam, 

11” x 18” double-sided/sewn towels
•Sold three per pack, three packs/case
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Bike Dry polishing towels DS-700042 $8.95
 

BIKE-DRY® 
MICRO-FIBER CLOTH

•Over 90,000 fibers per square 
inch make the Bike-Dry® 
Micro-Fiber Cloth the ultimate 
cleaning and drying cloth

•Cleans without the use of 
chemicals and is washable 
and reusable

•Won’t scratch your stylish paint 
job and leaves a streak-free finish

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Micro-Fiber Cloth 3713-0020 $7.25
 

BIKE DRY 
MAN-MADE CHAMOIS

•Professional-grade ultra-absorbent 
chamois material

•Works great for drying windshields, 
face shields and seats

•Stores easily in its own bag
•Measures four square feet in area; 

three per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Bike Dry chamois DS-700041 $8.50
 

MOTO GLAZE
•Protects against ultraviolet 

sun rays, humidity, freezing, 
salt and grime

•Heat resistant; protects 
surfaces that are in close 
proximity to hot engine parts

•Can be used on all clear 
coats and chrome

•8 oz. bottle, six per case; 
sold each

DESCRIPTION SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
Moto glaze 8 oz. DS700028 $8.50
 

BIKE BRITE® 
PLEXI BRITE

•Safely cleans and polishes 
all plastics

•Use on windshield; great for 
removing bugs

•Just spray and wipe
•14 oz. aerosol can, 6 per case; 

sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Plexi Brite DS-700044 $7.75
 

HELMET FRESH
•Cleans, freshens and deodorizes 

all foam helmet liners
•Just spray and wipe dry
•14 oz. aerosol can, 6 per case; 

sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
DS-700043 $7.75
 

BLUE CORAL 
BLUE BUSTER

•Polishing powder for 
those old blue pipes

•Wet towel and polish blue away; 
will not scratch chrome

•Can be used on chrome, brass 
and stainless steel

•1 oz. can, 24 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Blue Buster DS-700035 $6.50
 

BIKE WIPES
•Remove dirt and bugs from 

windshields, painted finishes, 
face shields, goggles, mirrors, 
glasses, plastics, fiberglass 
and chrome

•Dry while cleaning and 
shining surface

•Excellent for protecting gas 
tank from gas spills while fueling

•Come in a handy carrying case
•Six-pack pop-up display; must order six to 

get the display
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Bike Wipes MC-49000D $8.95
 

MOTO-MASK™ ON
•Temporary touring coating
•Guards against road grime, 

road debris and bugs
•Use on paint, aluminum, chrome 

or plastic
•6.5 oz. can, 12 per case; 

sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Moto-Mask™ On 3704-0060 $9.95
 

MOTO-SHINE™ 
BIKE POLISH

•Give your bike a show-floor-
type shine

•Moto-Shine™ brings a 
brilliant shine to your 
motorcycle in minutes

•Lightly cleans and removes 
harmful contaminants

•Works on all paint and chrome finishes
•32 oz. spray bottle, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Moto-Shine™ 3713-0019 $11.75
 

MOTO BLACK 
POWDER-COAT 

ENGINE CLEANER
•Restores the newness to your 

old-looking powder-coat finishes
•9 oz. spray can, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Engine cleaner DS-700036 $7.75
 

3706-0016 3706-0018

3706-0017

3706-0019
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FLUIDZAP PADS
•FluidZap highly absorbent disposable pads
•Ideal for cleaning up fluids from workspaces
•Can hold any automotive liquid including fuel, 

gear oil, motor oil, brake fluid, anti-freeze, 
water and much more

•Pads can absorb up to 1/2 quart of oil
•Sold to dealer as 10-pack; sold to consumer as each

PART # 3850-0054

CLEANER AND DEGREASER
•Cleaning your bike is easier with biodegradable Bike Brite
•Simply spray over areas to be cleaned and rinse 

immediately with a forceful jet of water
•After proper rinsing, surfaces will feel smooth and 

squeaky clean, not oily or slippery
•32 oz. spray bottle, 12 per case 

or 64 oz. refill bottle, six per 
case; sold each

•1 gallon jug sold each

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
32 oz. DS-700030 $11.25
64 oz. DS-700031 17.95
1 gallon 3704-0071 26.75
 

BLUE BUSTER 
POLISHING KIT

•Remove blue heat discoloration easily with the 
Blue Buster polishing kit

•Kit contains Deep Blue Rubbing Gel and 
a polishing disc that attaches to any handheld drill

•Effectively removes minor surface scratches and defects from painted 
surfaces, windshields and helmets

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Polishing kit DS-700025 $24.95
 

CHAIN LUBE
•Keeps the kinks in your chain out
•Can be used on motorcycles, bicycles, scooters 

and snowmobiles
•5 oz. aersol can, 12 per case; sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Chain lube 3605-0019 $6.95
 

ELECTRO-SEAL
•Waterproof, flexible and permanent rubber coating; 

acts as a barrier against moisture
•Dries crystal clear; will not discolor or harm any surface
•Ideal for use as an electrical insulator
•Great for use on terminals to protect against corrosion and moisture
•Can be used as an insulator in connection boxes or exterior wire connections
•Only 4 mil has the dielectric properties to withstand 300V (1 mil per coat)
•Use on electrical panels, circuit boards, battery terminals, wire connections, 

even nuts and bolts you think might rust
•Temperature resistance for cured product is -30° to +200°F
•Use mineral spirits or paint thinner to remove coating
•This product is not intended for use on surfaces with exposure to direct 

sunlight; direct sunlight will yellow, dry and crack the rubber coating
•11 oz. aerosol can (covers approximately 

60 square feet); sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3710-0003 $14.95
 

WATER SPOT 
REMOVER

•Nonabrasive, no-rinse, 
environmentally friendly formula

•Easily powers away water spots, 
grease and carbon deposits that 
can cause irreparable damage

•32 oz. spray bottle; sold each; 
one-gallon refill available separately

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
Water spot remover, 32 oz. D-1000 $11.95
Water spot remover refill, 1 gal. 3704-0031 29.95
 

SUPER DUCKY TUFF 
TASK CLEANER

•Takes care of the tough stuff like 
scuff marks, road grime, tree sap, 
tar and bird “bombs”

•Removes the unwanted gunk 
without harming most surfaces

•Simple spray on and wipe 
off application

•22 fl. oz.; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0068 $13.95
 

QUIK CLEAN 
AND WAX

•Use immediately after washing 
for a wet, detailed look or use 
between washings for a 
quick shine

•Performs light cleaning tasks, 
removes light oxidation, 
removes surface dirt and 
leaves a shiny wax finish

•For use on fiberglass, gel-coat, clear-coat, 
painted surfaces, chrome and plastics

•20 oz. spray bottle; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0069 $14.95
 

ALL-PURPOSE 
CLEANER

•All-purpose cleaner removes 
exhaust deposits, grease and 
oils, yet is gentle enough to use 
on upholstery, carpet, chrome, 
windows and synthetic materials

•Cleaner is streak-free and has 
an anti-fogging agent

•Just spray on and wipe off
•Nontoxic and biodegradable
•32 oz. spray bottle; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
D-1001 $8.95
 

MUD DUCK 
CYCLE WASH

•Degreases, loosens and removes 
dirt, oil, insects and grime

•Anticorrosion protection
•Easy to use, just spray on 

and rinse off
•Can be used on engine, 

plastics, metal, chrome 
and all other surfaces

•32 oz. bottle, sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0030 $8.95
 

WASH AND WAX 
CONCENTRATE

•Concentrated formula 
cleans and waxes most 
surfaces in one easy step

•Will not attract nor hold 
on to fine particles

•Leaves a shiny and 
protective monomolecular coating

•32 fl. oz.; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0066 $15.95
 

PROTECT IT
•Protects most surfaces from 

UV rays while it conditions, 
preserves, restores color and 
adds luster

•Works on vinyl, rubber, 
leather, plastic, fiberglass, 
gel coat, clear coat, stainless 
steel and aluminum

•22 fl. oz.; sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0067 $14.95
 

SUG. RETAIL.................$2.95
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MULTI-VALVE TOOL
•Used to install valve spring keepers
•Replaces the large clamp-type valve spring compressor
•PART #P08-165 is designed to fit the valves of 4- and 5-valve cylinder 

heads (5mm valve stem diameter or smaller)
•PART #3801-0050 is designed for use with valve stems with a 

diameter of 5.5mm or larger under 40 lbs. seat pressure
•Will dramatically reduce the time necessary to replace valves in 

modern 16- to 20-valve heads
•Instructions included
•Made in the U.S.A.

DUAL L-HANDLE 
DRIVERS

•Impact-resistant ergonomic handles 
reduce hand fatigue

•Use handle drive to tighten/loosen 
fasteners and shaft drive for quick 
installation/removal of fasteners

•Mini L-handle drivers have a compact 
75/8” shaft length

•Durable hard-nickel pewter finish

DUAL DRIVE MINI 
T-HANDLES

•Use handle drive to tighten/loosen fasteners 
and shaft drive for quick installation/
removal of fasteners

•Compact shaft length for tight access and 
easy transport

1/4” AND 3/8” DRIVE 
T-HANDLE DRIVERS

•Use any 1/4” or 3/8” drive 
attachments such as sockets, hex drives, crow’s foot or swivels

•Feature a durable hard-nickel pewter finish

T-HANDLE RATCHET
•Compact design allows for use in tight places
•Comfortable grip makes 

for ease of use
•Patented design
•Available in 1/4” and 3/8” drive

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Small multi-valve tool P08-165 $116.95
Large multi-valve tool 3801-0050 115.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
1/4” T-handle ratchet MP08-0231 $32.95
3/8” T-handle ratchet MP08-0226 29.95
 

MINI PRO T-HANDLE SETS
•63/4” shaft length
•Racer set includes a vinyl pouch to keep 

your T-handles handy
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Racer Mini Pro T-handle set of 5 
  (8, 10, 12, 13, 14mm) 3812-0004 $59.95
Set of three (8, 10, 12mm) MP08-131 32.95
 

FOLDING TRAIL T-HANDLE SET
•Compact 1/4” drive folding T-handle set 

includes 8, 10, 12 and 13mm 
six-point sockets

•Includes a nylon carrying case 
with internal pockets

•Customize your T-handle set 
with your own 1/4” accessories

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-0297 $34.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
L-HANDLE DRIVERS
3/8” drive, 250mm 3850-0018 $15.95
1/4” drive, 250mm 3850-0019 13.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
MINI L-HANDLE DRIVERS
3/8” drive, 195mm 3850-0020 $15.95
1/4” drive, 195mm 3850-0021 13.95
 

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
1/4” P08-158 $10.95
 

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
3/8” P08-159 $12.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3850-0067 $20.95
 

TRI DRIVE MINI T-HANDLE KIT
•Use T-Handle drive to tighten/loosen 

fasteners and shaft drive for quick 
installation/removal of fasteners

•1/4” drive has a compact 6” drive shaft length
•Compact size for use in tight spaces and is easy to carry
•Includes 8mm, 10mm, 12mm and 13mm sockets
•Use with 1/4” drive sockets, 

Allen drive bits, crow’s foot, 
swivels, etc.

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
3/8” drive 3812-0007 $13.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
1/4” drive 3812-0008 $11.95
 

2-STROKE LEAK-
DOWN TESTER

•Designed to check for air leaks 
in 2-stroke engines

•Includes air pressure gauge, 
pump-up bulb, and most 
fittings and adapters for single 
and twin cylinder 2-stroke 
motorcycle engines

•Packed in a convenient carry box, 
complete with instructions

•Made in the U.S.A.
PART # SUG. RETAIL
P538 $308.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
8mm socket P08-093 $11.95
10mm socket P08-094 11.95
12mm socket P08-095 11.95
13mm socket P08-096 12.95
14mm socket P08-097 12.95
17mm socket P08-098 15.95
19mm socket P08-099 15.95
Metric socket set (all 7) MP01-113 87.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
Standard 
  socket set (8 pcs.) MP08-0315 $111.95
#1 Phillips P08-101 7.95
#2 Phillips P08-102 7.95
#3 Phillips P08-103 8.95
Rack 08-114X 21.95
Wall bracket 
  for rack 3801-0114 25.95
 

T-HANDLE SOCKETS AND SCREWDRIVERS
•Feature chrome vanadium tool steel, deep six-point sockets and 

Phillips bits with carbon steel T-style handles
•Metric sockets sold individually in 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17 and 19mm 

sizes or as a set of seven
•Standard socket set includes eight wrenches: 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 

9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” and 3/4” sizes
•Screwdrivers available with #1, #2 and #3 Phillips bits
•Metric sockets and screwdrivers finished in nickel-pewter; standard 

socket set finished in a polished chrome
•Storage rack available – one-piece design with chrome finish holds 

11 T-handle tools; hooks to toolbox or tray
•Wall-mount bracket for one-piece storage rack features quick-

release pin for removing and attaching and a built-in bottle opener; 
made from heavy-duty 12-gauge zinc-plated steel; made in the U.S.A.

P08-165 MP08-0226

P08-159

P08-158

3812-0007

3812-0008

3801-0114 08-114X

MP01-113

P08-101

P08-103

P08-102

MP08-0315

3850-0021

3850-0019

3850-0020

3850-0018
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SYNCPRO™
CARBURETOR TUNER

•Precise four-channel vacuum indicator designed 
specifically for intake synchronization of engines 
with multiple carburetors or throttle bodies

•Mercury-free design
•For use with any two-, three- or four-cylinder 

4-stroke motorcycles
•Spill-proof design; easy-to-read scale for precise 

synchronization
•Unaffected by barometric pressure changes
•Includes hang hook to clip onto the handlebars 

for easy use
•Rugged, impact-resistant ABS enclosure 

with convenient storage area for adapters, etc.
•Includes manometer fluid, hoses, 5mm adapters, 

in-line restrictors and instructions
•5mm adapters are used on many Honda and Suzuki models
•Optional 6mm adapters are available for use on most 

Yamaha models
•Most Kawasaki 

models do not 
need adapters

•Patent pending
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-126 $166.95
 

4-STROKE 
LEAK-DOWN TESTER

•Designed to check percentage of 
cylinder leakage in 4-stroke engines

•Air source of 70 to 160 psi required 
to pressurize cylinder; gauge 
registers total leakage past rings, head 
gasket, intake and exhaust valves

•Kit includes 10, 12 and 14mm 
spark plug adapters, 
regulator and gauge

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
SyncPro carb tuner 3804-0003 $99.95
Manometer fluid refill 3804-0008 5.95
5mm brass adapters P509 9.95
6mm brass adapters P510 10.95
Repl. hose set P514 11.95
 

BELT TENSION GAUGE
•Compact design
•Graduated scale for easy reference
•Designed to work with all belt drive 

models with a 10-lb. specification
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3801-0003 $29.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-0189 $82.95
 

DELUXE AUXILIARY FUEL TANK
•Upgraded petcock for easier opening and closing
•Bottle is correctly graduated for 

measuring exact amounts
•Includes 4’ of 1/4” fuel line
•Holds up to 2,000cc 

or 1/2 gallon of fluid
AUXILIARY FUEL TANK

•For use when tuning a motorcycle 
with the gas tank removed

•Includes 4’ of 1/4” fuel line and an 
in-line fuel petcock

•On fuel-injected machines, use deluxe auxiliary 
fuel tank PART #MP08-0189

•Tank can also be used for 
refilling transmission oil

•Holds up to 2,000cc or 1/2 gallon of fluid
PART # SUG. RETAIL
P527 $51.95
 

WIRE GAUGE SPARK PLUG 
GAPPING TOOL

•Wire gauge type gapping tool for precise 
measurement of electrode gap

•Six Standard Sizes - 0.025”, 0.030” , 
0.034”, 0.035”, 0.040”, 0.045” 

•Six Metric Sizes - 0.64mm, 0.76mm, 
0.86mm, 0.89mm, 1.02mm and 1.14mm

•Two electrode-adjusting tools
•Compact design

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3807-0048 $4.95
 

GEAR JAMMER
•Locks gears in place for easy 

installation and removal
•Allows tightening of lock nuts 

to proper torque setting
•Works on virtually any motor
•Powerful magnet holds tool in place during use
•Billet 6061 T-6 aluminum construction
•Not for use with impact gun
•Blue anodizing with laser engraving
•Patent pending
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3801-0113 $14.95
 

CARBURETOR SYNCHRONIZERS
•Complete kits with vacuum 

gauges, hoses, adapters, 
mounting plate and instructions

•Available in 2-carb or 
4-carb sets

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
2-carb set 3804-0004 $39.95
4-carb set 3804-0005 69.95
 

COMPRESSION 
TESTER SET

•Designed to check 
cylinder compression

•Contains hoses for 10, 
12 and 14mm spark plug 
applications

•Features a quick-disconnect 
with a pressure release 
valve and a 300 psi gauge

•Packed in a convenient carry 
box, complete with instructions

•Made in the U.S.A.
PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-0188 $113.95
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CABLE LUBE
•Exclusive formula developed 

for Motion Pro to provide 
the smoothest operation and 
longest cable life

•Ideal for use with 
Motion Pro cable luber

•Depending on riding conditions, 
lube your cables between rides or after 
every other ride

•Sold in 6 oz. cans

BALL-END ALLEN SET
•Made of chrome vanadium tool steel
•Sizes available: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 

and 10mm
•Ball ends allow better access to Allen-head 

bolts (up to 25° working angle)
•Convenient holder included
PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-0185 $18.95
 

CABLE LUBER
•Allows lubricant to be injected into cable housing
•No need to remove cable from machine
•Inject lubricant into housing until it is expelled from the other end
•Single-bolt design to ensure even contact on cable

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-0182 $9.95
 

CABLE LUBER
•Used to inject 

lubricant into cable housing
•Clamps over housing and wire, which 

allows an aerosol can to be connected
•Once lube runs out the far end, the 

cable is lubricated

MASTER 
CYLINDER

SNAP-RING 
PLIERS

•Allow removal of 
internal snap rings used in 
hydraulic master cylinders

•Can be used to remove and replace small 
to medium internal snap rings up to 50mm 
deep, including those used for transmission 
gear locating, bearing retention, 
and oil seal retention

•Applicable to some fork seal retaining rings
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3808-0002 $28.95
 

HOSE SHEARS
•Scissor-action cutter
•Fast cutting 

of thin wall and 
small diameter PVC or 
Tygon®-type tubing

•Replaceable, Teflon®-coated 
tool steel blades

•Blades can be re-sharpened
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3801-0033 $31.95
 

STEEL O-CLIP
PINCHER TOOL

•Used to install O-clips on vinyl or Tygon® 
fuel line to fittings

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3801-0034 $19.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-0186 $17.95
 

SNAP 
RING 

PLIERS
•Economical pliers easily work 

with both inside- and outside-opening 
snap rings or clips

•Includes three extra sets of tips, 
one additional straight tip and 
two offset or angle tips

TAPPET 
ADJUSTER

SET
•Heat-treated and 

chrome-plated 
for durability

•Set includes three wrenches: 8, 9 and 
10mm and three adjusters: screw type 
and 3 and 4mm square-type

•Interchange adjusters and wrenches for 
nine different combinations

•Fits most motorcycles and ATVs 
with screw-type 
tappet adjusters

PART # SUG. RETAIL
P523 $41.95
 

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
.002”-.003” P552 $4.95 (ea.)
.004”-.005” P553 4.95 (ea.)
.006”-.008” P554 4.95 (ea.)
Assortment P555 29.95
 

TAPPET FEELER GAUGE
•Rigid handle with high-accuracy feeler 

gauge makes clearance checks easy
•Gauges are packed six per card in sizes 

listed below
•Assortment includes two of each 

size; sold each

VALVE SHIM TOOLS
•For adjusting valve clearance on twin cam models
•Hold valve spring bucket down so adjusting shims can be removed
•Constructed of hardened alloy steel
FITS MODEL PART # SUG. RETAIL
HONDA
CB750 (all) 79-83, CB750SC 83, CB900C/F 80-82, 
  CB1000C 83, CB1100F 83, CBX 79-82 P508 $16.95
KAWASAKI
KZ750/900/1000/1100/1300 (all) P525 8.95
 

FITS MODEL PART # SUG. RETAIL
SUZUKI
GS550/750/850/1100 
  (all models with shim-type valve tappets) P507 $16.95
YAMAHA
All DOHC except XT/TT250/350, 
  XZ550, FJ1100/1200, XVZ1200/1300 P517 11.95
XJ600 Seca II (all) P507 16.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP15-0001 $13.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
1606-0002 $11.95
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PILOT SCREW ADJUSTING TOOL
•Angled head for 

hard-to-reach pilot screws
•Fits most applications

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-119 $29.95
 

CARB ADJUSTING TOOL
•Use on multis; fits both Mikuni 

and Keihin carbs with 8mm hex nut and 
screwdriver slot

•Alloy steel construction; 11” L
PART # SUG. RETAIL
P526 $18.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3806-0007 $38.95
 

FOLDING SAG SCALE
•6061 T-6 aluminum construction
•Rigid folding design fits in most tool boxes
•Direct reading scale (no subtracting required)
•Adjustable zero set point with extended range
•Will work on both mini and full-size motorcycles
•Inch and metric scale combination
•Installs in rear axle
•Can be used to check front or rear sag
•Extended length 281/4”
•Folded length 153/4”

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-087 $19.95
 

TIMING PLUG WRENCH
•For timing plugs you just can’t get with an 

ordinary screwdriver
•Fits all Japanese motorcycles and ATVs with 

straight-slot timing plugs
•Blade sizes are 16mm (5/8”), 

22mm (7/8”) and 38mm (1.5”)

MAIN JET WRENCHES
•High-quality die-cast 

construction
•Available for round and hex jets
•Cap compartment will hold a few 

spare jets
•Packaged one per card
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
6mm hex wrench P533 $5.95
8mm round wrench P534 5.95
6mm round (main and pilot jets) P535 5.95
 

GRIP CUTTER
•Clean cut every time
•Durable steel construction
•Perfect for installing hand 

guards or bar ends
•Kit includes 6” extension, 

1” cutter and 7/8” cutter
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3812-0006 $27.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
P531 $9.95
 

80MM OIL FILTER 
WRENCH

•Specifically designed for 
Honda V-type engines

•Will fit many Japanese 
motorcycles with 80mm dia. oil filters

•Can torque filter to factory specifications
•Use with a 3/8”-drive 

ratchet or extension

OIL FILTER AND
CLUTCH HUB SPANNER

FOR HONDA
•Use with a 3/8”-drive ratchet
•Made of rugged heat-treated steel
•Designed to fit oil filter and clutch hub
•Fits most pre-78 CB, CL, CT, SL and XL models, 

XR250L 91-94 and GL1000 75-77; 
replaces large end of OEM 
tool 07716-0020100

PART # SUG. RETAIL
P506 $8.95
 

OIL FILTER STRAP 
WRENCH

•Fits all spin-on type oil filters
•Use with a 3/8” ratchet driver 

to easily service those 
hard-to-reach oil filters

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-069 $9.95
 

HYDRAULIC
BRAKE BLEEDER

•Makes bleeding and servicing 
of hydraulic brakes a 
one-person job

•Unique check valve lets fluid 
and air escape while preventing 
air from re-entering the system

•Instructions and hose included
•Will not bleed air from 

a dry system
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-143 $19.95
 

DIY BRAKE AND
CLUTCH BLEEDER

•Handle and body are made of 
high-strength Zytel® 
(glass-reinforced nylon)

•10 ml. of fluid per injection stroke
•RFI™ technology
•Ergonomic design is compact and comfortable to use
•Affordable to the individual technician or enthusiast
•Includes adapters to fit most brake systems and brake fluid cans
•Compatible with all brake fluids
•Main body colors may vary

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3808-0004 $105.95
 

PART # 3850-0081

RX FLUID TEST KIT
•Allows you to test engine and transmission oil along with power steering and primary oil
•Quick and easy report on  sludge, water, carbon, fuel and glycol problems
•Easy-to-follow instructions
•Can be used on any gas/diesel, 2- or 4-stroke engine
•Each kit contains six tests 

with reference chart SUG. RETAIL...............$19.95
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BEARING 

REMOVAL SET
•Set includes 30, 25, 20, 17, 15, 

12, 10 and 8mm collets
•2-lb. hammer
•Fitted storage box included
•Crossbar-type shaft allows easy collet removal
•Necessary tool for most transmission rebuilds
•Can be used for wheel bearing removal

DEGREE WHEEL
•Manufactured from .052” 

thick aluminum with a 6.75” 
outside diameter and a 6mm center hole

•Black anodized finish allows for 
easy-to-read increments

•Can be used on all engines to check 
or set ignition timing or on 
any 4-stroke engine to check 
or alter cam timing

90° 1/4” 
HEX DRIVER

•Precision-made of 
high-grade aluminum and stainless steel

•Designed for hard-to-reach pilot air screws on in-line fours
•Gear-driven 1/4” hex
•Includes five 1/4” hex drive bits – straight-slot, Phillips, D-shaped 

pilot screw bit, 6mm hex jet bit and 1/4” hex to 1/4” drive bit
•Can be used with any 1/4” 

or 6mm hex bits
•17.5” L

STUD 
INSTALLATION 

TOOLS
•Will install cylinder studs on most motorcycles
•Hex head is 3/4” or 19mm
•Sold in a set with three metric sizes: 6mm x 

1.00, 8mm x 1.00 and 10mm x 1.00

MAGNETIC 
TRAYS

•Heavy-duty magnets 
(two on large tray, one on small tray) 
with durable rubber coating to help prevent scuffing and scratching

•Stainless steel trays
•Great for small parts, fasteners and tools
•Can be used horizontally, vertically or upside down

PISTON PIN
REMOVAL TOOL

•Aids in removing piston pins
•Fits all piston sizes from 40mm 

(15/8”) to 100mm (4”) and all piston 
pins from 12mm (1/2”) to 25mm (1”), including all single-cylinder 
engines from 50cc to 600cc and all 
2-, 3- and 4-cylinder models

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3812-0003 $226.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3812-0011 $24.95
 

BEARING REMOVER SET
•Dependable split-collet design
•Metric sizes to allow use with metric applications
•Standard set uses a split collet design to remove radial ball bearings
•Eight-piece metric set includes large driver rod, small driver rod, 

and removers for 10, 12, 15, 17, 20 and 25mm bearings
•28mm bearing remover (sold separately) fits rear wheel bearings 

on Suzuki: GSX-R600/750/1000; 30mm bearing remover 
(sold separately) fits front wheel bearings on KTM off-road models 
125-larger 03-08

•Three-piece standard set for radial ball bearing removal includes 
large driver, 3/4” collet and 1” collet

MAGNETIC 
FINGER GLOVE

•Holds virtually any metal object
•Great for starting or removing 

fasteners in hard-to-reach places
•Two-way stretch spandex
•Leatherette bottom and fingertip
•Stretch finger panels
•Sold in a card of six

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Small ( 5.5” dia. x 1.25” deep) 3850-0068 $7.95
Large (5.5” x 9.5” x 1.5” deep) 3850-0069 13.95
 

MAGNETIC
PARTS DISH

•All-purpose magnetic 
dish is ideal for keeping track of loose 
fasteners and other small parts

•Attaches magnetically to any steel surface
•Measures 5” in diameter and 1” deep

PART # SUG. RETAIL
P568 $68.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-0229 $86.95
 

FORK SEAL 
DRIVERS

•CAD-II plated carbon 
steel split design

•Each driver weighs approximately 25 oz.
•Sold individually

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
35/36mm driver MP08-0221 $62.95
39mm driver MP08-170 62.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
46/47mm driver MP08-138 $62.95
49/50mm driver MP08-171 62.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-092 $19.95
 

ENGINE DEGREE WHEEL
•Plastic degree wheel made 

exclusively for engines
•A must for anyone modifying 

or repairing engines

3801-0032

3801-0133

3801-0031

PART # SUG. RETAIL
8050-1010 $10.95
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PART # SUG. RETAIL
P08-156 $12.95
 

3801-0132

MP08-0221

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
Metric set 3801-0031 $65.95
28mm bearing remover 3801-0132 11.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
30mm bearing remover 3801-0133 $11.95
Standard set 3801-0032 40.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3850-0051 $10.95 (ea.)
 

3850-00693850-0068
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CLUTCH AND 
FLYWHEEL TOOL
•Made from medium 

carbon steel with hardened jaws
•Holds clutch hubs, flywheels, gears, 

sprockets, etc.
•Features 8mm spanner pins
•Jaws open up to 5” wide

1108

PART # SUG. RETAIL
P518 $31.95
 

PART # DIMENSIONS SUG. RETAIL
MP08-074 M22 x 1.5 right-hand $7.95
MP08-085 M20 x 1.5 right-hand 9.95
MP08-086 M20 x 1.5 hollow right-hand 10.95
 

PART # DIMENSIONS SUG. RETAIL
P515 M27 x 1.0 left-hand $18.95
P516 M16 x 1.5 left-hand 9.95
 

FITS MODEL PART #
HONDA
XL80/100/100S/175 P515
CB/CL/SL175, CM185T/200T, CM/CMX250, CB/CL/SL350/360 P516
XL250/350/500/600, FT/GB500, VT500C/FT, VF500C/700C 84-86, VT600C/CD/CD2 88-07,
  NT/NX650, XR650L, VF700F/S, VFR700/750F 86, VF750C 82-83, VF750F/S, VT750C/CD/CD2,
  VF1000F/R, VF1100C/S MP08-074
NX250, VTR250 88-90, CB400A/T 78-79, CB450SC, CM450, CMX450C, CX500TC, CBR600F 
  87-90, CBR929/954RR 00-03 CX650, GL500/650, PC800, VF700C 87, VF750C 88, VT700C/
  750C/ 800C/1100C, VFR800FI 98-00 MP08-086
CB750 69-78, XR250L, VF500F MP08-085
KAWASAKI
KE/KH/KM100 all, KD/KE/KS125 (all) P515
KLR250 85-95, KLR650 87-95 MP08-085
KLR600A 84-86, KLR650 96-07 MP08-074
KH400, Z1, KZ1000 thru 80, KZ1300 P516
SUZUKI
DR125/200 (all) P515
GS550/650/750/early 1100 P516
LS650 Savage 87-07, SV650/S 99-07 MP08-085
YAMAHA
RZ350, YSR50, XT500 P515
Most 4-cycle street models and 250/350 electric start 2-cycle twins, FZ600, FZR600/750/
  1000, XJ550/650/700/750/900, FJ600/750/1000 P516
 

MAG/FLYWHEEL PULLERS
•Heat-treated steel
•Five part numbers cover most models; see 

application chart below

TORQUE 
WRENCH 
ADAPTER

•Chrome-vanadium tool steel with hard 
nickel pewter finish

•Properly torque 2-stroke cylinder base nuts 
and hard-to-reach fasteners

•Fits 12 and 14mm nuts and bolts
•Extends the reach of any 3/8”-drive torque 

wrench by 3”
•Chart supplied for torque conversions
•Check owner’s manual for proper 

torque specifications
PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-134 $16.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-0173 $78.95
 

SAE MULTI-
PURPOSE TOOL
•Designed for roadside 

adjustments or service 
on machines with SAE fasteners

•Kit contains Phillips, Allen and Torx bits as 
well as 7/16”, 1/2” and 9/16” sockets

•Self-contained in a handy nylon carrying 
case with belt loop

METRIC MP TOOL
•Any rider who doesn’t have one of 

these is seriously unprepared
•Can be used to remove 8, 10, 12, and 14mm bolts; 

#2 and #3 Phillips-head screws; small and medium 
straight-slot screws; 5mm and 6mm hex-head bolts; 
and bottle caps

•Versatility can be further enhanced by 
adding more 1/4” and 3/8” sockets

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-161 $68.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Standard spring hook P-565 $12.95
Heavy-duty spring hook MP08-127 16.95
 

SPRING HOOKS
•Used to remove exhaust 

pipe springs, seat or 
tank holding springs, cotter pins, sidestand 
springs and other parts

•Made in the U.S.A.

IGNITION 
SYSTEM 
TESTER

•Designed to test the integrity and strength 
of ignition systems on most motorcycles, 
snowmobiles, watercraft and ATVs

•Uses the spark created by the ignition 
as a reference

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-122 $10.95
 

PART # 855

SUG. RETAIL........................................ $49.95

UNIVERSAL 
FLYWHEEL 
PULLER

•For most motorcycle, 
ATV, watercraft and snowmobile engines

•Complete with hardware kit and adapter for male 
or female removal

BALL-END 
ALLEN SET

•Made of heat-treated tool steel
•Includes sizes 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 

and 10mm
•Ball end allows better access to bolt head
•Wrench holder included

PART # 1606-0001

SUG. RETAIL.......................... $18.95
PART # 865

SUG. RETAIL.......................... $31.95

PISTON 
PIN PULLER

•Removes pins from 
all sizes of pistons

•Won’t damage piston 
or connecting rod
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EXHAUSTOIL FILTER WRENCH
•Ultra-thin wrench allows removal of oil filter 

without removing fairing pieces
•Posi-Lock™ design; requires no adjustment
•Fits most 21/2” oil filters for Honda VTX, 

VT750, ST1100, GL1500 and GL1800 models

TI PROLIGHT 
WRENCHES™

•Less than 1/4 the weight of 
a standard steel wrench

•Made of tool-quality 
titanium alloy

•Titanium alloy will 
never rust or corrode

•Patent-pending design to 
optimize strength and performance

•Laser-etched markings for easy identification
•Ergonomic handle
•Designed by Motion Pro
•Recommended for trail and road tool pack use
•Not recommended for everyday shop use
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Set of four (8, 10, 12 and 14mm) 3812-0028 $89.95
8mm 3850-0094 16.95
10mm 3850-0095 21.95
12mm 3850-0096 30.95
13mm 3850-0097 35.95
14mm 3850-0098 38.95
 

DESCRIPTION FITS MODEL PART # SUG. RETAIL

65mm single-step with 14 flutes Honda OEM #15410-MM9-003. All Hurricanes, GL1500, ST1100, VT1100, 
  CBR1000F, PC800, CB400, VFR750F, CB750 Nighthawk, NT650 Hawk, Transalp,
  XL600V, VLX, VT600, CBR600, VTR250 Interceptor and all future bikes with similar
  spin-on filters DS-275122 $9.95

65/67mm double-step with 14 flutes Fram #6017 and 6018 step DS-275124 11.95
68mm single step with 14 flutes Suzuki PART #16510-06B00, models GV1400, VR750, GSX750, GSXR750, GSX600; 

  fits Emgo PART #S 10-55660, 10-55670; fits Fram PART #PH6018 for Suzuki 17070 9.95
74mm single step with 15 flutes Emgo PART #10-82411 for Harley-Davidson® 17002 9.95
74/76mm double-step with 15 flutes Fram PART #S PH6010A, PH6022 and PH6011 for Harley-Davidson®, Honda, 

  Kawasaki and Suzuki DS-275121 9.95
76mm single-step with 14 flutes Harley-Davidson® PART #63805-80A and 63806-83. Fits all FL, FX, and 

  XL series with spin-on filters; fits BMW PART #S 11421, 460845, R1100, K1100, 
  K100 and K75 models DS-275120 9.95

76mm single step with 8 flutes Ducati PART #S 090549960 and Moto Guzzi PART #2314900 17030 12.95
80mm single step with 15 flutes Honda PART #15410-MJO-003. Fits all V4s prior to 90, CB700SC, CB700 

  Nighthawk and all V-Twins and models VN750, VN700, except PC800, 650 Hawk,
  VT600C and VTR250; fits Kawasaki PART #16097-1054 EX500 and EN450; Fits Suzuki
  PART #165-05A00. Fits GV1400, GV1200, GSX-R750 to 1987, GV700 and VS700 DS-275123 9.95

82mm single step with 15 flutes Fits PART #51334 for Honda Interceptors, Shadows and Nighthawks 17080 9.95
 

OIL FILTER WRENCHES
•Oil filter cup wrenches with close 

clearance design
•Developed to service hard-to-remove and/or hard-to-reach filters
•Feature a 3/8” ratchet mount and full flutes for a firm grip on the filter
•Each wrench comes skin-packed on its own card for easy display
•Sold each

PART # 3801-0037

SUG. RETAIL...............................$14.95

PART # SUG. RETAIL
MP08-121 $25.95
 

FORK OIL 
LEVEL GAUGE

•For checking and 
adjusting the oil level 
on all conventional 
and single-chamber 
cartridge forks

•Adjustable ring will measure oil levels from 
0 to 300mm in 0.5cm increments

•Syringe has a capacity of 60ml
•Can be used on bicycles equipped with 

front suspension
•Also replaces HD tool HD-590000-B and 

Buell tool B-590000-B

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3810-0011 $38.95
 

T-6 HEX 
AXLE TOOL

•For internal hex 
axle removal on many late-
model sportbike applications

•Ideal for off-road tool pack or 
touring tool kit at only 2.5 oz.

•Four metric hex sizes: 17, 19, 22 and 24mm
•3/8” square drive on both ends are rated for 

a maximum torque of 90 ft-lb.
•7075 T-6 aluminum construction
•For Buell XB9R, XB9S, XB12R, XB12S 

03-04; Honda CBR600RR and CBR1000RR; 
Kawasaki ZX6R, ZX6RR, ZX600E/K, ZX7R, 
ZX9R and Z1000; Suzuki GSXR600-1000 
00-04, SV1000 and DL1000 V-Strom; and 
Yamaha YZF-R6 
and YZF-R1

HEX-PRO™ AND STAR-PRO™ 
PIVOT HEAD WRENCHES

•180° swivel head with extra-long handle for 
accessing hard-to-reach places

•Pivot design allows for easy rotation around obstructions
•Pivot design allows you to keep the wrench and fastener engaged 

when access is limited
•Great time saver
•Heat-treated alloy tool steel
•Chrome-plated finish
•Include heavy-duty folding canvas storage pouch
•Take up less storage space than a typical hex key set
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Hex-Pro SAE Pivot Head Hex Wrench Set – 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8” 3812-0024 $45.95
Hex-Pro Metric Pivot Head Hex Wrench Set – 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm 3812-0025 47.95
Star-Pro Pivot Head Star Wrench Set – T-25, T-27, T-30, T-40, T-45, T-50 3812-0026 54.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
Axle/brake wrench P528 $17.95
Shock spanner P529 19.95
 

AXLE AND SHOCK 
WRENCHES

•Axle wrench fits all 42mm and 
27mm heads

•Shock spanner fits many bikes
•Both wrenches constructed of 

heat-treated steel

CHROME-MOLY 
HEX AXLE TOOL

•Four internal metric hex sizes: 17, 19, 22 and 24mm
•For Buell XB9R, XB9S, XB12R, XB12S 03-04; Honda 

CBR600RR and CBR1000RR; Kawasaki ZX6R, ZX6RR, 
ZX600E/K, ZX7R, ZX9R and Z1000; Suzuki GSXR600-
1000 00-04, SV1000 and DL1000 V-Strom; and Yamaha 
YZF-R6 and YZF-R1

•3/8” square drive on both ends
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3810-0022 $27.95
 

FORK ALIGNMENT TOOL
•Quick and easy to use tool for aligning front forks to ensure they 

are parallel from top to bottom
•Proper alignment reduces stiction, enhancing fork performance
•Knurled adjustment screws for easy setup
•Reduces seal and bushing wear
•Will work on 27mm-62mm fork legs and tubes
•Works on forks that are 140mm to 220mm on center
•Patent pending

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3801-0115 $34.95
 

3812-0024

3812-0025
3812-0026
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FORK LEG 
HOLDER TOOL
•Holds fork legs and tubes for easy hands-free 

servicing or rebuilding
•Mounts in vise to hold fork firmly during repair 

without causing damage to fork assembly
•Will not scratch finish
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # 3805-0032SUG. RETAIL..............$95.95

GUARDIAN® FENDER 
AND TANK PROTECTORS

•Tough, lightweight protectors that guard against dents and scratches 
when the bike is being worked on

•Padded for additional scratch protection

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
FENDER PROTECTORS
Narrow fenders 1405-0006 $15.95
Wide fenders 1405-0007 17.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
TANK PROTECTORS
Small cruisers 3502-0043 $17.95
Large cruisers/touring 3502-0044 19.95
 

3502-0043

1405-0006

GAS TANK 
PROTECTOR

•Mechanic’s apron for tanks
•Keeps gas tanks from getting scratched or 

dinged while working on bikes; also has 
convenient pouches for holding 
tools, parts, etc.

•Soft, non-marring material makes contact with tank; durable 
Naugahyde® outer material looks like leather

•Hook-and-loop straps hold it in place
PART # H50502BKSUG. RETAIL..............$26.95

FENDER COVER
•Protects paint and chrome
•Full-sized design wraps around 

large front fenders

PART # 3502-0125

SUG. RETAIL....................................$22.95

NITROGEN 
SHOCK 

GAUGE, FILLER 
AND NEEDLE

•300-psi capacity
•Bleeder valve and T-handle plunger pin chuck
•Swivel chuck has a 12” flexible hose
•Instructions, carrying box and Schrader valve extension included  

(required on some Showa shocks)
•Nitrogen needle is used to fill shocks with self-sealing rubber valves 

(some Yamaha, Fox and Öhlins)
•Can be used in conjunction with Motion Pro Nitrogen Shock Gauge
•Instructions included
•Made in the U.S.A.
NOTE: Nitrogen needle not available in NY, CT, IL, MA and RI.
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Gauge and filler P572 $219.95
Nitrogen needle set 3805-0012 20.95
 

3805-0012

SHOCK SPANNER
 WRENCH

•Heavy-duty steel shock wrench for 
easy rear shock spring pre-load adjustment

•Zinc plated
•Sold each

PART # DS-192282SUG. RETAIL..............$13.95

SHOCK SPANNER WRENCH
•C-spanner wrench allows you to adjust spring preload
•For Öhlins shocks that do not have a hydraulic preload adjuster

PART # OH00710-02SUG. RETAIL..............$13.95

NONSKID 
TAPE

•Fast and easy way to 
prevent slipping and falling

•Easy and quick to apply; no messy glues 
or separate adhesives

•Apply to any clean, dry smooth surface
•Available in rolls of 2” x 10’ or 4” x 10’
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
2” x 10’ RTNS210 $14.95
4” x 10’ RTNS410 26.95
 

COLOR PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
2” X 45’
Checkered 9201-0008 $10.95
Angled checkered 9201-0009 10.95
2” X 90’
Red RT90-1 7.95
Blue RT90-2 7.95
Black RT90-3 7.95
Silver RT90-4 7.95
 

COLOR PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
2” X 90’ (CONT)
Yellow RT90-5 $7.95
White RT90-6 7.95
Orange RT90-7 7.95
Neon yellow 9201-0004 7.95
Neon green 9201-0005 7.95
Neon orange 9201-0006 7.95
Neon pink 9201-0007 7.95
 

COLOR PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
2” X 90’ (CONT)
Chrome 9201-0011 $8.95
2” X 180’
Red RT-180-1 9.95
Blue RT-180-2 9.95
Black RT180-3 9.95
Silver RT180-4 9.95
White 9201-0010 9.95
 

TOP-GRADE 
COLORED DUCT TAPE

•Heavy-duty duct tape, designed for 
racing applications

•Available in a variety of bold colors
•2” wide in 45’, 90’, and 180’ lengths

X-TREME TAPE
•Resists extreme environments; won’t melt 

up to 500°F; remains flexible to -60°F
•No adhesive; fuses only to itself
•Forms a water and airtight seal
•Tensile strength of 600 psi
•Insulates to 400 Volts/Mil
•Tight insulating tape is 1” W x 10’ L 

and stretches to three times its length
•18-pack display (nine red and nine black) 

sold to dealer; sold to consumer as each
DESCRIPTION PART #
Black 9201-0013
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Red 9201-0014
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
18-pack 9201-0015
 

SUG. RETAIL.... $9.95

P572

9201-0013

9201-0014
9201-0015
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EXHAUSTPROFESSIONAL FORK OIL LEVEL TOOL
•Same easy-to-use qualities as Race Tech’s standard fork oil level tool in a durable, professional package
•CAD-designed, it’s made of CNC-machined aluminum for maximum strength and minimal weight
•Components are anodized – protection and an attractive finish
•Collapsible stainless steel tube has 

etched measurement increments for 
easy, accurate fork oil level readings

ROTOR AND 
SPROCKET 
HOLDER

•Keeps flywheels, 
rotors and sprockets from rotating during removal and installation

•Holds sprockets and rotors with holes center-to-center at a minimum 
distance of 1/2” (13mm) and a maximum distance of 9” (230mm)

•Features 5mm and 9mm pins
•Adjustable stop-screw keeps tool open at set distance
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3808-0003 $38.95
 

ADJUSTABLE TORQUE 
WRENCH ADAPTER

•Torque any fastener with 
a combination wrench or Allen wrench

•Will work with 6mm (1/4”) through 
19mm (3/4”) combination wrenches

•Will work with 6mm through 8mm Allen wrenches
•Heat-treated steel with a black oxide finish
•3/8” square drive is rated for a maximum torque of 90 ft.-lbs.
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3850-0078 $61.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
TFOL02 $99.95
 

STANDARD SHOCK 
SPRING TOOL

•Fits most springs on 
twin-shock motorcycles

•Easy to use; eliminates the hassle 
of removing shock springs

PART # SUG. RETAIL
PS-5508 $35.95
 

GAUGE-MOUNTED PUMPS
•Perfect for air shocks, forks and emergency tire repairs
•Easy to operate
•Let-down valve allows for minute adjustments
•Check valve for no leaks 

and ability to disconnect
DESCRIPTION PART #
Small body, 0-30 lb. GP-0-30
Small body, 0-60 lb. GP-0-60
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Small body, 0-100 lb. GP-0-100
Small body, 0-300 lb. GP3-300
 

SUG. RETAIL..............$49.95

PART # SUG. RETAIL
DS-310116 $29.95
 

FAIRING-MOUNT 
AIR PRESSURE 

GAUGE COMPRESSOR 
EXTENSION HOSE

FOR GL
•Attaches to the 82-00 GL 

compressor fitting for easy 
tire inflation

GP-0-30

GP3-300

GP-0-100

PART # SUG. RETAIL
FOL-1 $12.95
 

FORK OIL 
LEVEL KIT

•A rugged, accurate 
measuring scale to 
adjust fork oil height

•Built-in memory device 
to eliminate guesswork

PART # SUG. RETAIL
FOL-2 $40.95
 

FORK OIL LEVEL 
ADJUSTMENT KIT

•A fork oil level measurer and adjuster 
in one

•Simply set stop to recommended height, 
lower into fork and reverse pump to 
suck oil out until level is reached

PART # SUG. RETAIL
SW-1700 $27.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
SW-783 $7.95
 

PRE-LOAD 
ADJUSTMENT TOOL

•Easily adjusts single shock 
pre-load rings

•Eliminates the hammer-and-
punch method

•Vinyl-dipped handle for 
sure grip

PRE-LOAD 
SPANNER WRENCH

•The easy way to adjust shock 
absorber pre-load

•Fits 3/8” drive ratchet
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PACKWRENCH™ 
3-WAY WRENCH

•Includes three of the most 
common sizes: 8mm, 10mm and 
12mm, in a compact 
T-style wrench

•Pro-mechanic grade with a 
polished chrome finish

PART # 3850-0083SUG. RETAIL..............$14.95

POWERDRIVE™ 
1/4” DRIVE 

SLIDING T-DRIVER
•T-handle driver with unique 

sliding T feature
•1/4” drive tip opens up tool 

box to T-handle usage
•Mechanic-grade with polished 

chrome finish
•Measures 7” L x 51/2” W
•Weighs just 11/2 lb.

PART # 3812-0017SUG. RETAIL..............$16.95

OUTBACK’R™ FOLDING 
METRIC TOOL SET

•Fourteen tools in one 31/2”, 9 oz. package
•Made of heat-treated steel and chrome vanadium, they’re built to last
•Includes 3mm, 4mm, 5mm and 6mm Allen wrenches, slotted and 

Phillips screwdrivers, 1/4” socket driver with 8mm, 10mm and 
12mm sockets, 13mm and 14mm open-end wrenches, plus three of 
the most common-sized spoke wrenches

PART # MTM-1SUG. RETAIL..............$19.95

POWERDRIVE™ SLIDING 
T-SOCKET SET

•Ideal for garage or pit use
•Unique sliding T-handle for extra leverage
•Unmatched fit and finish with polished chrome 

and precision-forged sockets
•Includes 8mm, 10mm, 12mm and 14mm sockets
•Special 13mm sliding T-socket wrench for European motorcycles 

available separately
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
4-pc. slide/T-socket set DS196273 $39.95
13mm Euro T-socket wrench DS196274X 9.95
 

POWERDRIVE™ SLIDING 
T-DRIVER WITH 

EIGHT-PIECE SOCKET SET
•Sliding T-handle with 3/8” socket driver
•Professional mechanics’ grade tool constructed with heat-treated 

chrome vanadium with a polished-chrome finish
•Includes 8mm, 10mm, 12mm, 14mm and 17mm six-point sockets, 

5mm and 6mm hex bits and a #2 Phillips bit
•Sockets store on a clip that attaches to the T-driver handle

PART # 3812-0001SUG. RETAIL..............$26.95

STAINLESS STEEL 
SHOCK SPANNER

•Allows adjustment of shock preload
•Compatible with majority of shock makes
•Constructed of stainless steel; very strong and won’t corrode
•Small enough to fit into a tool kit

PART # 3805-0038SUG. RETAIL.................$9.95

TOOL POUCH
•Two styles, teardrop 

and roll-up
•Fit into genuine 

teardrop tool boxes
•Features three wrench 

pockets, a zip-up mesh 
pocket, general-use 
straps and a hook-and-
loop seamed pocket that 
provides a lot of content flexibility

•Rugged roll-up pouch is constructed of ballistic nylon
•Eighteen pockets of varying widths at two different heights to 

accommodate a wide range of contents and two lower pockets with 
mesh covers and hook-and-loop closures to hold small or loose 
items in place

•Sold each

PART # DS196272SUG. RETAIL..............$32.95

MAXHOOK™ 
SPRING HOOK

•Strong and versatile 
push-pull spring hook

•PVC-coated T-handle provides plenty of 
leverage for even the most stubborn springs

•Hardened steel with CNC-machined tip

PART # 3850-0039SUG. RETAIL.................$9.95

TORX™ KEY SET
•Designed to handle Torx fasteners 

on Triumph and BMW motorcycles
•Includes seven sizes, T20 thru T55
•Top-grade components
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # 3812-0014

SUG. RETAIL..............$19.95

SPRING PULLER
•A fresh twist on an old design
•Strong steel construction and a comfortable handle
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3850-0056 $4.95
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MOTORCYCLE DRYER

•The most powerful dryer available today
•Cuts drying time by as much as 75%
•Sturdy all-steel power unit
•9.5 A, 4.0 hp (peak) motor produces 29,250 fpm 

airflow with a two-stage dual fan
•Includes 10’ x 11/2” commercial-strength flexible 

hose and heavy-duty neoprene blower nozzle
•Also includes 12’ heavy-duty three-prong cord and 

EZ-change foam filter
•Weighs only eight pounds
•Optional bracket + 10’ hose allows the dryer to be 

mounted to wall or table, and extends its effective 
range to 20’ for ease of use

•Optional carrying case also available for easy 
transport and storage

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Blaster B-3 dryer 3850-0035 $267.95
Opt. bracket + 10’ hose 3850-0036 59.95
Opt. carrying case 3850-0037 75.95
Opt. four-wheel dolly 3850-0076 24.95
 

3850-0037

3850-0076

3850-0035

3850-0036

AIR FORCE MASTER 
BLASTER™ DRYER

•Sturdy all-steel dryer features dual four peak-
horsepower fan motors that deliver up to 58,500 
fpm of clean, filtered, warm airflow

•Two switches allow users to set the airflow and temperature at 
three different levels

•Use either motor (front or rear) independently or both 
simultaneously for maximum power 
(eight peak-horsepower total)

•Includes 12’ cord, 10’ x 11/2” diameter heavy-duty flexible hose 
and five different nozzles to enable users to position airflow where 
desired and eliminate water spots

•EZ-change foam filter
•Mounted on wheels
•Weighs only 16 lb. PART # 3850-0052SUG. RETAIL............................$476.95

BLASTER SIDEKICK DRYER
•Compact, powerful hand-held motorcycle 

dryer small enough to put into a saddlebag, 
yet strong enough to dry a bike off in minutes

•Weighs approximately 3 lb.
•Features a 950W, 8A motor at 120V
•Includes a 12” power cord, neoprene blower nozzle, and air flare
•Made in the U.S.A.
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Blaster Sidekick dryer 3850-0055 $99.95
Repl. foam filter 3850-0077 6.95
 

3850-0055

PART # SUG. RETAIL
DS-196097 $42.95
 

HEAD/CYLINDER STAND
•Designed for use with all cylinder heads
•Provides a safe mount for all jobs
•Two supports to a set
•Made in the U.S.A.
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CRANK TRUEING STAND
•Every shop should have this tool
•Constructed of heavy-duty cast iron
•15” swing length
•Working length is adjustable from 10.25” to 17.25”
•One indicator arm included with stand; optional indicator arm 

clamps to trueing stand and holds dial indicator
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Trueing stand DS-196161 $513.95
Indicator arm DS-196191 75.95
 

DS-196161

DS-196191

WHEEL TRUEING 
AND BALANCING STAND

•True on centers or V-slot
•Balance on ball bearings
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DS-196107SUG. RETAIL...........$419.95

RING COMPRESSOR KIT
•Features locking band pliers and six bands 

for pistons ranging from 27/8” to 43/8”
•Pliers have a fine locking ratchet allowing 

adjustment of the bands
•Made in the U.S.A.
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3801-0059 $132.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
STAND
Balancing stand 0365-0003 $193.95
ADAPTERS
BMW 0365-0004 69.95
Ducati 0365-0005 34.95
Harley® 0365-0007 31.95
VFR 0365-0006 34.95
 

WHEEL BALANCING STAND
•Axle diameter is 12.68mm
•Can be used to balance mounted tires or true wheels with optional 

magnetic base dial indicator (see page 1116)
•Most accurate balancing method available
•Employs the same balancing method as used by most race groups
•Optional adapter for BMW, Ducati, Harley® and VFR sold separately

0365-0003

PART # 0950-0004SUG. RETAIL...........$187.95

MC25 METRIC ENGINE STAND
•Make pan removals, transmission repairs, 

replacing starter clutches and much more a snap
•Adjusts easily in width and height to fit a wide range 

of engine types, including in-line fours and six cylinders
•Engine can be rotated a full 360° in stand to make repairs easy
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LASER S-B.A.T.
•Sport bike alignment tool includes a Laser C.A.T.
•Complete alignment-control system for all motorcycles with regular 

ground clearance
•Gives immediate precise measurements
•Extends the life of parts
•Easy to use

PART # 3850-0075SUG. RETAIL......$1,174.95

PROFI LASER B.A.T.
BIKE ALIGNMENT TOOL

•Lets you check the front/rear wheel alignment 
of any motorcycle in approximately two minutes

•Spring-loaded tool easily attaches to front and rear wheels; 
two spring sizes ensure a fit on virtually any size wheel

•Uses laser light to give an easy-to-see, 100% accurate wheel 
alignment check

•Ensures proper wheel alignment for better handling 
and performance

•Ideal for use on before-and-after repairs; a must for cost estimates 
or evaluating used bikes

•Easy to use, easy to handle and fully portable
•Ideal for service use

PART # 3850-0007SUG. RETAIL......$1,399.95
BELT/CHAIN LASER 
ALIGNMENT TOOLS
DOT C.A.T. AND LINE C.A.T.

•Improved design
•Be 100% sure of drive belt/pulley or sprocket/chain alignment
•Press the tool against the pulley or sprocket and in just seconds 

a laser light will illuminate the chain links or belt to show belt or 
chain alignment and real running direction

•Gives immediate, exact results
•Also shows if motorcycle’s rear wheel is in correct position
•Extends belt, chain and sprocket life
•Dot C.A.T. is recommended for chain alignment and Line C.A.T. for 

belt alignment, but both will 
work for both chain and 
belt alignment

•Includes two batteries 
and storage case

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
C.A.T. ALIGNMENT TOOL
Dot laser 3850-0027 $89.95
Line laser 3850-0074 149.95
 

3850-00273850-0027

PART # 3801-0042SUG. RETAIL..............$34.95

6-IN-1 
FLYWHEEL 
PULLER

•Compact design with 
multiple applications; 
most other similar tools have only four sizes

•Following sizes can be used: M10 x 1.25R, M14 x 1.5R, M16 x 1.5R, 
M18 x 1.5R, M24 x 1.0R, M27 x 1.0R

3-IN-1 TRUEING STAND
•Check your cranks and fork tubes for runout; 

balance spoke and cast wheels
•11” between points
•Handles rims up to 21”
•Dial indicator not included; available separately
•Indicator arm assembly included (for PART #35-8428)

PART # 35-9573SUG. RETAIL....$539.95
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MAGNETIC BASE 
FOR DIAL INDICATORS
•For use with dial indicator gauge
•Features an easy-to-use 

on-off knob
•Flexible indicator mounting 

arm locks into place to make any job easy

PART # 3850-0014SUG. RETAIL..............$84.95

DIAL INDICATOR GAUGE
FOR 3-IN-1 TRUEING STAND

•Dial indicator gauge features 21/4” 
face with 1” sweep in 0.001” increments

•Use with 3-in-1 Trueing Stand (PART #35-9573)

DIAL INDICATOR 
GAUGE WITH 

MAGNETIC BASE
•Reads 1.0” in increments 

of .001”
•Gauge can be locked for 

a zero setting
•Includes magnetic base stand 

that has an adjustable dial 
indicator mounting arm for 
a wide range of applications

SUG. RETAIL..............$60.95
PART # 35-8621SUG. RETAIL...........$269.95

MULTI-LIFT
•4-ton bottle jack; 

1,200-lb. capacity
•Three height positions: 

4.5”, 9” and 17”
•16” padded contact area; 

even lift with no listing
•Foot-operated valve and locks; 

locking neoprene casters
•1.5” square steel tubing
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Multi-lift 37-9885 $329.95
Honda Shadow adapter 35-08171 83.95
Honda Valkyrie adapter 35-0818 94.95
Yamaha Royal Star adapter 35-0820 83.95
1 Not for use on 1999 or older VT1100.

CYCLE DOCK
•Avoid the back-breaking work of loading 

and unloading bikes with the Cycle Dock
•The Dock’s pivot mechanism 

uses the weight of the bike 
to keep it upright for easy 
loading and unloading 
on a trailer or pickup truck bed

•Dock’s rails mount to trailer deck or pickup bed, which allows you 
to easily slide the Dock and your bike into position

•In addition, the Dock can be completely removed when the space is 
needed for other purposes

•Two rockers (wide and narrow), cradle stop (upright), mounting 
plate, the support arm (with eyelets and adjustable feet) and two 
mounting rails are included

•Heavy-duty stand provides 
long-lasting service PART # 36-0310

SUG. RETAIL...........$278.95

HEAVY-DUTY AIR LIFT
•M625R made of heavy-gauge metal
•Steel-framed base
•Smooth operating “Dual Ram” 

air cylinders
•Front and rear drop panels
•Reinforced center stand area
•1,750-lb. lifting capacity
•29.5” x 86.5” deck
•15” W loading ramp included
•40” maximum height
•Low 8.5” minimum height for easy loadings
•Optional fast-mount side panel set increases the working width to 59”, allowing the widest utility vehicles and golf carts to be serviced 
•Optional front or rear 24” extension panel fits oversized ATVs and matches the lift deck width of 29.5”
•Optional wheel clamp for one-person motorcycle loading
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
M625R LIFT
Gray/blue 4110-0028 $1,529.00
Gray/red 4110-0029 1,529.00
Gray/gray 4110-0030 1,529.00
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Fast-mount side panel set 4110-00321 $379.00
Front or rear extension panel (sold each) 4110-0033 135.00
MC10 wheel clamp 4110-0031 200.00
1 Includes four side panels and two ramps.

WHEEL 
TRUEING 

AND 
WHEEL 

BALANCE 
STAND

•Balances and trues all 
14” to 21” motorcycle wheels

•Wheels mount to adjustable center cones or ball bearings 
for trueing and static balancing

•Adjustable frame rails accommodate wide rims and wheels
•Constructed of lightweight steel and plated in zinc

PART # 35-8428SUG. RETAIL..............$32.95

PART # 3850-0013

4110-0028
4110-0029

4110-0031

Shown with optional
side panels, side ramps 
and front extension panel
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FAT JACK DOLLY
•Dolly makes the Fat Jack PART #4110-0011 

mobile without having to attach permanent wheels
•Maximum weight capacity is 600 lb.

PART # 4120-0004SUG. RETAIL...........$109.95

FAT JACK CENTER JACK
•Easy-to-use scissor jack is the answer for raising 

bikes and ATVs
•Lifts front or rear of bikes that are on MC600-type lifts
•Wide deck with rubber nonskid pad increases lifting area for 

increased stability
•Measures 16” L x 10” W
•Includes rubber pad PART # 4110-0011

SUG. RETAIL...........$274.95

SHOP DOLLY
•Width adjusts from 

13” to 20” at base
•15” maximum height
•Swiveling neoprene wheels

PART # 35-9872SUG. RETAIL...........$234.95

CENTER JACK
•Table top is 5” W x 16” L
•Height adjusts from 3.5” to 13”
•Available in zinc finish
•Optional sport jack adapter allows bikes 

to be picked up and supported by their footpegs
•Optional rubber nonskid pad mounts to top surface of center jack 

with self-adhesive backing
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Center stand 37-9841 $249.95
Optional sport jack adapter 3850-0090 199.95
Optional non-skid mat 4110-0010 13.95
 

37-9841

ROLLASTANDS
•Designed for bikes without centerstands
•Wheel positioned in Rollastand or Deluxe Rollastand turns easily for 

cleaning, chain adjustment and other maintenance jobs
•Easy one-person operation
•No danger of dropping bike
•Sealed bearings
•Nonslip backing
•Rollastand is available in red powder-coat; Deluxe billet aluminum 

Rollastand has a black finish
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Red Rollastand RS-000011 $49.95
Deluxe black Rollastand RS-00002 64.95
1 Not for Harley-Davidson or metric cruiser.

RS-00001 RS-00002

PRO MECHANIC 
ROLLCART

•The professional choice 
for rollcarts

•Integrated extra-large tool trays help 
you to be more organized with bolts 
and hand tools

•Heavy-duty injection-molded construction 
with adjustable height settings

•Padded, dual-density seat and ergonomic design for comfort
•Cup holder keeps even large mugs within easy reach
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # 1113-12SUG. RETAIL..............$89.95

MINI FLUID 
EVACUATOR

•Compressed 
air operation

•Integrated 1.9-qt. 
(1.8 liter) capacity reservoir

•Variable-control thumb throttle
•Swivel air inlet
•Quiet, muffled exhaust
•Automatic overflow prevention
•Includes 4’ fluid evacuation hose, molded 

base, hanging hook and user manual

PART # 3850-0034

SUG. RETAIL............................$127.95 DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Vacuum pump kit DS-310205 $51.95
Brake bleeding kit DS-310207 38.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Pump rebuild kit DS-310206 $19.95
 

VACUUM PUMP KITS
GENERAL PURPOSE PUMP KIT

•Handy for troubleshooting and tune-ups
•Dial gauge indicates pressure in both inches and centimeters of mercury
•Useful for testing fuel petcocks, carburetors and vacuum advances

PUMP REBUILD KIT
•Designed to perform routine 

maintenance on PART #s 
DS-310205 and DS-310207

BRAKE BLEEDING KIT
•For bleeding of brakes, clutches or other 

hydraulic systems
•Includes fittings, hose and 114-page instruction manual

DS-310205
DS-310207

DS-310206

4120-0004 shown 
with 4110-0011
(sold separately)
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SBS BRAKE 
SYSTEM BLEEDER 
AND ACCESSORIES
•This unique tool will allow 

for a quick, secure and 
clean brake service when 
changing brake fluid

•Operates using 
air compression

•Replacement O-rings 
and bleed nipples 
available separately

1118

ANTI-FATIGUE 
FLOOR MATS

•Add comfort and protection to any floor
•Six interlocking 20" x 20" mats measure 

3/8" thick
•Each pack covers 162/3 square feet; borders included
•Connect multiple packs for more floor coverage
•Water resistant, easy to clean 

and lightweight
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3850-0038 $27.95
 

WORK MAT
•Textured finish for 

a no-slip grip
•Measures 

24" W x 24" L

FORK CARTRIDGE HOLDING TOOL
FOR YAMAHA YZF-R6 06

•Allows easier removal and assembly of the fork cartridge
•Cast aluminum construction with gold anodized finish
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0042 $69.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Brake system bleeder SBS3908 $176.95
Brake bleeder nipple SBS8993916 7.95
Brake bleeder O-ring SBS8993917 1.95
 

CARTRIDGE BLEEDING 
TOOL KIT

•Easily threads onto the damping rod to facilitate cartridge fork 
bleeding when changing fork oil

•Baffled to eliminate the mess normally encountered when 
bleeding cartridges

•Kit includes adapters for 10mm L x 1.0mm W, 12mm L x 1.0mm W, 
12mm L x 1.25mm W and 14mm L 
x 1.0mm W damping rods

•Zinc-coated
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0004 $54.95
 

NITROGEN GAUGE AND HOSE
•High quality at low cost
•0-300 psi gauge does not require a wrench and reaches hard-to-get 

valve stems
•Nitrogen hose is a special 800 psi hose with finger tight 1/4" flare nut 

quick couplings
NOTE:  Race Tech nitrogen hose and gauges are meant to work together but 

can be adapted with standard 1/4" fittings.

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Nitrogen Gauge Pro 3805-0020 $129.95
Nitrogen hose 3805-0021 59.95
 

FORK SPRING 
COMPRESSOR

•Relieves spring 
pressure for taking off fork tube 
caps without damaging threads

•Innovative design allows tool 
to work with forks on or off the bike

•Simple and fast; saves money and time
•Also available in foot operated version
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Standard fork spring compressor TFSC01 $129.95
Foot operated fork spring compressor 3805-0051 149.95
 

FORK SEAL DRIVERS
•Split fork seal drivers save 

headaches and seals
•Fit both inverted and 

conventional forks

FORK TUBE TOOL
•For use when assembling and 

disassembling the fork tube 
from the axle lugs

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0045 $199.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0043 $39.95
 

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
35mm TFSD35 $74.95
36-37mm TFSD37 74.95
38-39mm TFSD39 74.95
40-41mm TFSD41 74.95
 

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
43mm TFSD43 $74.95
45-46mm TFSD46 74.95
47-48mm TFSD48 74.95
49-50mm TFSD50 74.95
 

FORK COMPRESSION 
ADJUSTER TOOL
FOR YAMAHA YZF-R6 06

•Allows removal of the fork compression adjusters
•Offers user a better way to turn the clickers and 

remove the compression adjuster during assembly

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3850-0072 $20.95
 

SBS3908

3805-0020
3805-0021

TFSC01

3805-0051

TFSD35
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SHOCK METERING 
PIN TOOL

•Shock metering pin removal 
tool for WP PDS shocks

•T-handle tool that's 
incredibly easy to maneuver 
with a long reach for disassembly and servicing

•Shaft features two locator washers that allow the tool to rest inside 
the shock body and not get skewed while tightening or loosening the 
compression metering pin

SHAFT 
HOLDING 

TOOL
•A must for all 

suspension work
•For a firm grip on shock 

shafts, fork cartridges, 
damping rods or other
round shafts while servicing

•Tough, aluminum construction
•Works with 14, 16 and 18mm shafts

FORK CAP 
WRENCH

•Unique design works 
on 24, 32 and 41mm 
fork caps

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0053 $44.95
 

SHOCK RETAINING CLIP TOOL
•Makes removing shock retaining clips a cinch
•Hardened-tool steel construction
•Gets behind round wire clips without marring shock bodies
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0019 $29.95
 

FORK PRE-LOAD 
ADJUSTMENT 

SOCKETS
•Sockets for adjusting the fork 

spring pre-load on Honda 
CBR600 and Kawasaki ZX-12R

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0007 $29.95
 

BLADDER CAP 
REMOVAL TOOL

•Screws onto the Schrader valve for 
easy removal of the bladder cap

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
14mm 3805-0005 $29.95
17mm 3805-0006 29.95
 

GRADUATED CYLINDER
•500cc graduated cylinder offers accurate fork oil 

measurement for twin chamber forks
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0041 $19.95
 

SHOCK SEAL 
BULLET TOOL

•Shock seal assembly 
installation tool

•Holds seal in place while shock is assembled
•Available in three sizes
SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
12.5mm x 10mm TSSB125 $16.95
14mm x 12mm TSSB14 16.95
16mm x 12mm TSSB16 16.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0044 $69.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
TFSH14 $69.95
 

FIVE-PIECE 
T-HANDLE 
TOOL SET

•The right tools at the 
right price

•Chrome vanadium 
construction

•Five sizes: 8, 10, 12, 14 
and 17mm

PART # SUG. RETAIL
TTHS02 $49.95
 

SHOCK SEAL HEAD 
SETTING TOOL

•Allows easy removal and installation 
of shock seal assemblies

•For all 40-46mm shocks with integral seal 
head assemblies

SHOCK PRE-LOAD ADJUSTMENT TOOL
•Prevents damage to shock spring collars when pre-load is adjusted
•Bent and rounded tip fits into tight places and minimizes damage
•Heat-treated hardened tool steel handles strain and wear
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0008 $49.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
TSSS01 $49.95
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THREADED CYLINDER 
HEAD HOLDER

•Mounts in any bench vise in any position and holds 
cylinder head securely in place for all types of head work

•Made of steel and yellow zinc plated
•Offers 12mm threads on one end and 10mm threads on the other end
•Shaft of the tool has a drilled hole 

for clean and easy wall storage
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3801-0043 $44.95
 

RECHARGEABLE 
55 LED WORK 

LIGHT
•Super-bright LEDs in a portable format
•Great for use in the garage, car, 

camping, boating, or even in emergencies
•Charges in 90 minutes
•Water-, oil-, and shock-resistant
•Includes both a 12V car charger 

and a 110V household charger
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3850-0091 $49.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3850-0070 $5.95
 

LIGHTED 
MAGNETIC PICK-UP

•Bright, LED light helps you find 
lost tools and parts

•Retriever extends over 271/2"
•Easily retrieves small objects 

from confined areas
•Cushion grip handle

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3850-0073 $10.95
 

RAZORBACK 
SHOCK 

SPRING TOOL
•Installs single shocks, dual shocks, even 

piggyback reservoir shocks
•Safetygate system encloses the entire shock, while spring is being 

compressed, eliminating chance 
of a spring breaking free under load

PRO-SERIES 
LIGHT-DUTY SHOCK 

SPRING COMPRESSOR
•Economical answer to compressing 

light-duty springs
•Lever-action design makes shock spring 

compression easy, leaving one hand free 
to remove the spring retainer

•Designed with an easy-loading wire-loop pin in the lever
•Features a safety cap that swings over the spring and bolts in 

place to prevent the spring from accidentally slipping out of the 
spring plate

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0036 $64.95
 

STUBBY TOOL SET
•45-piece set includes 1/4" and 3/8" 

dual-drive ratchet with 72 gear 
teeth for speed and durability, and 
1/4" and 3/8" drive SAE and metric 
sockets in sizes 5/32" to 3/4" and 4mm to 17mm

•Stubby precision wrench has 1" rule on head for precision adjustments
•High-torque ratcheting screwdriver includes 5/32", 3/16" and 1/4" 

slotted; #1, #2 and #3 Phillips; T-15 and T-20 star; and 1/8" and 1/4" 
hex bits

•Comfortable rubber cushion grip handles
•Chrome vanadium steel construction
•Also includes adapters and extension
•Carrying case keeps tools together 

for easy, convenient use
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3812-0009 $43.95
 

3/8" IMPACT DRIVER
•A must for all mechanics; includes 

four bits in a plastic pouch
•Replacement bits available in set 

of four
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Impact driver W-2500 $20.95
36mm bit set W-2500-36MM 7.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0029 $185.95
 

PRO-SERIES HEAVY-DUTY 
SHOCK SPRING COMPRESSOR

•Lever-action compressor makes shock spring compression a snap, 
leaving one hand free to remove the spring retainer

•Features maximum adjustability for shock length, spring diameter, coil angle and 
compression angle

•28" L handle and base for maximum leverage
•Heavy-gauge construction to handle everything up to the 450-500 lb. bike shock springs
•Safety cap swings over the spring and bolts in place to prevent

the spring from accidentally slipping out of the spring plate
NOTE:                       It is recommended that the compressor be bolted to a solidly 

anchored, heavy work bench or stand due to the high
 spring rates it can handle.

TWO-PIECE MAGNETIC PICK-UP 
TOOL AND INSPECTION MIRROR SET

•Magnetic pick-up features a telescoping body that extends 
to approximately 25" L

•Inspection mirror features a telescoping 
body that extends to approximately 
18" L with dual-swivel mirror mount

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3801-0069 $327.95
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TIMING/CRANKSHAFT 
TURNING TOOL

FOR DUCATI
•Professional timing/degree tool 

facilitates making accurate adjustments to your bike
•Turns mark on the degree wheel to perfectly time the ignition
•Works on all high-performance street Ducati models 1990 and newer
NOTE:  Remove spark plugs and place engine 

in neutral while using this tool.
PART # SUG. RETAIL
SS-44 $86.95
 

OIL FILTER/CLUTCH/ENGINE 
MOUNT NUT SPANNER

FOR HONDA
•Spanner for oil filter nut/clutch hub removal on Honda CB, CL, CT, 

SL and XL model 4-stroke singles and twins 90cc-500cc
•Also removes special engine mount 

nut on Honda CBR600RR 03-06
•Four-prong spanner; 3/8" drive

PART # SUG. RETAIL
SS-15 $13.95
 

INNER 
DAMPER ROD 

HOLDING TOOL
•Provides a positive means 

of holding the inner damper rod while 
removing the bolt from the bottom 
of the fork leg

•Square 3/8" drive
PART # SUG. RETAIL
SS-25 $25.95
 

VALVE ADJUSTMENT KIT
•Universal six-piece tappet adjusting 

set PART #3812-0020 includes 8mm, 
9mm and 10mm wrenches with 
square tip and straight slot adjusters; fits most Honda 4-stroke motorcycles, Kawasaki 
ZX600/750/900/1000 Ninja street bikes and most Yamaha 4-stroke motorcycles

•Two-piece valve/rocker clearance adjustment kit 
PART #SS-49 fits 7/16" SAE, 5/16 BS and 1/4 W (British); 
for Triumph 500/650/750 twins 50-70s

PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
3812-0020 $61.95
SS-49 23.95
 

FLYWHEEL PULLERS, 
ROTOR PULLERS AND SPECIAL TOOLS

•Measurements are from male threads (outside edge)
•Consult the descriptions first to find a tool or puller
NOTE:  Internal threads in the engine part take a male-threaded tool or puller; external 

threads on the engine part take a female-threaded tool or puller.
NOTE: Lubricate heavily before use.

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
33mm x 1.5 (3" depth) 3802-0005 $64.95
27mm x 1.0, left-hand, internal, male SS-1XX 14.95
35mm x 1.5, right-hand, external, 
  female (shallow depth) SS-5 41.95
20mm x 1.5, right-hand, internal, male SS-7 8.95
20mm x 1.5, right-hand, internal, male SS-9 11.95
16mm x 1.5, right-hand, internal, male SS-10 11.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
22mm x 1.5, right-hand, internal, male SS-11 $11.95
30mm x 1.5, right-hand, external, female SS-14 37.95
18mm x 1.5, right-hand, internal, male SS-17 12.95
18mm x 1.5, right-hand, internal, male SS-18 11.95
14mm x 1.5, right-hand, internal, male SS-19 9.95
20mm x 1.5, right-hand, internal, male SS-21 12.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
35mm x 1.5, right-hand, external, 
  female (4" depth) SS-29 $64.95
24mm x 1.0, right-hand, external, female SS-30 24.95
50mm x 1.5, right-hand, external, female SS-31 84.95
42mm x 1.5, right-hand, external, female SS-39 64.95
38mm x 1.5, right-hand, external, female SS-42 70.95
24mm x 1.0, right-hand, internal, male SS-43 14.95
 

FITS MODEL PART #
HONDA
CH80 Elite SS-43
CT90, CB/CL/SL175, CM185, CM/CMX250, CB/CL/
  SL350, CB/CL360, CM/CMX450, CB400, CB500, 
  CB550, CB650SC, CB700 Nighthawk (see SS-19 
  for smaller applications; SS-18 for 
  larger applications) SS-10
XL80/100 SS-1XX
CB/XL125, XL185S, XL200 
  (see SS-10 for larger applications) SS-19
XL250, XL350, XL500, XL600, XR650L, FT/GB500, 
  VT500/C, VT750C, VF500, NT650, NX650, VF700, 
  VF750C, VF750F/S V45, VFR750, VF1000C, VF1100F, 
  VR1100 V65, (largest dia. bolt at 22mm) SS-11
MT250 SS-7
CB400T, CB450T, CX500/650, CB750K, CB900F, 
  CB900C, CB1000/C, CB1150F (use SS-9 for early 
  CB750 models) SS-17
XR250L, VF500F, CB750A/K 69-78, CB750F 75-78 
  (see SS-11 22mm x 1.5 right-hand internal) SS-9
CB400A/T 78-79, CB450SC, CM450, CMX450C, 
  CX500, CX500TC, CX650, GL500, GL650, NX250, 
  PC800, VF700C 87, VF750C 88, VT700C, VT750C, 
  VF800C, VF100C (see SS-29 for a larger size) SS-21
CB650SC (see SS-10 for smaller dia.) SS-18
 

FITS MODEL PART #
HONDA (CONT)
CB750A/F/K 75-78, all early four-cylinders 69-78 
  (see SS-17 for late 750 series) SS-9
KAWASAKI
KV75, KD80, MC1 90, G4TR90/100, KE100, KM100, 
  F6 125, KE125, F7 175, KE175 SS-1XX
EX250/250R Ninja, S340, KH400, EX/EN500, 
  GPz550 91-85, ZX600, ZX750, GPz750, 
  VN750 Vulcan, Z1 900 73-75, KZ900A4/A5 
  76-77, KZ900B LTD 76, KZ1000A/B 77-80, 
  GPz1100, KZ1300A/B 79-80 (see SS-18 
  for larger size) SS-10
EX250, KL250, KZ250, KZ400/440, EX500A, EN500, 
  KZ550/650/750, GPz550 71-85, KZ600/750 Ninja, 
  GPz750, VN750 Vulcan, KZ900A4/A5 76-77, KZ900B 
  LTD 76, KZ1000A/B 77-80, GPz1100, KZ1300A/B 
  79-80 (see SS-10 for smaller size) SS-18
KLR250/600/650, KLX250S SS-9
KLR250 85-95, KL600 84-86, KLR650A 87-95, 
  KL650B 90-91 (see SS-11 for larger bolt size) SS-9
ZX600 (see SS-8 for smaller dia.) SS-29
SUZUKI
Early 50, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 125 2-stroke SS-1XX
DR250/350S 90-99, DR600, GSF400 Bandit, 
  GS1000/1100 SS-29
 

FITS MODEL PART #
SUZUKI (CONT)
GSF400 Bandit, GS1000/1100 (late model), DR250/350 SS-5
DR650ES, LS650, VX800, GV700, GV1200, GV1400, 
  VS700/750/800/14001 SS-31
GS550/650/750/1000 (early) SS-10
DR650 90-later, SP500, SP600  
  (starter alternator rotor puller) SS-39
GSX-R600V, GSX-R750T/V, GSX-R1000, TL1000S SS-9
GSX-R600/1000 GSX1300R (armature puller) 3802-0005
GSX-R750/1100, GSX600F/750F/1100F 91-later 
  (starter clutch puller) SS-39
GS, GSX, GN models (all) (external flywheel/
  transmission rotor puller) SS-42
GS1100/1150 81-85 (drag racing engines 
  with small rotor) SS-14
YAMAHA
AT1 25, CT175, DT250, RT360, XT500 SS-1XX
RD250/350 twins 70-79 SS-7
XT350 SS-29
FZR400, XJ550 81-83, FJ600 84-85, FZ600 86-88, 
  FZR600 89-99, XJ650 80-83, XJ700 81-83, 
  XJ750 82-83, XJ900 83, XJ1100 81, FZR1000 83-87, 
  FJ1100/1200 84-93 SS-10
XS650 twins 70-83 SS-30
1 Also works as clutch/transmission tool for this model.

PULLER DIMENSIONS AND PRICES

APPLICATIONS

3802-0005

SS-1XX

SS-5

SS-7 SS-9
SS-10

SS-11 SS-17 SS-18 SS-19

SS-21

SS-29

SS-30
SS-31

SS-39
SS-42

SS-43

SS-49

3812-2000
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ECONOKIT® 
ELECTRICAL 
REPAIR KIT

•A must for the 
motorcycle tool kit

•Contains just about 
everything you need to troubleshoot and repair electrical failures: 
wire crimper/stripper, needle nose pliers, 6-in-1 screwdriver, 12V 
test light, pair of 36” jumper test leads, an assortment of crimp 
connectors, 14-gauge wire (black and white), electrical tape, cable 
ties, fuses, bulbs, shrink tubing and a handy diagnostic guide from 
technical guru Kip Woodring

•600-denier coated polyester pouch measures 10” x 5”

1122

SUG. RETAIL...............................$14.95

SUPERBRIGHT™ 
9-LED FLASHLIGHT

•Ultra-tough gun metal gray aluminum body
•Nine LEDs provide a pleasant hue and an 

extra-long battery life
•33/4” long x 1” diameter; includes three 

AAA batteries

PART # 3850-0082

PART # 3812-0013SUG. RETAIL..............$44.95

ECONOKIT™ METRIC 
TOOL KITS

•Convenient, easy-to-carry 
tool kit

•Available in standard 
and deluxe versions

•Standard kit includes 
combination wrenches (10mm, 
12mm), 8” adjustable wrench, 
6-in-1 screwdriver, 2-in-1 spark plug socket 
(5/8” x 13/16”), cable ties, mechanics wire, WD-40, tire pressure gauge and shop towel

•Deluxe kit includes combination wrenches (10mm, 12mm, 14mm), 8” adjustable wrench, 
6-in-1 screwdriver, 2-in-1 spark plug socket (5/8” x 13/16”), gap gauge, locking pliers, 
flashlight, electrical tape, cable ties, mechanics wire, WD-40®, tire pressure gauge 
and shop towel

•Both Econokits™ include a heavyweight 
nylon shell with YKK zippers

•Closed dimensions are: standard 4” L x 9” W 
x 11/2” H; deluxe, 6” L x 9” W x 11/2” H

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Standard DS-196206 $39.95
Deluxe DS-196205 59.95
 

MINISET™ 
COMPACT 

METRIC TOOL 
KIT

•Powerful, yet compact 
ratchet and socket set

•Midget 1/4” drive ratchet
with 2” extension and 
eight sockets

•Includes hex and #2 Phillips bits
•Top-grade polished chrome tools
•Includes tough carrying case
•Measures 41/2” x 61/4” x 11/2”

PART # DS-196266SUG. RETAIL..............$59.95

ECONOKIT® 
FR1 FRACTIONAL 

TOOL KIT
•A general-use kit for a wide 

variety of non-metric vehicles
•Includes 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” and 

9/16” combination wrenches, 
8” adjustable wrench, 6-in-1 
screwdriver, locking pliers, tire 
pressure gauge, electrical tape, 
cable ties, mechanic’s wire, thread locker, WD-40® 
and shop towel

•Packaged in a coated polyester zip-up

PART # DS-196217PART # 3812-0018SUG. RETAIL..............$84.95

ROADTECH™ M3 
METRIC CRUISER 

TOOL KIT
•Comprehensive tool set 

designed for metric cruisers
•Includes combination 

wrenches (10mm, 12mm, 
14mm), 8” adjustable 
wrench, mini ratchet with 
2” extension and sockets (8mm, 10mm, 12mm), hex keys (3mm-
6mm), 6-in-1 screwdriver, 2-in-1 spark plug socket (5/8” x 13/16”), 
gap gauge, locking pliers, flashlight, electrical tape, cable ties, 
mechanic’s wire, threadlocker, WD-40 and tire pressure gauge

•All tools mechanic-grade
•Set comes in 3.5” x 9.5” roll-up polyester pouch

DMX™ FANNY PACK TOOL KIT
•Complete, ready-to-ride tool kit
•Includes pliers, hex keys, screwdriver, three-way PackWrench™, flashlight, tire levers, 

tire gauge and multiple wrenches
•Tough 5040-denier nylon carry pouch is designed to handle heavy abuse
•High-quality hardware and mounting straps
•Measures 7” x 10”

PART # 3812-0002SUG. RETAIL...............................$99.95

DS-196206 DS-196205

SUG. RETAIL..............$49.95
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RETRACTABLE TEST LEADS
•Used for testing electrical circuits
•Retractable test leads pull out and stay at desired length
•Rewind test leads into its own protective case when not in use
•Have insulated alligator clips
•18-gauge copper wire
•Three different color wires for easy identification
•10’ wire length

14-BLADE VALVE 
LASH GAUGE SET

•1/4” wide gauge blades can be 
used to check valve clearances of small-
diameter bucket and shim-type valve trains

•Standard 1/2” wide blades may contact the 
cylinder head and not provide the proper clearance

•14-pc. set of 4” x 1/4” feeler gauge blades, thickness .002” 
through .015”

•Blades are stored in a bi-fold pocketed vinyl pouch with 
a hook-and-loop closure

•4” length allows for extra reach to recessed valve systems
•Straight blades can be bent by the technician for custom applications

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
17 x 19mm 3811-0013 $51.95
22 x 24mm 3811-0014 51.95
 

BRAKE BLEEDER/SPEED WRENCH
•Designed with 8mm and 10mm hex fittings
•8mm end is designed for recessed fittings

17MM ENGINE OIL 
DRAIN PLUG WRENCH

•Used to remove and install the engine oil drain plug on metric 
V-Twin motorcycles, including late 90s to current Honda Shadows, 
Yamaha V-Stars and Kawasaki Vulcans

•Also works on other metric motorcycles with 17mm engine and rear 
differential drain plugs

•Features an extended wheel in an off-set, reversible, ratcheting 
wrench with an EZ Grip handle

•Short wrench length, low-profile head and extended wheel allows 
for access to plugs in hard-to-reach places

7-PC. FINE-
TOOTH BIT 
WRENCH SET

•Consists of one 15° off-set 
wrench, one 15° reverse off-
set wrench, one flat wrench, and 
four bits (sizes #1 and #2 Phillips, 1/4” and 9/32” slotted)

MALE HEX DRIVE FRONT AXLE WRENCHES
•Reversible ratcheting wrenches are used to remove and install the 

front axle shaft on motorcycles equipped with a female hex socket in 
the end of the axle

•Feature single-end with double-side male hex wheel
•Used on various late-model Honda, Kawasaki, Suzuki 

and Yamaha models
•Vinyl grip provides a comfortable ergonomic grip and prevents 

scratching or marring the bike

TWO-PIECE 
RETAINING 

RING 
PLIERS SET

•Contains one internal plier 
(1/4”-2”; 8mm-48mm) and 
one external plier (1/8”-2”; 
3mm-48mm)

•Also includes five pairs of color-coded interchangeable tips and Allen 
wrench for each tip (10 total)

•Packed in routed foam for easy storage

SWINGARM PIVOT 
NUT TOOL

•Necessary for installation of swingarm pivot 
insert on Suzuki SV650/1000, DL650/1000 
and GSX-R750/1000

•Constructed of hardened tool steel
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0052 $79.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3805-0050 $39.95
 

HEX AXLE 
WRENCH

•Heavy-duty tool steel construction
•Four sizes (17, 19, 22 and 24mm) with 3/8” 

drive at both ends

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3801-0074 $70.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3812-0021 $44.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
BBM810 $15.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3801-0009 $35.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3801-0075 $18.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3807-0023 $17.95
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OPEN 
BARREL CRIMPER

•Five-station crimper for most open barrel 
terminals found on motorcycles

7-WAY CRIMPER TOOL
•Black anodized finish with insulated hand grips for protection
•Crimp slot on end of tool secures most ignition terminals 

including W-type, right-angle and High Tower terminals
•Crimps 7mm to 8.5mm ignition wire
•Works with 10- to 22-gauge solderless terminals

HOSE 
CLAMP TOOL

•Pinches off fuel lines when 
changing filters

•Prevents fuel loss and 
spillage

QUICK-RELEASE 
VALVE SPRING
COMPRESSOR TOOL

•Features a slim cage head to easily 
reach down into close quarter heads 
and a compressor lever to speed up 
valve removal and installation

•Designed to work on most American-
made and imported cylinder heads

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
3/16” i.d. DS-190711 $7.95
1/4” i.d. DS-190718 9.95
5/16” i.d. DS-190725 9.95
3/8” i.d. DS-190732 9.95
 

STAINLESS 
STEEL ADEL 

CLAMPS
•Help secure 

additional wiring 
to the motorcycle

•Rubber guard inside stainless 
steel clamp prevents chafing and short circuits

•Applications from 3/16” to 3/8”; 1/4” mounting holes
•Sold in packages of 10
•Made in the U.S.A.

TORQUE WRENCH
•Precision-built, accurate
•19” L with 1/2” square drive
•Direct reading scale: 0/150 ft.-lb. and metric 

kilograms 0/20 M/kg
•Most popular torque wrench size
PART # SUG. RETAIL
W-3001C $16.95
 

T-HANDLE 
HEX KEY SET

•High-quality carbon steel 
shafts with black oxide finish 
resist corrosion

•PVC T-handles 
for added torque

•Storage rack included
•Comes complete with sizes 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 

8 and 10mm
PART # SUG. RETAIL
W80275 $13.95
 

4-IN-1 
MAGNETIC 

SCREWDRIVER
•Fishbowl display contains 

20 screwdrivers
•Each screwdriver contains extension, 

two Phillips bits and two flat bits
•Great for tool pouches

PART # SUG.RETAIL
3850-0092 $2.95 (ea.)
 

PRO-SERIES 
PISTON RING 

INSTALLER
•Prevents ring breakage during cylinder installation
•Tool removes easily after cylinder is in position 

– just right for most motorcycle engines
•Includes a locking bolt with wing-nut through the handle
•Fits all piston rings 52-85mm

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
1/4” - 5/8” 161 $1.95
5/16” - 7/8” 161A 1.95
3/8” - 11/16” 2404-0033 1.95
 

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
1/2” - 11/2” 2404-0034 $1.95
3/4” - 13/4” 2404-0035 1.95
1” - 2” 161B 1.95
 

S.S. MINI CLAMP
•Stainless steel mini clamps for 

many applications
•Sold each

REINFORCED 
RUBBER 

WASHERS
•Use when mounting fenders, luggage racks, 

etc., to absorb vibration
•Washers measure 1” o.d. x 1/4” hole
•Sold as 12-pk. with 10 washers per pack (120 washers total)

PART # SUG. RETAIL
93150 $26.95
 PART # SUG. RETAIL

3807-0012 $14.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
660650 $15.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
DS-196014 $86.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
SW-108-3 $29.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
K81-015 $6.95 (ea.)
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DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Bolts, M4x15 (12mm) 2404-0060 $2.95
Bolts, M4x20 (12mm) 2404-0061 3.95
Bolts, M4x25 (12mm) 2404-0062 3.95
Bolts, M5x20 (8mm) 2404-0063 3.95
Bolts, M5x25 (8mm) 2404-0064 3.95
Bolts, M5x30 (8mm) 2404-0065 3.95
Bolts, M6x10 (10mm) 2404-0066 2.95
Bolts, M6x15 (10mm) 2404-0067 3.95
Bolts, M6x20 (10mm) 2404-0068 3.95
Bolts, M6x25 (10mm) 2404-0069 3.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Bolts, M6x30 (10mm) 2404-0070 $4.95
Bolts, M6x35 (10mm) 2404-0071 4.95
Bolts, M6x45 (12mm) 2404-0072 5.95
Bolts, M6x50 (12mm) 2404-0073 5.95
Bolts, M8x10 (12mm) 2404-0074 5.95
Bolts, M8x15 (12mm) 2404-0075 5.95
Bolts, M8x20 (12mm) 2404-0076 5.95
Bolts, M8x25 (12mm) 2404-0077 5.95
Bolts, M8x30 (12mm) 2404-0078 7.95
Bolts, M8x35 (12mm) 2404-0079 7.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Bolts, M8x45 (12mm) 2404-0080 $8.95
Bolts, M8x50 (12mm) 2404-0081 9.95
Bolts, M10x20 (14mm) 2404-0082 9.95
Bolts, M10x25 (14mm) 2404-0083 10.95
Bolts, M10x30 (14mm) 2404-0084 11.95
Bolts, M10x35 (14mm) 2404-0085 12.95
Bolts, M10x40 (14mm) 2404-0086 13.95
Bolts, M10x45 (14mm) 2404-0087 14.95
Bolts, M10x50 (14mm) 2404-0088 16.95
Bolts, M12x20 (17mm) 2404-0089 14.95
 

REPLACEMENT BOLTS FOR KIT

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Allen head M6x10 MP31-2610 $3.95
Allen head M6x12 MP31-2612 3.95
Allen head M6x16 MP31-2616 4.95
Allen head M6x18 MP31-2618 4.95
Allen head M6x20 MP31-2620 4.95
Allen head M6x25 MP31-2625 4.95
Allen head M6x30 MP31-2630 5.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Allen head M6x35 MP31-2635 $5.95
Allen head M6x40 MP31-2640 6.95
Allen head M6x45 MP31-2645 7.95
Allen head M6x50 MP31-2650 7.95
Allen head M6x55 MP31-2655 7.95
Allen head M6x60 MP31-2660 8.95
Allen head M6x65 MP31-2665 9.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Allen head M6x70 MP31-2670 $10.95
Allen head M8x20 MP31-2820 6.95
Allen head M8x25 MP31-2825 6.95
Allen head M8x30 MP31-2830 7.95
Allen head M8x35 MP31-2835 7.95
Allen head M8x40 MP31-2840 8.95
Allen head M8x45 MP31-2845 8.95
 

REPLACEMENT ALLEN-HEAD BOLTS FOR KIT

METRIC BOLT HARDWARE KIT
•Kit features Grade 5 hardware with zinc finish
•Sold in an adjustable-selection box measuring 131/2” x 91/2”
•Kit does not include M4, M5 or M12 bolts
•Kit replacement hardware sold in packs of 10
•Includes storage case PART # 2404-0090SUG. RETAIL...........$182.95

METRIC ALLEN-HEAD BOLTS KIT
•An assortment of 6mm Allen-head bolts from 6x10 through 6x70, and 8mm Allen-head bolts from 

8x20 through 8x45 (in 5mm increments)
•Kit replacement hardware sold in packs of 10
•Includes storage case

PART # MP33-0400SUG. RETAIL................................ $144.95

DESCRIPTION HEAD SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
Standard 5mm 8mm MP30-0005 $1.95
Standard 6mm 10mm MP30-0006 1.95
Standard 8mm 12mm MP30-0008 2.95
Standard 10mm 14mm MP30-0010 2.95
Standard 12mm 17mm MP30-0012 4.95
Flange 5mm 8mm MP30-0105 1.95
Flange 6mm 10mm MP30-0106 2.95
Flange 8mm 12mm MP30-0108 2.95
Flange 10mm 14mm MP30-0110 3.95
Flange 12mm 17mm MP30-0112 4.95
Nylock 4mm 7mm MP30-0204 1.95
Nylock 5mm 8mm MP30-0205 1.95
 

DESCRIPTION HEAD SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
Nylock 6mm 10mm MP30-0206 $1.95
Nylock 8mm 12mm MP30-0208 2.95
Nylock 10mm 17mm MP30-0210 4.95
Fuji-lock 6mm 10mm MP30-0306 5.95
Fuji-lock 8mm 13mm MP30-0308 9.95
Fuji-lock 10mm 17mm MP30-0310 14.95
Fuji-lock 12mm 19mm MP30-0312 18.95
Acorn 5mm 8mm MP30-0405 2.95
Acorn 6mm 10mm MP30-0406 2.95
Acorn 8mm 13mm MP30-0408 2.95
Acorn 10mm 14mm MP30-0410 6.95
Acorn 12mm 17mm MP30-0412 7.95
 

METRIC NUTS KIT
•An assortment of standard, nylock, flange, fuji-lock and low-dome acorn nuts
•Kit replacement hardware sold in packs of 10
•Includes storage case

PART # MP33-0100SUG. RETAIL............................$129.95
REPLACEMENT METRIC NUTS FOR KIT

DESCRIPTION HEAD SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
Flange M6x10 8mm MP31-1610 $4.95
Flange M6x16 8mm MP31-1616 4.95
Flange M6x20 8mm MP31-1620 4.95
Flange M6x25 8mm MP31-1625 4.95
Flange M6x30 8mm MP31-1630 5.95
Flange M6x35 8mm MP31-1635 5.95
Flange M6x40 8mm MP31-1640 6.95
Flange M6x45 8mm MP31-1645 6.95
 

DESCRIPTION HEAD SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
Flange M8x16 10mm MP31-1816 $5.95
Flange M8x20 10mm MP31-1820 6.95
Flange M8x25 10mm MP31-1825 7.95
Flange M8x30 10mm MP31-1830 8.95
Flange M8x35 10mm MP31-1835 8.95
Flange M8x40 10mm MP31-1840 9.95
Flange M8x50 10mm MP31-1850 10.95
 

METRIC FLANGE-HEAD BOLTS KIT
•An assortment of 6mm flange-head bolts from 6x10 through 6x45 and 8mm flange-head bolts from 8x16 

through 8x50 (in 5mm increments)
•Kit replacement hardware sold in packs of 10
•Includes storage case

REPLACEMENT FLANGE-HEAD BOLTS FOR KIT

PART # MP33-0300SUG. RETAIL.......$84.95
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MULTIMOTO TOOL
•A multi-tool with metric components
•Stainless steel tool body and locking, folding components
•Folding tools include: needlenose pliers with sidecutter/wirestripper, 

file, 6mm socket/bit holder, spring puller, bottle opener, can opener, 
sewing awl, knife

•Bit attachments include: #1 and 2 Phillips; #1, 2 and 3 flat 
screwdrivers; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8mm Allen wrenches; valve core remover; 
and 1/4” drive socket attachment

•Includes tough nylon case with 
belt loop and rubber 
attachment holder

T-HANDLED WRENCHES
•Conveniently sized T-handled wrenches 

for your fanny pack or bike pack
•Removable socket T-handle features 

three ends with 1/4” drive for quick 
socket attachment

•Available in three styles: removable 
sockets, nonremovable sockets, and 
nonremovable Allen heads

•Made in the U.S.A.

METRIC PAN-HEAD 
SCREWS KIT

•An assortment of 5mm pan-head screws from 
5x10 through 5x30, and 6mm pan-head screws including 6x8, 6x12, 
6x18 and 6x20 through 6x60 (in 5mm increments)

•Kit replacement hardware sold in packs of 10
•Includes storage case

1126

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
M5x10 MP31-3510 $3.95
M5x12 MP31-3512 3.95
M5x16 MP31-3516 4.95
M5x20 MP31-3520 5.95
M5x25 MP31-3525 5.95
M5x30 MP31-3530 6.95
M6x8 MP31-3608 4.95
M6x12 MP31-3612 4.95
M6x16 MP31-3616 4.95
M6x18 MP31-3618 5.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
M6x20 MP31-3620 $5.95
M6x25 MP31-3625 5.95
M6x30 MP31-3630 6.95
M6x35 MP31-3635 8.95
M6x40 MP31-3640 8.95
M6x45 MP31-3645 9.95
M6x50 MP31-3650 10.95
M6x55 MP31-3655 10.95
M6x60 MP31-3660 10.95
 

REPLACEMENT PAN-HEAD SCREWS FOR KIT

PART # MP33-0500SUG. RETAIL...........$132.95

METRIC WASHERS KIT
•An assortment of flat and lock washers from 

4mm through 12mm
•Includes 6mm and 8mm fender washers
•Kit replacement hardware sold in packs of 10
•Includes storage case

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Flat 4mm MP30-1004 $1.95
Flat 5mm MP30-1005 1.95
Flat 6mm MP30-1006 1.95
Flat 8mm MP30-1008 1.95
Flat 10mm MP30-1010 2.95
Flat 12mm MP30-1012 3.95
Lock 4mm MP30-2004 1.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Lock 5mm MP30-2005 $1.95
Lock 6mm MP30-2006 1.95
Lock 8mm MP30-2008 2.95
Lock 10mm MP30-2010 3.95
Lock 12mm MP30-2012 4.95
Fender 6mm MP30-3625 2.95
Fender 8mm MP30-3825 2.95
 

REPLACEMENT WASHERS FOR KIT

PART # MP33-0000SUG. RETAIL..............$73.95

CABLE 
FITTING 

SHOP KIT
•Cable fittings for 

repairing 
or custom 
fabrication

•Shop kit contains 
195 of the most 
commonly used 
fittings, complete 
with storage box

PART # BA-01055SUG. RETAIL............................$154.95

DESCRIPTION SIZES PART # SUG. RETAIL
Removable sockets 8mm, 10mm, 12mm M-02020 $29.95
Nonremovable sockets 8mm, 10mm, 12mm M7001 29.95
Nonremovable sockets 8mm, 10mm, 13mm M7004 29.95
Nonremovable Allen head 4mm, 5mm, 6mm M7002 29.95
 

DESCRIPTION QTY. TYPICAL USES
6mm flange nut 2 Fenders
10mm flange nut 2 Cylinder, kick starter
6mm flat washer 2 Fender, side panels, misc.
8mm flange nut 2 Motor mount, exhaust mount
8x16 flange nut 2 Seat bolt
6mm fender washer 2 Fender, side panel, misc.
8mm flat washer 2 Fender, side panel, misc.
6x16 flange bolt 2 Radiator, radiator shroud, airbox, Kawasaki seat bolt
6mm lock nut 2 Levers
6x20 flange bolt 2 Side panels
6x20 pan screw 2 Lever perches
 

TOOL PACK 
HARDWARE KIT

•This 22-piece kit contains nuts, 
bolts and washers most commonly 
needed for off-road/MX repairs

•Designed for modern off-road, MX 
and dual-sport motorcycles

•Developed to carry in T6 Tool Pack 
for trail side repairs

•Sold in a card of 12 packs

PART # 2401-0097SUG. RETAIL (ea.) ...............$5.95 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3812-0022 $19.95
 

M7001

M7002
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WIRE KIT
•Includes one rapid wire winder, 

18 washers and 25’ of .032” 
stainless steel wire

•Compact, easy-to-use winder 
winds a perfect braid every time

•Washer tabs fold up to grip 
nut or bolt heads securely

•Washer set includes 6mm, 8mm and 10mm washers

SNAP 
RING KIT

•Contains 300 assorted snap rings in 16 sizes 
ranging from 1/8” to 11/4”

•Convenient, resealable 
plastic case

WIRE 
TERMINAL 

ASSORTMENT
•Assortment of crimp-

on wire terminals 
and splices for any 
electrical job in a resealable plastic case

•Contains 19 popular sizes

METRIC 
O-RING 

ASSORTMENT
•32 sizes; 419 pieces per kit
•Material Buna-N Passed ASTM OIL #1 

& #3 Laboratory Test
•Includes assortment box
PART # SUG. RETAIL
2402-0107 $29.95
 

E-CLIP KIT
•Contains 300 assorted 

E-clips in nine sizes 
ranging from 1/16” 
to 7/8”

•Resealable plastic case
PART # SUG. RETAIL
2402-0091 $16.95
 

HITCH PIN 
ASSORTMENT

•Kit contains 150 hitch 
pins from 13/16” to 
215/16” long

•Convenient resealable plastic case
PART # SUG. RETAIL
2402-0092 $15.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
2402-0093 $29.95
 

O-RING KIT
•Deluxe assortment 

of 32 different 
sized O-rings

•Contains 407 total 
pieces from 1/8” 
to 2” in a 101/2” L 
x 61/4” W x 13/4” 
H plastic storage box

PART # SUG. RETAIL
2402-0095 $17.95
 

METRIC BOLT-
NUT-WASHER KIT
•Deluxe 240-piece 

assortment of metric bolts, 
nuts and washers from 
4mm to 10mm dia.

•Lengths from 12mm to 40mm
•Convenient resealable plastic case

PART # SUG. RETAIL
2402-0090 $27.95
 

PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
2402-0094 $17.95
 

DIGITAL CALIPER 
WITH CASE
•Measures outside, inside, depth and step
•0-6” range (0-150mm) with SAE to 

metric conversion
•Large, easy-to-read LCD display
•Zero setting at any position within 

measuring range
•Data output socket for interface with computer or printer
•Thumbwheel with lock
•On/off switch
•Chrome satin finish with fine engraved markings
•Heavy-duty plastic case keeps caliper safe and clean

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3850-0071 $40.95
 

7” WIRE 
PLIERS

•A real time-saver
•Consistently even, professional-

looking results
•Return-spring mechanism 

allows quick, 
easy, repeated wire twisting

STAINLESS 
STEEL WIRE

•Spooled on a convenient plastic casing
•Perfect size for storage compartment or pocket
•Available in two different diameters and lengths
DIAMETER X LENGTH PART # SUG. RETAIL
.028” x 120’ M112-0028 $11.95
.032” x 75’ M112-0032 11.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Wire kit SWW-400 $19.95
Wire washers (18) SWW-590 6.95
Wire (.032” x 25’) SW-413 7.95
.032” wire, 1-lb. can SW-360 25.95
.025” wire, 1-lb. can SW361 30.95
Wire washers, 6mm SWW-506 6.95
Wire washers, 8mm SWW-508 6.95
Wire washers, 10mm SWW-510 6.95
Wire winder only SWW-777 9.95
 

CAN RACK
•Keeps cans and oil bottles right where you want them
•For use either in a garage or an enclosed trailer
PART # SUG. RETAIL
M92-21180 $30.95
 

SW-360

SWW-400

PART # SUG. RETAIL
84-03816 $25.95
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CHANGEABLE TRAILER HITCH BALL SETS
•3/4” shank comes with 17/8” and 2” balls rated at 500 lb. towing 

weight and 5,000 lb. gross towing weight
•1” shank comes with 17/8” and 2” balls rated at 1,000 lb. towing 

weight and 10,000 lb. gross towing weight
•No special tools required; quick release can be easily turned with a 

coin or screwdriver
•Unique hitch ball system design permits the ball to spin freely on the shank

TRAILER HITCH 
CHAIN WITH 

HOOKS
•Rated at 5,000 lb.
•Measures 72” L
•Sold each

FAS-LOK™ COUPLERS
•Straight tongue-stamped couplers with Fas-Lok™ 

mechanism enable quick and easy hookup
•Coupler lock hole provided for additional 

trailer security
•Choose from 17/8”  and 2” ball models
•Repair kits available; sold separately

GORILLA GUARD™ 
TRAILER KEEPER

•The ultimate in trailer security, the Trailer Keeper installs in minutes
•Adjustable lock will fit most trailer wheels up to 15”
•Hardened-steel construction and case-hardened steel rod are 

virtually indestructible
•Attaches to special lug latch mounted on wheel; locks in place with 

brass padlock made for Trailer Keeper (included)
•Doesn’t bar access to wheel bearing grease fittings
•Can be used with most trailers – snowmobile, ATV, boat/personal 

watercraft, camping/RV, utility and more

SUG. RETAIL...........$103.95 PART # TK100

COUPLER LOCK
•Keep your trailer secure
•Revolutionary design shields lock from tampering devices
•Heavy-duty cast construction; for 2” couplers

SUG. RETAIL..............$60.95 PART # TP20X

BALL SIZE /
CHANNEL WIDTH SAE CLASS PART # SUG. RETAIL
17/8” / 2” I 1706-0138 $20.95
17/8” / 3” I 1706-0139 20.95
2” / 2” II 1706-0141 27.95
2” / 3” II 1706-0142 27.95
 

COUPLERS

REPAIR KITS
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Repair kit for 17/8” ball couplers 1706-0140 $14.95
Repair kit for 2” ball couplers 1706-0143 15.95
 

RECEIVER LOCKS
•Keep drawbar securely locked
•High-strength cast lock body with corrosion-

resistant finish
•Quick-action lock for easy latching
•Vinyl lock cover keeps road debris out
•Available in hardened steel 1/2” 

and 5/8” pin SUG. RETAIL..............$23.95
DESCRIPTION PART #
1/2” dia. pin for 11/4” x 11/8” receiver 1703-0005
5/8” dia. pin for 2” x 2” receiver 1703-0006
 

BRASS HITCH LOCK
•Economical theft deterrent
•Features a durable brass body
•Adjusts to fit most couplers

SUG. RETAIL..............$14.95 PART # BHLO

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Spare tire carrier 1706-0115 $10.95
Spare tire carrier w/ lock 1706-0163 25.95
 

SPARE TIRE 
CARRIERS

•For rim and tire combinations 
from 8” to 15”; fit both 4- and 5-hole rims

•Even hold 20” x 8” x 10” wheel when mounted on 2’ x 3’ or 3’ x 3’ 
trailer frames
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HITCH BALL 
DIAMETER

SHANK 
DIAMETER

SHANK 
LENGTH CAPACITY PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

17/8” 3/4” 11/2” 2,000 lb. B178S $9.95
2” 3/4” 11/2” 3,500 lb. B200S 9.95
2” 1” 2” 6,000 lb. 1706-0146 10.95
 

TRAILER BALL
•Cold-forged solid steel
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # 1706-0144

SUG. RETAIL.....$29.95
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
3/4” shank 1706-0110 $50.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
1” shank 1706-0111 $52.95
 

1706-0163

1706-0115
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TRAILER PLUG 
ADAPTERS

•Plastic adapters fit 6- or 7-way car plugs 
into 4-way or 7-way into 5-way trailer plugs

•7-way into 5-way has 18” wire lead

1,000-LB. 
CAPACITY 

SWIVEL JACK
•The strongest bolt-thru 

swivel mount system
•Swings up and out of the way in seconds
•Features 10” of screw travel and up to 27” 

of total lift
•8” wheel for additional ease of castering
•Zinc-plated for corrosion resistance
•Fits up to 3” x 5” trailer tongues
•All mounting hardware included

PART # XP10S

SUG. RETAIL...............................$77.95

SWIVEL JACK
•Factory-assembled mounting 

bracket allows quick-and-easy 
trailer installation

•800-lb. capacity and up to 25” of lift
•Fits trailer tongues up to 3” x 5”
•1:1 side-wind gear ratio 

simplifies operation
•Constructed of heavy-duty zinc-plated steel 

tubing with 6” reinforced poly wheel
•Weighs 17 lb.
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # TJ503

SUG. RETAIL.......................... $71.95

HEAVY-DUTY 
SWIVEL JACK

•Factory-assembled mounting bracket 
provides for quick-and-easy trailer 
installation

•1,500-lb. capacity and up to 25” of lift
•Fits trailer tongues up to 3” x 5”
•1:1 side-wind gear ratio makes operation simple
•Made of heavy-duty zinc-plated steel tubing with a 

large 8” reinforced poly wheel
•Weighs 17 lb.
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # XP150

SUG. RETAIL................................ $105.95

TRAILER STAND
•Fixed-height trailer stand is ideal 

for ATV, motorcycle, snowmobile 
and watercraft trailers

•Keeps trailer coupler off the 
ground for easier hook-up; 
swivels up and out of the way for trailering

•Factory-assembled mounting bracket makes 
installation quick and easy

•6” reinforced poly wheel is in rotating caster
•14.1” from center of mounting bracket to 

ground; weighs 9 lb.
•Zinc-plated finish
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # TSC350

SUG. RETAIL...............................$57.95

JACK WITH FOOT
•Ideal for snowmobile, 

ATV, motorcycle, personal 
watercraft and other light-
duty trailers

•1,000-lb. capacity
•Swing-away design
•Bolt-on swivel bracket; no welding required
•All steel construction
•10” of travel
•Weighs 13 lb.
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # TJ100F

SUG. RETAIL...............................$64.95

SPINDLE O.D. HUB DIA. PART #
SUG.

RETAIL
1” 1.980” 1706-0116 $19.95
11/16” 1.980” 1706-0161 20.95
11/4” 2.232” 1706-0162 24.95
11/4” x 3/4” 1.781” 1706-0117 21.95
13/8” x 11/16” 1.980” 1706-0118 22.95
 

TRAILER HUB 
BEARING KITS

•Kit contains two bearing cones, two bearing 
cups, grease seal and cotter pin

•Available in five spindle sizes

BEARING 
PROTECTOR 
WITH BRA

•Two great features in one product: wheel 
bearing protector with bra that captures 
any grease released by pressure relief

•No more grease on wheels
•Measure inner diameter of 

hub to obtain proper size
•Sold in pairs

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
6-way to 4-way WPJK6T4 $11.95
7-way to 4-way WPJK7T4 11.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
7-way to 5-way 1706-0160 $19.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
13/4” protector 1706-0131 $25.95
2” protector 1706-0132 23.95
2” protector cover 0213-0002 4.95
 

HEAVY-DUTY 
FLASHER

•Ideal’s #552 heavy-
duty 12V flasher

PART # DS-325456

SUG. RETAIL.... $6.95

FIVE-PIN MALE/
FEMALE CONNECTOR

•Five-pin male/female connector for 
use with any receiver hitch with 
five-pin connection

PART # DS-708136

SUG. RETAIL......................$15.95

HELMET HANGERS
•Mount type and Universal type 

helmet hangers designed for all 
types of helmets

•Made from 1/8” rolled steel, 
EE-coated and rubber stripped 
for optimum helmet protection

•Allows fresh air to circulate 
through helmet

•Mount type screws in and is perfect for 
all mounting applications – doors, trailer 
walls, garage walls, etc.

•Universal type works on doors, clothes 
rods, tent trusses, etc., and can be used 
for storage

DESCRIPTION PART #
Mount type 0136-0007
Universal type 0136-0008
 

SUG. RETAIL.......$29.95

0136-0007

WPJK6T4

WPJK7T4

1706-0160

0136-0008
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TRAILER TIRE/WHEEL ASSEMBLIES AND TIRES
•The best selection of tire/wheel assemblies and tires to keep your trailer on the road
•Available as tire/wheel assemblies or tires only
•Two tread patterns to choose from: one for 16.5, 18.5 and 20.5 wide tires, another for 4.80, 5.30 and 5.70 tire 

widths; see photos for examples
•Available with either four- or five-hole rims in four-ply rated/load range B or six-ply rated/load range C; both are 

tubeless nylon construction

1130

SWIVEL 
JACK

•Pivoting screw-type tongue jack with 
1,000-lb. capacity

•All mounting hardware included to fit 
rectangular tongues up to 3” x 5”; also fits 
round tongues

•Precision-rolled extra-heavy-duty Acme screw-type drive 
with maximum maneuverability from offset swivel caster 
and tough 6” polypropylene wheel

•Easily rotated to towing position by spring-loaded 
double-pin locking mechanism

PART # 3902-0052SUG. RETAIL....$44.95

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
Fits 21/2” i.d. channel 3902-0053 $18.95
Fits 3” i.d. channel 3902-0054 19.95
 

TRAILER 
COUPLERS

•Coupler lock 
hole provided 
for additional 
trailer security

•Zinc finish
•For use with 2” ball; 3,500-lb. rating

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
3.25” drop 3902-0045 $22.95
2” drop 3902-0046 23.95
 

RECEIVER 
TUBES

•Dropdown receiver 
tubes match value 
and quality

•Solid one-piece forged construction
•For receiver hitches with 2” x 2” 

box opening
•For hitch balls with 1” shank diameter

HITCH BALL
DIAMETER

SHANK
DIAMETER

SHANK
LENGTH CAPACITY PART # SUG. RETAIL

17/8” 3/4” 11/2” 2,000 lb. 3902-0048 $6.95
17/8” 1” 2” 2,000 lb. 3902-0049 8.95
 

HITCH BALL
DIAMETER

SHANK
DIAMETER

SHANK
LENGTH CAPACITY PART # SUG. RETAIL

2” 3/4” 15/8” 3,500 lb. 3902-0050 $7.95
2” 1” 2” 5,000 lb. 3902-0051 8.95
 

TRAILER BALLS
•Solid steel construction; chrome-plated

HI-MOUNT SPARE TIRE CARRIER
•Heavy-duty welded and reinforced steel plate construction with galvanized finish
•Adjustable bolt circle to fit both 4- and 5-lug wheels
•Fits all tongues up to 3” W x 4” H
•Easy bolt-on installation PART # 3902-0055SUG. RETAIL..............$29.95

TIRE SIZE
LOAD 
CAPACITY

OVERALL 
DIA.

RIM 
STYLE

TIRE/WHEEL 
ASSY. PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

TIRE ONLY 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

4.80-8 590 lb. @ 60 psi 16.25” 4 hole 48084 $40.95 4808B $21.95
4.80-8 590 lb. @ 60 psi 16.25” 5 hole 48085 40.95 4808B 21.95
5.70-8 715 lb. @ 50 psi 18.75” 4 hole 57084 57.95 5708B 35.95
5.70-8 715 lb. @ 50 psi 18.75” 5 hole - - 5708B 35.95
165/65-8 620 lb. @ 45 psi 16.20” 4 hole - - 1658B-1 33.95
165/65-8 620 lb. @ 45 psi 16.20” 5 hole 16585-1 62.95 1658B-1 33.95
215/60-8 770 lb. @ 35 psi 18.20” 4 hole 18584-1 81.95 K3681-1 49.95
215/60-8 770 lb. @ 35 psi 18.20” 5 hole 18585-1 81.95 K3681-1 49.95
205/65-10 905 lb. @ 35 psi 20.60” 4 hole - - 20510B-1 56.95
205/65-10 905 lb. @ 35 psi 20.60” 5 hole 205105-1 103.95 20510B-1 56.95
4.80-12 780 lb. @ 60 psi 20” 4 hole 480124 74.95 48012B 37.95
4.80-12 780 lb. @ 60 psi 20” 5 hole 480125 74.95 48012B 37.95
5.30-12 840 lb. @ 55 psi 21” 4 hole - - 53012B 42.95
5.30-12 840 lb. @ 55 psi 21” 5 hole 530125 81.95 53012B 42.95
 

4-PLY RATED/LOAD RANGE B 6-PLY RATED/LOAD RANGE C

TIRE SIZE
LOAD 
CAPACITY

OVERALL 
DIA.

RIM 
STYLE

TIRE/WHEEL 
ASSY. PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

TIRE ONLY 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

4.80/4.00-8 745 lb. @ 90 psi 16.70” 4 hole 48084C $44.95 4808C $24.95
4.80/4.00-8 745 lb. @ 90 psi 16.70” 5 hole 48085C 44.95 4808C 24.95
5.70-8 910 lb. @ 75 psi 19.00” 4 hole 57084C 62.95 5708C 39.95
5.70-8 910 lb. @ 75 psi 19.00” 5 hole - - 5708C 39.95
165/65-8 795 lb. @ 70 psi 16.00” 4 hole 16584C-1 70.95 1658C-1 36.95
165/65-8 795 lb. @ 70 psi 16.00” 5 hole - - 1658C-1 36.95
215/60-8 940 lb. @ 50 psi 18.20” 4 hole 18584C-1 96.95 1858C-1 53.95
215/60-8 940 lb. @ 50 psi 18.20” 5 hole 18585C-1 96.95 1858C-1 53.95
205/65-10 1,105 lb. @ 50 psi 20.30” 4 hole 205104C-1 114.95 20510C-1 61.95
205/65-10 1,105 lb. @ 50 psi 20.30” 5 hole 205105C-1 114.95 20510C-1 61.95
4.80-12 990 lb. @ 90 psi 20.50” 4 hole - - 48012C 38.95
4.80-12 990 lb. @ 90 psi 20.50” 5 hole 480125C 84.95 48012C 38.95
5.30-12 1,045 lb. @ 80 psi 21.80” 4 hole - - 53012C 45.95
5.30-12 1,045 lb. @ 80 psi 21.80” 5 hole 530125C 90.95 53012C 45.95
 

SIZE PART # SUG. RETAIL
8” DS-852136 $12.95
10” 10MCX 16.95
 

WHEEL COVERS
FOR ATVS AND TRAILERS

•Chrome finish
•Sold in pairs

UNIVERSAL 
FUSE HOLDER

•Rated at 15A; 15A fuse included
•Sold each

PART # DS-189035

SUG. RETAIL.................$4.95
PART # 3911-0031SUG. RETAIL..............$44.95

STRAP RACK
•Don’t put your tie-downs in a bag or lay them on the floor ending up 

with a tangled mess
•Get organized and have the tie-downs easily accessible
•CNC-machined billet aluminum strap rack is 17” L; designed for 

trailers with 16” stud wall spacing
•Soft strap hanger can be installed on the left or right
•Made in the U.S.A.

4.80/5.30/5.70
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FLIP-TIP RECEIVER PIN
•Polished stainless steel
•5/8” pin for all Class III, 

IV and V receivers
•Easy operation; tip snaps firmly into place 

to install or remove
•Sold each

UMAX50 
UNATTENDED 
TRAILER LOCK

•Aluminum body with 
corrosion-resistant 
powder-coat finish

•Hardened steel 5/8” hasp secures 
unattended trailer

•Reinforced shoulder guard resists hammer 
strikes and saw cuts

•Universal size; fits all coupler types from 
17/8” to 25/16”

•Keyhole cover seals out dirt and grime

UNIVERSAL 
CHOCK LOCK

•Ideal for motorcycles, 
trailers, ATVs, 
snowmobiles, etc.

•Easy two-step 
installation: just push lock around the wheel 
and slide lock tight

•Comes with three keys

PART # 4010-0085

SUG. RETAIL...............................$89.95

       UNIVERSAL COUPLER LOCK
•Fits all coupler types and sizes from 17/8” to 25/16”
•Made of high-quality hardened steel
•Ballistic-grade polymer lock housing cover resists hammer strikes 

and protects lock mechanism
•AMS (Absolute Maximum Security) for your trailer with 360° of solid steel security
•Patent-pending dual-ratchet locking system
•Dual-force coupler lock can be used with cable or chain 

to secure trailer to ground anchor or fence
•Attractive package for grid rack or counter display PART # 4010-0038

SUG. RETAIL..............$62.95

ADJUSTABLE COUPLER LOCK
•Features an adjustable locking pin
•The coupler has a 7/8” to 31/2” span
•Triple-plated with a chrome finish PART # 4010-0086

SUG. RETAIL..............$13.95

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
INDIVIDUAL HARDENED STEEL LOCKS
For couplers w/ up to 7/8” span 4010-0039 $14.95
For couplers w/ up to 9/16” span 4010-0040 18.95
For couplers w/ up to 21/2” span 4010-0041 18.95
For couplers w/ up to 31/2” span 4010-0042 18.95
KEYED-ALIKE HARDENED STEEL LOCK SETS
One 5/8” dia. lock and one 9/16” span lock 4010-0044 35.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
KEYED-ALIKE HARDENED STEEL LOCK SETS (CONT)
One 5/8” dia. lock and one 21/2” span lock 4010-0045 $35.95
One 5/8” dia. lock and one 31/2” span lock 4010-0046 35.95
INDIVIDUAL STAINLESS STEEL LOCK
For couplers w/ up to 9/16” span 4010-0043 26.95
KEYED-ALIKE STAINLESS STEEL LOCK SET
One 5/8” dia. lock and one 9/16” span lock 4010-0047 49.95
 

PREMIUM COUPLER 
LOCKS

•Choice of stainless steel or triple-
chrome-plated hardened steel

•Easy quarter-turn locks and unlocks head
•Can’t pop open or be falsely locked
•Patented design incorporates O-ring and watertight cap to help seal out dirt and corrosion from the lock head mechanism
•Full-length solid forged lock pin can’t pull out
•Available individually or in keyed-alike sets

PART # 4010-0066

SUG. RETAIL...............................$39.95

SOLID STAINLESS STEEL 
RECEIVER LOCKING PIN

•Polished 100% stainless steel
•Symmetrical design adds that classic 

finishing touch
•Head pull strength rated at over 5,000 lb.
•Quarter-turn lock and unlock
•Patented dual-lock lug design
•Patented internal O-ring cap helps seal out 

grime for trouble-free use
•Test specifications exceed 40,000 lb.

PART # 4010-0034

SUG. RETAIL...............................$29.95

RESETTABLE COMBINATION 
RECEIVER LOCKING PIN

•Easy-to-read numbers
•Forged steel lock tip
•Triple-chrome-plated steel pin
•Heavy-duty collar overlaps hitch pin for 

unmatched strength and security
•For 2” x 2”  receivers (Class III, IV, V)
•Protective lock head cover included

PART # 4010-0033

SUG. RETAIL...............................$19.95

DESCRIPTION PART #
Chrome, 1/2” for all Class II receiver hitches 4010-0030
Chrome, 5/8” for all Class III, IV and V receiver hitches 4010-0031
Black, 5/8” for all Class III, IV and V receiver hitches 4010-0032
 

MACHINED HARDENED 
STEEL LOCKING PINS

•Quarter-turn locks/unlocks head
•Lock can’t pop open or false lock
•Triple-plated chrome finish or black epoxy 

powder-coated 
finish SUG. RETAIL.... $20.95

SPARE TIRE LOCK
•The only spare tire lock 

that secures both spare 
tire and tire bracket to a 
welded frame member

•Lock system loops around welded frame 
member of trailer or automobile frame

•Locks through wheel lug nut hole for 
maximum security

•Huge 12mm braided-steel cable

PART # 4010-0051

SUG. RETAIL...............................$20.95

SUG. RETAIL.......$9.95
PART # 4010-0035

DESCRIPTION PART #
1/2” for Class I and II receivers 4010-0036
5/8” for Class III, IV and V receivers 4010-0037
 

SUG. RETAIL.................................. $5.95

DELUXE RECEIVER 
PIN AND CLIP

•Triple-chrome-plated

4010-0039

4010-0042

4010-0045

4010-0046 4010-0043

4010-0047

4010-0030 4010-0032
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TRAILER LED 
BRITE LITES

•Work with any 
enclosed or open, steel and aluminum trailer

•Hi-output LEDs are made with the highest-quality LED components 
and have built-in reflectors

•Work with rubber gasket or metal bezel mounts
•All units are waterproof sealed
•Replace any standard trailer light
•DOT/SAE approved

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
Oval 13 LED, red 2060-0081 $19.95
Oval 13 LED, amber 2060-0082 19.95
Round 2” 8 LED, red 2060-0083 7.95
Round 2” 8 LED, amber 2060-0084 7.95
Round 2.5” 10 LED, red 2060-0085 7.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
Round 2.5” 10 LED, amber 2060-0086 $7.95
Rectangle 13.5” 13 LED 
  dual function, red 2060-0118 39.95
Rectangle 3.75” 12 LED, red 2060-0120 16.95
Rectangle 3.75” 12 LED, amber 2060-0121 16.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
Rectangle 3 LED, red 2060-0087 $7.95
Rectangle 3 LED, amber 2060-0088 7.95
Rectangle 3 LED, clear 2060-0089 9.95
 

2060-0081

2060-0086

2060-0089

2060-0118

2060-0120

WATERPROOF TRAILER LIGHT KITS
•SAE/DOT/FMVSS/CMVSS approved
•Contains two stud-mount taillights with red side markers and reflectors, 

license plate bracket, 25’ wiring harness and all necessary hardware
•Replacement lights and lenses sold separately
•Dimensions 49/16” x 49/16”

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
LED
Trailer light kit 2010-0344 $109.95
Right (passenger side) repl. light 2010-0345 44.95
Left (driver side) repl. light 2010-0346 49.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
STANDARD
Trailer light kit 2010-0351 $46.95
Right (passenger side) 
  repl. taillight 2010-0352 11.95
Left (driver side) repl. taillight 2010-0353 11.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
REPLACEMENT LENSES
Side marker repl. lens kit 2010-0354 $3.95
Taillight repl. lens kit 2010-0355 5.95
 

2010-0344

2010-0351

REPLACEMENT SIDE MARKERS 
AND REFLECTORS

•DOT/SAE/FMVSS/CMVSS approved
•Side markers use snap-in installation
•Reflectors use self-adhesive and two screw holes for installation
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
SIDE MARKER LIGHTS (4” X 21/16”)
Amber (ea.) 2010-0358 $3.95
Red (ea.) 2010-0359 3.95
RECTANGULAR REFLECTORS (43/8” X 11/8”)
Red (pr.) 2040-0396 3.95
Amber (pr.) 2040-0397 3.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
ROUND REFLECTORS (3”)
Red (pr.) 2040-0398 $1.95
Amber (pr.) 2040-0399 1.95
18” reflector strip (8-pk.) 2040-0400 31.95
 

2010-0358 2040-0396
2040-0399

2040-0400

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Light kit 2010-0356 $12.95
Repl. light 2010-0357 8.95
 

OVAL STOP/TAIL/TURN 
SIGNAL LIGHT KIT

•DOT/SAE/FMVSS/CMVSS approved
•Single 4” polycarbonate housing/lens 

features rubber grommet and standard 
3-pin pigtail

•Sealed flush mount
•6” long
•Replacement light sold separately

2010-0356

4-WAY TRAILER WIRING HARNESSES
•Split wishbone four-conductor harness and extension
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
4’ wishbone 4-way trunk connector 2010-0361 $5.95
18” wishbone 4-way trailer wiring harness 2010-0364 4.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
25’ wishbone 4-way trailer wiring harness 2010-0362 $20.95
4’ 4-way extension 2010-0363 9.95
 

2010-0361
2010-0364

2010-0362

2010-0363

7- TO 5-WAY TRAILER 
ADAPTER CABLE

•SAE/DOT/FMVSS/CMVSS approved
•7-round (blade) to 5-flat female adapter
•Features 16” lead
•Links vehicle wiring system to trailer 

wiring system; fits most RVs, trucks, SUVs and other vehicles
•23” long

SUG. RETAIL..............$15.95 PART # 2010-0360

LICENSE PLATE BRACKET
•Black rust-proof license plate bracket

SUG. RETAIL.................$3.95 PART # 2030-0206
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ROUND MARKER AND CLEARANCE LIGHTS 
FOR TRAILERS

•Lens is sonically welded to housing to form a waterproof module
•2” light meets requirements for both side marker light and clearance 

lamp if mounted at 45° angle
•Flush mounting requires 

use of shock-
mount grommet

•Available in amber 
or red

AERO PRO OVER 80” 
TRAILER LIGHT KIT

•SAE/DOT/FMVSS/CMVSS approved
•LED or Standard-style waterproof kits
•Contains two universal mount taillights with red side markers and reflectors, 

two seated amber side markers, license bracket, 25’ wiring harness and all necessary hardware
•Dimensions 77/8” x 31/4”
•Replacement lights and lenses sold separately
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
LED
Trailer light kit 2010-0341 $136.95
Right (passenger side) repl. LED light 2010-0342 49.95
Left (driver side) repl. LED light 2010-0343 56.95
STANDARD
Trailer light kit 2010-0347 63.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
STANDARD (CONT)
Right (passenger side) repl. light 2010-0348 $16.95
Left (driver side) repl. light 2010-0349 17.95
LENS
Repl. side and taillight lens kit 2010-0350 6.95
 

2010-0341

2010-0347

WATERPROOF LOW-
PROFILE TAILLIGHT KIT
•Replaceable sealed lamp capsule 

protects bulb and electrical contacts 
from thermoshock and corrosion

•Launch and load again and again – water cannot 
penetrate the capsule

•Kit contains two waterproof low-profile taillights, two sealed 
waterproof amber side marker lights, license plate bracket, 25’ 
wishbone trailer harness, 48” trunk connector, mounting hardware 
and instructions

•Lights (bulb replacement capsules) and lens sets (tail and side) 
available separately

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Low-profile taillight kit 1706-0119 $65.95
Taillight (left) 1706-0120 23.95
Taillight (right) 1706-0121 23.95
Repl. lens set 1706-0122 8.95
Repl. bulb capsule 1706-0136 11.95
 

1706-0119

TAILLIGHT KIT
•Standard taillights and 

wiring for a wide variety 
of trailers

•Specifically designed for 
trailers under 80” wide; 
with clearance lights and ID bars, kit meets lighting requirements for 
trailers 80” wide and wider

•Kit contains two multi-function taillights, plastic license plate 
bracket, 20’ wishbone trailer harness, 48” trunk connector, 
mounting hardware and instructions

•Taillights and replacement lenses also available separately 
(sold each)

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Std. taillight kit 1706-0123 $43.95
Taillight (left-hand) 1706-0124 12.95
Taillight (right-hand) 1706-0125 12.95
Lens (taillight) 1706-0133 3.95
Lens (side light) 1706-0134 2.95
 

1706-0123

OVAL TAILLIGHT KIT
•Waterproof design performs stop, turn and taillight 

functions
•Virtually indestructible, sonically-sealed lens and housing 

unit with shock-mounted dual filament bulb
•Kit contains light, grommet and three-way plug
•Light available separately
•Sold each – order two kits or two lights to have one for each side
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Oval light kit 1706-0126 $15.95
Light only 1706-0127 12.95
 

1706-0126

DELUXE 
TAILLIGHT KIT

•If you frequently pull your trailer 
through driving rain – these lights 
are so watertight they can be 
fully submerged

•Diving bell/trapped air system 
keeps bulbs dry and safe; two 
standard side marker lights 
complete the package

•For trailers under 80” wide
•Kit contains two multi-function, fully submersible taillights with 

gasketed lenses, two stud mount amber side marker lights, license 
plate bracket, 25’ wishbone trailer harness, 48” trunk connector, 
hardware and installation instructions

•Replacement lenses available separately
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Deluxe taillight kit 1706-0135 $66.95
Lens (taillight) 1706-0133 3.95
Lens (side light) 1706-0134 2.95
 

1706-0135

SUG. RETAIL.................$6.95 PART # 1706-0137

STUD MOUNT AMBER SIDE 
MARKER LIGHT

•Features a tapered base for easier installation, 
built-in reflector and 18” wire lead

•Bulbs and lenses easily replaceable; use standard 
automotive #1157 bulb

•Sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Amber light 1706-0128 $4.95
Red light 1706-0129 4.95
Rubber grommet 1706-0130 1.95
 

1706-0129 1706-0128
1706-0130
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1134

THREE-SIDED 
DISPLAY

•Black three-sided display 
includes three gridwall panels, 
three seven-ball square-grid 
waterfalls and nine grid clamps

PART # DIS62

SLATGRID ACCESSORIES
DESCRIPTION SIZE PART #
Slatgrid cap holder, black 81/2” W x 14” H x 2” L BCDSWB
Slatgrid cap holder, chrome 81/2” W x 14” H x 2” L BCDSWC
 

BCDSWB BCDSWC

FOUR-SIDED GRID BASE
•Four-sided grid base that holds four 24” grid panels
•Includes removable casters 

and levelers
•Available in chrome or black
•Grid sold separately

DESCRIPTION PART #
Chrome 9903-0112
Black GB1CB
 

9903-0112 GB1CB

GRID LEGS
•Grid legs that hold 24” grid or 

slat grid, two per pack
•Available in chrome or black
•Grid sold separately
DESCRIPTION PART #
Chrome 9903-0113
Black GL
 

FOUR-ARM 
DISPLAY RACKS

•Make your hanging merchandise easy to 
stock and buy

•Racks have four height-adjustable arms; 
48” to 72” in 3” increments

•Base and uprights included
•Available in chrome or black
DESCRIPTION PART #
Chrome E4WS2
Black 9903-0107
 

GRIDWALLS AND 
SLATGRID PANELS

•Give your customers easy access to the parts 
and accessories they want; present your 
merchandise in an appealing way

•Slatgrid panels are 2’ W x 6’ L and have a 6” 
grid pattern; two per carton

•Slatgrid panels use slatgrid or 
gridwall hardware

•Gridwalls are 2’ W x 6’ L and are made of 
heavy-duty 1/4” dia. wire with a 3” grid panel; four per carton

•Grid-to-grid clamps come in packages of 25
DESCRIPTION PART #
Slatgrid panels, black SG26B
Slatgrid panels, chrome SG26C
Gridwalls, black GW26B-4
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Gridwalls, chrome GW26C-4
Grid-to-grid clamps, black JCB
Grid-to-grid clamps, chromeJCC
 

GW26B-4

GW26C-4

SG26B SG26C

DESCRIPTION SIZE PART #
7-ball square-grid waterfall, black 163/4” 1031GWB
7-ball square-grid waterfall, chrome 163/4” 1031GWC
Grid hook, black 4” GH4B
Grid hook, chrome 4” GH4C
Grid hook, black 6” GH6B
Grid hook, chrome 6” GH6C
Grid hook, black 8” GH8B
Grid hook, chrome 8” GH8C
Grid hook, black 10” GH10B
Grid hook, chrome 10” GH10C
 

GRIDWALL ACCESSORIES
•Maximize your investment with quality accessories designed to fit 

Omaha Fixture grid panels
•Black or chrome grid legs come in packages of two
•Black or chrome grid hooks available in 4”, 6”, 8” or 10”; 

packages of 10

1031GWB 1031GWC

GH4B

GH4C

VIDEO/DVD/CD/BOOK SHELF
•Stock videos, DVDs, CDs, books or other various products on this 

grid shelf
•Black shelf measures 

231/2” L x 61/2” W x 61/2” H PART # 9903-0106
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PARTS UNLIMITED 
COLLAPSIBLE CANOPY

•Top quality 10’ x 10’ shelter is great for indoor and 
outdoor events

•Durable powder-coated steel collapsible frame
•Canopy top made of heavy-duty PVC coated fabric; water- 

and UV-resistant and flame retardant
•Quick-release folding frame makes it fast and easy to set up anywhere
•Hook and loop inner straps ensure a tight canopy fit
•Nylon composite fittings
•Includes carrying bag, instructions and stakes
•Box size is 62” L x 10” W x 10” H and weighs approximately 55 lb.

PART # SUG. RETAIL
4030-0008 $249.95
 

CATALOG RACK
•Organize and display your catalogs
•Constructed of heavy-gauge metal with 

end wings
•Inclined 30° for easy viewing
•Includes three 3.5” sections, four 2.25” 

sections and three 1” sections; replacement 
sections also available separately

•Made in the U.S.A.
NOTE:  One catalog rack free with a $2,000 

shippable order.  Limit one per order, 
maximum of three per dealer.

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Catalog rack 4201-0085 $208.95
Repl. 1” binder rack 4201-0171 -
Repl. 2.25” binder rack 4201-0172 -
Repl. 3.5” binder rack 4201-0173 -
 

BAR STOOL
•Features three-color Parts 

Unlimited logo on top
•Highly polished chrome-

plated pedestals
•Great for store counters or 

for the shop
•Some assembly required

SUG. RETAIL...............................$74.95
PART # DIS-70

DECALS
•Bright, colorful Parts Unlimited decals in two sizes
•Red and blue logo on white background
•3” H x 8” L decals sold in packs of 50
•4” H x 16” L decals sold in packs of 25
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Decal, 3” H x 8” L, pack of 50 DIS-73 $.95 (ea)
Decal, 4” H x 16” L, pack of 25 9904-0414 1.25 (ea)
 

TRAILER DECAL
•26” L x 8” H Parts Unlimited trailer decal
•Parts Unlimited logo on white background

SUG. RETAIL.................................. $5.99
PART # PRE68

PARTS 
UNLIMITED 

BANNER
•Colorful 8’ L x 4’ H 

poly banner
•With hemming and grommets

SUG. RETAIL...............................$18.95
PART # DIS-03

PARTS UNLIMITED 
HAYBALE COVER

•Colorful poly cover measures 44” x 20”

SUG. RETAIL.................................. $5.95
PART # DIS-04

TIRE LABELS
•Attractive, colorful 

tire identification and 
pricing labels

•Available in rolls of 100; 
tire labels with band 
sold in packs of 50

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Labels, roll of 100 LABEL $9.95
Labels w/ band, 50-pk. LABEL-1 12.95
 

SHOPPING 
BAGS

•Don’t let them shop 
with just any old bag

•These 15” W x 18” L 
bags are made of heavy-duty, 3-mil plastic

•Bags feature patch handles for easy carrying
•Relieves your customers of the dreaded 

armful of loose parts when they walk out 
the door

•Parts Unlimited logo
•Box of 100

SUG. RETAIL...............................$24.95
PART # PRE-60

PENS
•High-quality Bic® Clic pen with Parts 

Unlimited printing
•100 pens per box

SUG. RETAIL (ea.) ...............................$.50
PART # PRE115

REORDER CARDS
•Reorder cards reduce 

hassles by making it easy to 
track stock

•Sold in packs of 50

SUG. RETAIL.................................. $3.95
PART # DIS50 PARTS UNLIMITED 

09 PRICE DISKS
•We now offer our 09 price list on CD, so 

with the touch of a key you can price a 
PART # for a customer at any time

•Two price lists are available – 
PRICE-DISK-P has only Parts Unlimited 
PART #s and pricing, PRICE-DISK has every 
LeMans PART # and pricing (which includes 
Parts Unlimited and Drag Specialties)

PART #
PRICE-DISK
 

PART #
PRICE-DISK-P
 

PARTS UNLIMITED 
STREET CATALOGS

DESCRIPTION PART #
2009 retail catalog 9901-0656
2009 dealer price list 9901-0655
 

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 
09 CD 10-PK

•Let your shop be open every day with Parts 
Unlimited CD catalogs

•Placed on a counter, this 10-pack can help 
boost sales to the fullest

•With the entire catalog on CD, customers 
will shop at home and order from you

PART # 9901-0654
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DRAG SPECIALTIES 
BAR STOOL

•Features a three-color Drag Specialties 
logo on the seat

•Highly-polished chrome-plated pedestal
•Great for store counters or the shop
•Some assembly required
•Made in the U.S.A.

METAL TACKER SIGN
•Promotional metal tacker signs 

for Drag Specialties
•Made from die-cut and 

embossed .025” aluminum
•Measures 7” H x 23.5” L

1972 OLDSMOBILE 442 
CONVERTIBLE BANK

•1:24 scale die-cast replica of one of the 
truly great muscle cars from times gone by

•Doors open and reveal fully furnished 
interior including folding front seat backs

•Steering wheel turns front wheels; 
driveshaft turns when rear wheels roll

•Hood opens to expose the highly detailed 400-cu. in. 350 engine
•Trunk lid opens; coin slot hidden in trunk under spare tire

DESCRIPTION PART #
Tagger gun DIS30
Fasteners DIS31
 

TAGGER GUN
•Saves time when pricing merchandise
•Gun tags all kinds of apparel
•Fasteners in packs of 1,000

AUTHORIZED 
DEALER STICKERS

•Let your customers know you 
stock only the finest in parts and accessories

•Eye-catching stickers feature the Parts Unlimited logo
•Single-sided stickers
•Sold each

PART # PRE-70SUG. RETAIL.................$3.00

PART # 9904-0333SUG. RETAIL..............$39.00

PART # 9904-0260SUG. RETAIL..............$16.95

PART # DS-900998

SUG. RETAIL..............$74.95

DOOR/TRUCK DECAL
•Show your loyalty
•Works great on windows, trailers and trucks
•24” L
•Sold each
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
24” door/truck decal (ea.) DS-800111 $9.95
3” decal (50-pk.) DS-800115 15.95
6” decal (50-pk.) DS-800116 22.95
9” decal (10-pk.) DS-800117 27.95
12” decal (10-pk.) DS-800118 27.95
42” decal (ea.) DS-800119 24.95
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DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Drag banner, 11/2’ W x 4’ L DS-800108 $15.95
Drag banner, 21/2’ W x 8’ L DS-800109 25.95
Drag/Rinehart banner, 11/2’ x 4’ 9904-0271 15.95
 

DRAG SPECIALTIES 
DEALER BANNERS

•Two-color plastic exterior 
banner with four eyelets

•Sold each

DRAG SPECIALTIES BAGS
•15” L x 18” W heavy-duty, 3-mil plastic bags
•Feature Drag colors and emblem, 

patch handles
•Box of 100

PART # DS-800096SUG. RETAIL..............$26.95

DESCRIPTION PART #
Parts Unlimited 9904-0510
Z1R 9904-0021
ICON 9904-0083
 

FLOOR MATS
•Industrial-grade, rubber-

backed floor mat
•Measure 3’ W x 5’ L

LASER CUT 
SLATWALL SHELF

•Display Moose Racing products with pride on this custom shelf
•Laser cut from heavy-gauge steel and powder-coated flat black
•Great for helmets, boots or anything 

you want to stand out
•Shelf measures 12” x 12” 
•Made in the U.S.A. PART # 9903-0178

SUG. RETAIL..............$30.95

SADDLEMEN SIGN
•Oval three-dimensional 

embossed metal sign
•Features colorful Saddlemen logo
•Affix with included double-sided 

tape or hang with a tack
•Dimensions: 16” x 10” PART # 9904-0221

SUG. RETAIL..............$19.95

PROMO 
DANGLERS

•Enhance the visibility 
of your Battery Tender 
products with this handy 
promotional dangler

•Attaches to all of your Battery 
Tender merchandise

•Available in 150-pack
PART # 9901-0534

DIS30

DIS31

DS-800108

9904-0271

9904-0510

9904-0021

9904-0083

SUG. RETAIL..............$94.95
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DISPLAYS
•Enhance sales with these attractive 

point-of-purchase displays

SR-i500 
DISPLAY

•Fully operational display allows visual and 
audible demonstrations of Scorpio SR-i500 
series security systems

•Includes built-in SR-i500SE circuitry with 
muffled siren and operational remote

•Turn signals and headlight on bike light up
•Resets on countertop or can be wall mounted

BIKE RISER 
DISPLAY KIT

•Excellent way to showcase 
Scorpion exhaust and allow customers 
to get a better look at the product

•Kit includes bike riser and display sign
•Fits Honda CBR600 F4i, CBR600RR, 

CBR1000RR, Kawasaki ZX636, ZX-6R, ZX-10, Suzuki 
GSX-R600/750/1000, Yamaha YZF-R6/1 and most other models with 
a rear axle hole diameter of 13mm or more

NOTE:  Receive a free display with an 
order of $1,500 worth of Scorpion 
products (while supplies last).

MUFFLER 
DISPLAY

•Attention-getting way to display 
Scorpion mufflers

•Adapters required to display 
some models

NOTE:  Receive a free display with an 
order of $1,500 worth of Scorpion products (while supplies last).

MEMPHIS 
SHADES 

COLOR FAN
•Made from Memphis Shades windshield 

color chips bolted together so you can 
fan them out and show your customers the color options available

•Compact eye-catching sales tool fits in palm 
of hand and attracts attention

•Customers can see how actual color 
samples look on their bike

WINDSHIELD SIZING GUIDE
•It’s like 20 windshields in one
•Take the guesswork out of fitting windshields for customers
•Hold the sizing guide above the motorcycle’s headlight and let the customer 

decide exactly which style of windshield they want
•All sizes and styles of Memphis Shades windshields are clearly marked on this 

fantastic sales aid
•Intended for dealer use only PART # 9001-0001

MEMPHIS SHADES 
MANNEQUIN

•Actual size fork/headlight store display 
fixture for Memphis Shades windshields

•Hangs on slat or grid wall
•Durable aluminum and thermo-formed plastic
•Use to display or demonstrate windshields
•Also available: acrylic windshield holder for mannequin; 

updates the mannequin so you 
no longer need handlebars or 
hardware to display windshields

DESCRIPTION PART #
Memphis Shades mannequin MEM0950
Acrylic windshield holder for mannequin MEM0960
 

ABS HOLDER FOR 
WINDSHIELD INSTALLATION

•A convenient temporary holder for windshield 
hardware installation

•Protects windshield from 
scratching during installation PART # MEM0965

PART # MEMFAN

DESCRIPTION PART #
Display 9903-0118
Adapter for Suzuki GSX-R600/750 06-07 muffler 9903-0146
Adapter for Suzuki GSX-R1000 05-06 muffler 9903-0147
Adapter for Yamaha YZF R-6 06-08 muffler 9903-0148
 

PART # 9903-0158

SUG. RETAIL...........................................$57.95

EXHAUST DISPLAY
•Free-standing display allows you to showcase 

up to five different styles of Yoshimura exhaust

PART # 9903-0195

VORTEX DISPLAY
•Sturdy long-lasting 

aluminum and steel construction
•Hold MX or sportbike parts
•Can be used on countertop or on wall

PART # 9903-0191

SUG. RETAIL......................................$93.95

PART # 9903-0093

DESCRIPTION PART #
Header and hooks 9903-0004
Hang strip 9903-0005
 

MEM0950

MEM0960

9903-0146

9903-0147

9903-0148 9903-0118
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SIGN
•Durable back-lit sign is screen 

printed with special bright inks
•Vacuum-formed polystyrene plastic 

light box is illuminated by one 
18” straight fluorescent bulb 
with a styrene face panel

•Measures 22” L x 12” H

TIRE SHOE
•Great tool to boost 

Metzeler sales
•Available at no charge with 

purchase of six tires
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MERCHANDISER 
TIRE RACK

•An inexpensive yet effective 
way to display tires

•Holds approximately 20 to 
30 tires and comes with all 
mounting hardware

•One tire rack free with 
purchase of 50 tires; limit 
three per dealer

PART # DISTIRESUG. RETAIL...........$138.95

TIRE SHOES
•Great tool to boost Pirelli sales
•Available at no charge with purchase of six tires
•Sold in pairs
PART # 9903-0060

LIGHTED SIGN
•Backlit sign highlights your 

Pirelli display
•Complete with hanging brackets 

and switch
PART # DIS-05

MOTOCAPS/MOTOBOLTS 
DISPLAY STAND

•Increase impulse sales with a MotoCaps and 
MotoBolts display stand

PART # 0303-0123 PART # 9903-0105

SUG. RETAIL...........$137.95

BATTERY DISPLAY RACK
•Holds a great selection of batteries in less than 

two square feet of floor space
•Measures 241/2” L x 47” H x 10” W
•Easily assembled – no tools required
•Parts Unlimited header card included
PART # 9903-0054

BATTERY DISPLAY RACK
•Holds a great selection of batteries in less than 

two square feet of floor space
•Measures 241/2” L x 47” H x 10” W
•Easily assembled – no tools required
•Colorful header card included

PART # DIS-8SUG. RETAIL....$103.95

YUASA 
BATTERY 
DISPLAY 

RACK
•Heavy-duty steel 

construction with 
three large 
wire shelves

•Includes wheel-kit for easy mobility
•Shelf liners included
•Comes with removable application chart for 

easy updating
•Measures 37” L x 15” W x 62” H
PART # 9903-0154

END-CAP DISPLAY
•Enhance visibility of your K&N 

air filters, oil filters, intake 
assemblies or cleaning supplies

•Ideal for use on an end-cap or 
against the wall

•Open construction allows 
product to be viewed from 
all sides

•Powder-coated, black steel 
with an embossed aluminum 
K&N sign

•56” H x 24” W heavy-duty 
construction includes four 
adjustable shelves

•Free with $250 purchase of 
K&N products

•Available exclusively 
through your Parts 
Unlimited or Drag 
Specialties representative

DESCRIPTION PART #
End-cap display 9903-0199
 

SLATWALL 
DISPLAY

•Add visibility 
to your 
K&N inventory

•Slatwall display holds 
20-30 air or oil filters 
and cleaning supplies

•Quickly mount to 
slatwall or gridwall

•Includes signage, two shelves and K&N 
catalog and application information

•Does not include filter assemblies
•Free with $200 purchase of 

K&N products
DESCRIPTION PART #
Slatwall Display 9903-0188
 

PART # 9903-0061
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BUILD-A-LINE PLAN-O-GRAM
•Get the best return on your Goodridge brakeline display – a 20% savings plus this attractive display rack
•Attractive display features universal brakelines crafted from clear-coated stainless steel or standard braided 

hoses with chrome-plated swivel ends
•Ships complete with an installation and routing booklet
•Product to plumb virtually any sport bike, which eliminates the need to stock specific kits for individual models
•Hangs on 2’ x 3’ of wall space; powder-coated wire mesh display stand
•Individual components of Plan-O-Gram are listed below in chart
•Also includes laminated peg hooks and mounting brackets

PIAA BULB CABINET DISPLAYS
•POP display features a swivel base, locking see-through doors and product sales information on both sides
•Two choices in filled package display; 15 total bulbs
•PART #9903-0214 features five bulbs each of: Xtreme White Anti-Vibration H4 bulbs, Star White Anti-Vibration H4 bulbs, 

Super Plasma GT-X Anti-Vibration Twin Beam H4 bulbs
•PART #9903-0213 features 15 Xtreme White H7 bulbs
•See your Parts Unlimited representative for more details

DESCRIPTION PART #
H4 bulb display 9903-0214
H7 bulb display 9903-0213
 

NGK DISPLAY 
CABINET

•Easy loading and dispensing; 
will hold over 600 plugs

•Convenient storage in door for 
application materials

•Mounts easily to any wall
•Rugged steel construction with 

gloss black finish
•Measures 18” W x 23” H x 8” D
PART # DIS-43

V-TWIN 
SPARK 
PLUG 

DISPLAY
•New display rack that holds 

16 4-packs of NGK Iridium IX 
spark plugs

•Free standing or wall mountable
PART # 9903-0153

NGK WIRE 
DISPLAY RACK

•Holds 120 individual plug boxes 
and up to 12 different part numbers

•Easy loading and dispensing
•Counter stand or slatwall mount
•Rugged steel wire rack with black powder-coat finish
•Measures 143/4” W x 

133/4” H x 5” D PART # DIS-506

4-HOOK DISPLAY RACK
•Wall-mount display rack features stamped 

aluminum, color-screened logo
•Holds up to 50 sets of Parts Unlimited by SBS brake pads
•Display rack comes free with Parts Unlimited by SBS brake pad/shoe 

order of $150.00 or more
•Individually boxed; includes 

display hooks PART # DIS-12

SUG. RETAIL..............$30.95

PART # 980FRC

SUG. RETAIL....$1,434.95

PART # QTY.
HOSES
D-80312 1
D-80313 1
D-80314 2
D-80315 1
D-80316 2
D-80317 2
D-80318 2
D-80319 2
 

PART # QTY.
HOSES (CONT)
D-80323 2
D-80326 1
D-80327 1
D-80336 1
D-80338 1
D-80339 2
D-80340 1
D-80341 2
 

PART # QTY.
HOSES (CONT)
D-80343 2
D-80344 1
D-80345 2
D-80348 1
FITTINGS
592-03-M12CH 1
59203CH 4
5920304CH 2
 

PART # QTY.
FITTINGS (CONT)
59303CH 2
5930304CH 2
59903CH 2
5990304CH 1
64603CH 1
69103CH 4
66603CH 2
MCHD024 2
 

PART # QTY.
FITTINGS (CONT)
77503LCH 6
77544CH 3
MCHD005 1
MCHD014 1
GD-MANIFOLD 1
GD-MANIFOLD-07 1
9920331SCH 2
9920332CH 2
 

PART # QTY.
FITTINGS (CONT)
99204M12CH 2
44516-6 2
44518-6 1
44520-6 1
BLBOLT08 1
 

DP BRAKES 
FLOOR RACK
•Floor display rack holds up to 

240 sets of pads; can be used 
as free-standing floor rack or 
easily separated into counter 
stand and wall-mount rack

•Free with $1,000 or more order 
of DP brakes and shoes

PART # DSR001

SUG. RETAIL...........$219.95

WALL DISPLAY RACK
•Wall display rack for DP Brakes
•Topped off by a DP 

Brakes header

PART # 9903-0144

DISPLAY RACK
•Wall-mount rack attaches to any 

wood or cement surface; holds 
approximately 200 sets of brake 
pads or shoes and includes all 
hardware and anchors 
for mounting

•Display rack comes free with 
Parts Unlimited by SBS brake 
pad/shoe order of $500.00 
or more

PART # DIS-11

SUG. RETAIL...........$272.95
PART # DIS38

DISPLAY RACK
•Purchase $600 of S100 

products in any combination 
and receive a free rackSUG. RETAIL..............$65.95
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TOOL CENTER
•The most effective display available for immediate and 

dramatic increases in your tool sales
•Turns your motorcycle-related tool sales into a profit 

center overnight
•All-day silent salesman increases sales three to five times
•Professional presentation; premium-quality construction
•Self-service display makes efficient use of space
•Three-sided spinning display measures 64” high with 15” Plasti-Slat wall sides
•Durable edge captures
•Sturdy, captured bearing spinning base
•Attention-grabbing 10 1/2” x 22” silk-screened sheet metal sign
•Vacuum-formed top cap
•Assembly instructions included
NOTE:  Ask your Parts Unlimited sales representative 

how to receive the Motion Pro Tool Center 
display at no charge.

20-UNIT PROVOGUE 300/305 
LOCK COUNTER PRE-PACK

•Includes 10 Provogue 300 locks (two in each color) and 10 Provogue 305 locks (two in each color)
•Bonus Provogue 300 lock in gunmetal chrome (PART #9903-0209) 

included when pre-pack is purchased
•Sold each

1140

DESCRIPTION PART #
20-unit Provogue 300/305 lock counter pre-pack 4010-0122
Provogue 300 chrome promo lock 9903-0209
 

SUG. RETAIL...............................$54.95

ROTATING 
RACK

•Free-standing 
with 36 front-
facing pockets

•Each pocket holds 
two manuals

•Measures 24” L x 
70” H x 24” D

PART # HM-DR-36

SINGLE-
POCKET 
RACK

•Single-pocket rack allows 
manuals to be positioned adjacent to 
replacement parts and accessories

•Measures 9” L x 
11” H x 5” D PART # HM-DR18

COUNTERTOP 
5-POCKET 

RACK
•Each pocket holds 

three manuals
•Measures 9” L x 22” H x 14” D
PART # HM-DR1

PEGBOARD RACK
•This rack is to be attached to 

pegboard and can hold 
30-35 manuals

•Measures 24” L x 15” H x 10” D
PART # HM-DR8

FREE-
STANDING 

RACK
•This free-standing 

rack has 16 front-
facing pockets

•Each pocket holds 
two manuals

•Measures 18” L 
x 56” H x 23” D

PART # HM-DR2

ROTARY FLOOR 
DISPLAY FOR 

CLYMER MANUALS
•Showcase 25 different Clymer 

titles with one rack or 50 titles 
with two racks

•Spinner design occupies 
minimum floor space

•Lets your customers browse 
the full line of Clymer repair 
manuals to find the right one 
for their bike

PART # SR-25

CLYMER 
DISPLAY RACKS

•Showcase your service and 
repair manuals for 
optimum sales

DESCRIPTION PART #
24-manual display rack (free w/ 
  purchase of 20 manuals) C-6
36-manual display rack (free w/ 
  purchase of 30 manuals) C-9
Display rack 9903-0174
 

PART # MPDIS01 PART # K28-0000

CABLE RACKS
•Single-tier wall rack measures 36” W; holds 

up to 200 cables on 20 slots
•Rack header can be used to identify cables

C6 C9

9903-0174
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POINT OF 
PURCHASE 

FLOOR 
DISPLAY 

RACK
•Made of 

powder-coated 
heavy metal

•Features four 
heavy-duty shelves

•Header card is 
printed in a 4-color glossy finish

•Measures 80” tall x 42” wide x 18” deep
PART # 9903-0055

PRODUCT 
DISPLAY

•Display all of your 
Silkolene lubricant products on this 
point-of-purchase display rack

PART # 9903-0156

DISPLAY RACK
•For a limited time, 

receive a free five-shelf 
display rack when you 
purchase $600 worth of 
Maxima lubricants, or 
pay just $41.90 with a 
$300 purchase

•Four-tray display 
measures 55” H x 
251/2” W x 161/2” D

PART # DIS15

DISPLAY RACK
•New high-profile space-

saving design
•Holds 18 cases of product
•Complete kit includes 

posters, banners, hats 
and stickers

•Free with minimum 
purchase; see sales rep for 
more information

PART # DISMC-13

LUBE 
CENTER

•Make sure you’re 
a well-oiled 
selling machine

•Free with $700.00 purchase
PART # KLC-1

FLOOR 
DISPLAY
•Shelves are sized to make 

it easy to keep product 
separated and easy 
to inventory

•Comes with Slime headers 
and footers

•Includes 24, 8 oz. Slime 
PART #3715-0001; 18, 16 
oz. Slime PART #3715-0002; 
24, 24 oz. Super Duty PART 
#3715-0005 and four, 1-gal. 
PART #SDSB1G

PART # SLM4

SUG. RETAIL............................$689.95

SMARTSPAIR 
DISPLAY

•Fits on counter or slat wall
•Includes display and four 

SmartSpair™ kits
PART # 0363-0023SUG. RETAIL...........$199.95

DISPOSABLE 
COUNTER DISPLAY

•A great sales tool for easy 
customer viewing

•Comes with 14, 24 oz. Slime Super-Duty 
Tubeless PART #3715-0005

PART # 3715-0007

SUG. RETAIL.....................................$169.95

P.O.P. DISPLAY
•An organized, inviting 

way to display the 
Luster Care line 
of products

•Comes stocked with the following:  
six combo packs (PART #DS-
700146), six Luster pads (PART 
#DS-700151), six Luster sealers 
(PART #DS-700152) and six Luster 
Care revitalizers (PART #DS-700153)

PART # SUG. RETAIL
DS-700154 $213.95
 

THUMPER HELMET 
SPEAKER DISPLAY

•The easy way to increase sales of this 
hot product

•Designed to display six units
•Display is free with an order of 10 helmet 

speakers (PART # 4403-0043)
PART # 9903-0270
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